
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVMIIA
LAW SCHOL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Participants in the Meetings of the Civil Rules

Advisory Committee, February 16-17, 1995

FROM: Stephen B. Burbank

DATE: January 30, 1995

RE: Agenda and Advance Materials

Enclosed are a Preliminary Agenda for, and a List of

Participants in, the meetings of the Advisory Committee on Civil

Rules at the University of Pennsylvania Law School on Thursday,

February 16 and Friday, February 17. Also enclosed are materials

that may be useful in preparation for the discussions. The

materials are keyed to the agenda items to which they relate.

The individuals whose names are noted in connection with the

agenda topics have kindly agreed to lead the discussions. The

Federal Judicial Center will forward a report on its empirical

work (agenda item I(E)) under separate cover.

All of the substantive sessions will be held in Room 145 of

Tanenbaum Hall, the Law School's new building. The entrance to

the Law School is located on Sansom Street between 34th and 36th

Streets. Sansom Street itself is located between Chestnut and

Walnut Streets and is easily reached on foot or by taxi from 30th

Street Station and by taxi from the airport.

Rooms have been reserved, and will be held, for those who

requested them at the Four Seasons Hotel. In the event of

cancellation, it is the individual's responsibility to notify the

hotel, (215) 963-1500, 48 hours in advance.

I look forward to seeing you on February 16.
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Dear Civil Procedure Buffs:

This letter about Civil Rule 23 is being sent to an array of
people who have shown interest in recent proposals to revise the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Recipients are free to share
these questions with anyone who comes to mind, so long as the
tentative posture of the proposal is made clear.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has had a draft revision
of Civil Rule 23 slowly simmering on a back burner for some time.
The most recent form of the draft is enclosed. I have not made any
attempt to redraft this version. Matters of style, of substance
addressed, and of substance not addressed, remain in inherited
form. Robust comments can be made without fear of offending pride
of authorship.

The purpose of this circulation is to invite comments on every
aspect of Rule 23. The draft may provide a convenient focus for
initial reactions, but I and the Committee hope for a completely
uninhibited expression of experience with Rule 23 as it stands and
for visions of a better Rule 23. It is important that we hear from
as many different forms of experience and perspectives as may be
found. Topics not addressed by the draft are more important for
this purpose than the topics that are addressed. A comprehensive
response now will enable the Committee to determine whether the
time has come to draft a revised Rule 23 for public comment, and to
draft a better revision if any is to be pursued.

Timing

Rule 23 was changed dramatically in 1966. Many of those
involved in the drafting process state that they had no idea of the
uses that would be made of the new rule. If the revision process
is pursued now, some three decades would have run by the time any
changes could take effect. That is a lot of time for appraising
the effects of the 1966 amendments. Careful study of Rule 23 now
does not suggest unseemly haste or petty tinkering.

The conclusion that it is appropriate to study Rule 23 does
not lead inexorably to the conclusion that it is appropriate to
amend Rule 23. It is possible that experience shows that the Rule
is working so well than amendment is not wise. It also is possible
that the Rule is not working as well as might be, but that changes
are likely to make matters worse. Even if significant improvements
could be made now, it might be better to wait a while longer in the
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hope that much more significant changes will soon be within reach.
One question, then, is, whether the time has come to reviseRule 23.

Style

Whatever else happens, Rule 23 will be rewritten in the styleof the Style Subcommittee of the Standing Committee. Comments onstyle are welcome, particularly when they suggest ambiguities oropacities, but it should be remembered that this draft does notconform to current style conventions.

Draft

The major change made by the draft is the amalgamation ofsubdivisions (b)(l), (2), and (3). This amalgamation has at leastthree major consequences. First, it will not be necessary todecide which subdivision applies. Second, the provision for optingout of a (b)(3) class is changed to a provision that permits thecourt to determine whether class members may opt out -- the courtmay deny any opportunity to opt out of what would have been a(b)(3) class, or may allow an opportunity to opt out of what wouldhave been a (b)(1) or (2) class. Instead, the court may certify aclass that includes only those who elect to opt in. Conditions maybe imposed on those who choose to opt out or in. Third, theprovision for notice applies to all three in ways that may reducethe requirements for notice in former (b)(3) classes and increasethe requirements in former (b)(l) and (2) classes.

There are several other significant changes. It is made clearthat classes may be certified for resolution only of specificissues. This provision, and the opt-in alternative, are aimed inpart at providing a framework better adapted to consolidatedlitigation of mass tort disputes. Subdivision (a)(4) is changed tofocus directly on the ability of attorneys to represent the class,and requires that representatives be willing to fairly andadequately represent the class. The requirement that therepresentatives be willing is most likely to affect certificationof classes defending against a claim. There is an obliquereference to fiduciary duty in (a)(4), calculated to emphasize theobligation of representatives and attorneys to put aside self-interest.

Rule 23(d) would be amended to make it clear that motionsunder Rules 12 or 56 can be decided before certification.

A more dramatic change is suggested by the Note to Rule 23(e).On its face, Rule 23(e) suggests that a proposal to dismiss orcompromise a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge orother special master under Rule 53 without regard to the provisons
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of Rule 53(b). The Note suggests that this provision wouldauthorize investigation of a proposed settlement by independentcounsel as a means of breaking the information monopoly of self-interested parties.

There is little need to point up the questions raised by thesechanges. The notice provisions may provoke dissent on the groundthat there should be no room for relaxation in (b)(3) classes, orthat increased burdens should not be imposed on (b)(l) or (2) classrepresentatives. Instead, it might be argued that the draft doesnot go far enough in either direction.

The prospect that members of a (b)(3) class might not beallowed to opt out may seem dangerous, particularly if the forumlacks any contact with the class member. Denial of any opportunityto opt out might seem particularly dangerous with respect tomembers of a defendant class represented by an all-too-willingvolunteer. The provisions for conditions deserve specialattention. What should happen, for example, if opting out isallowed on condition the class member not bring a separate action,and a class judgment is entered that fails the tests for precludingrelitigation by class members who did not opt out?

And so of other facets of the draft. A lengthy enumeration ofquestions that come to mind might tend to close out otherquestions, and perhaps more important ones. The more questions wecan identify now, the better.

Detailed Questions Not Addressed

Many relatively small questions are not addressed by thedraft. Some may be better left to development without guidance inthe rule. Others may be unimportant in theory or in practice. Abrief list of representative examples may provoke interestingreactions:

Should a party seeking class certification be required to makea motion for certification by a specified time?

Is any useful purpose served by the typicality requirement ofRule 23(a)(3)?

Is it possible to go beyond vague allusions to fiduciary dutyto define the ways in which the class and all its members becomeclients of the attorney for the representative parties? Would moredetailed principles of fiduciary duty to the class be useful?Should counsel be required, for example, to continue a course ofvigorous advocacy after it has become apparent that the yield infees is not likely to compensate the effort?

Should there be provisions regulating discovery and
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counterclaims against nonrepresentative members of the class?

Would it help to adopt express provisions regulating theimpact of filing, denial of certification, or decertification, onstatutes of limitations?

Is it possible to include a provision allowing denial ofcertification on the ground that the value of a class recovery doesnot justify the burden of class adjudication? Can this concern betied to provisions for "fluid" or "class" recovery? Would aprovision written in neutral procedural terms invite the objectionthat this calculation would trespass on substantive matters?

Should anything be said about "personal jurisdiction" withrespect to members of a plaintiff class or a defendant class? Onepossibility would be to provide jurisdiction as to any class memberwho has sufficient contact with the United States.

Is it desirable to provide authority for a class -action courtto supervise trial of individual issues in other courts afterdetermination of common class issues? How would this be done?

Can some means of coordination be provided for situations inwhich potentially overlapping class actions are filed in differentcourts? Is transfer under present § 1407, or an amended § 1407,the only answer?

Should anything be done about the procedure for finding newrepresentatives when mootness overtakes the originalrepresentatives?

Should the draft provision for investigation by a specialmaster be expanded to require appointment of an independentrepresentative for the class to evaluate any proposed dismissal orsettlement?

Larger Questions

The most important questions surrounding Rule 23 probably arenot suitable for present disposition. It seems likely. that mostreasonably detached observers would agree that some uses of Rule 23are nefarious and some uses are highly desirable. It also seemslikely that there would be wide differences among reasonablydetached observers in guessing at the frequency of good and not-so-good uses. It seems even more likely that many of these judgmentsare bound up with deeper judgments about matters that are outsidethe Enabling Act process. Some may think it unwise to seekuniversal enforcement of substantive principles that involve uneasyand uncertain compromises between conflicting needs and policies.others may have more direct disagreements with the substantiveprinciples themselves. Yet others may doubt the need to encourage
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entrepreneurial litigation that imposes substantial costs withoutproducing significant benefits for anyone but the attorneys. itwould be wonderful to be able to distill the wisdom from all thesedoubts and capture it in a procedural rule that does not trespasson substantive matters. Such wonders do not come ready to hand.

Other questions are more tractable, but clearly requirelegislation. Application of the amount-in-controversy requirementto each member of a class may deserve consideration, but cannot bechanged by a rule of procedure. If some change were made thatbrought more diversity class actions, it would be necessary toconsider the choice-of-law question. Again, legislation -- orperhaps a court decision -- would be needed.

Legislation also is needed, or almost surely is needed, toadopt other proposals that have been made in various forms. Thetheory that a class claim should be auctioned to the highestbidder, for example, would separate the owners from their claims bya procedure that deviates too far from traditional judicialprocedures to permit enactment by rule. Proposals to regulateattorney fee incentives also raise grave questions of Enabling Actauthority. Setting fees at a portion of the benefits gained forthe class, auctioning the right to be attorneys for the class, oreven tinkering with the lode star method are common examples. itmay be possible to accomplish less ambitious changes by- rule.Requiring disclosure and evaluation of fee arrangements as part ofthe determination whether the class representatives and theirattorneys will fairly and adequately represent the class would bean example.

Other broad questions seem within the reach of Enabling Actprocesses. One question parallels the question of subclasses.Class members may have conflicting interests that are ignored inthe desire to certify a broad class. Such conflicts may occuroccasionally even among members of a plaintiff damages class, andeasily could multiply if mass torts are brought into the classaction fold. Conflicts are perhaps more likely in declaratory orinjunction actions, particularly with regard to remedies. Theplaintiff class in a school desegregation action, for example, mayinclude people with widely different interests in, and views about,the remedies to be adopted. Procedures might be drafted toincrease the attention given to these conflicts, as by increasingthe number of representatives or creating more subclasses.Although such procedures would increase complication and expense,and likely would diminish the prospects of settlement, they mightconduce to better results.

Some thought also might be devoted to the question whetherthere should be more than one class-action rule. It has been said,for example, that defendant class actions are important in suinglarge partnerships or large groups of underwriters. Mass torts
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continue to be the subject of class action discussion. It may bebetter to draft separate rules for such cases than to attempt tofit them within a single comprehensive rule.

No douibt there are other matters, large and small, thatshouldbe considered in any effort' to revise Rule 23. Let me close withthe request made at the outset. 'Comments on the current draftproposal are welcome, and important to ensure that the draft isi asgood as' can be if the proces's1proceed's to the point of publishinga proposed revision for public comment. Even more important,howve r wilil be comments on the wisdom 'of addressing Rule 23 at,all and on the need to considerbmatters not addressed by the draft.

Although comments are welcome atll 'any time, it would be helpfulto have substantial reactions by Marcy 15. The Committee agendafor the May meeting is crowded, but it may prove possible toinclude preliminary discussion of Rull½ 23. Reactions from as manyperspectives as possible can be most useful:

Thank-you for your help.

Sincerely,

EHC/lm Edward H. Cooper
encls. Reporter, Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more

2 members of a class may sue or be sued as representative

3 parties- on behalf of all enl~-if - with respect to the

4 claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action

5 treatment -

6 (1) the e mass is- members are so numerous

7 that joinder of all imeffmbers-is impracticable,

8 (2) there ar questions ef law or fact legal or

9 factual questions are common to the class,

10 (3) the claims or defenses of the

11 representative parties' positions typify those-ae

12 typical of the claims or defenses of the class, and-

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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(4) the representative parties and their

13 attorneys are willing and able to wil-fairly and

14 adequately protect the interests of all persons while

15 members of the class until relieved by the court from

16 that fiduciary duty and-.

17 (5) a class action is superior to other

18 available methods for the fair and efficient

19 adjudication of the controversy.

20 (b) WheR-Whether a Class Actio-. Mainta e

21 Is Superior. An action may be maintyaed, as a elass

22 action if the preroquisites ef subdivision (a) arc satisfied,

23 and in addition The matters pertinent in deciding under

24 (a)(5) whether a class action is superior to other available

25 methods include:

26 (1) the extent to which the prosecution of

27 separate actions by or against individual members ef

28 the class would Senate a fisk of mi'ht result in
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29 (A) inconsistentorvaryingadjudications

30 with respee+t t individual members ef the elas

31 whieh-that would establish incompatible

32 standards of conduct for the party opposing the

33 class, or

34 (B) adjudications w-h respect to

35 individual mcFbers of the class which would

36 ' that.as a practical matter be dispositivc of the

37 i'ntfcests of the other members not parties to the

38 adjudications or substantially impair or impedes

39 would dispose of' the nonpartv members'

40 interests or reduce their ability to protect their

41 interests; eT

42 (2) thc py opposing the class has acted or

43 refused to aet on grounds generally applicable to the

44 class thereby mnaking appropriate final injunctive

45 Telief the extent to which the relief may take the form
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46 of an injunction or eerespendiag-declaratory relief

47 with respee-t udgnt respecting the class as a

48 whole; ef

49 (3) the court finds that the extent t which

50 common questions of law or fact common to the

51 members of the class predominate over any questions

52 affecting only individual members, and that a class

53 action is superior to other available methods for the

54 fair and cfficicent adjudication of the controevrsy.

55 Thc matters pertinent to the findings include:.

56 (A4) the class members' interests eof mnembers

57 ef the elass-in individually controlling the prosecution

58 or defense of separate actions;

59 (B5) the extent and nature of any related

60 litigation concrning the controvcrsy already

61 eefmeneed-begun by or against members of the

62 class;
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63 '(C6 the desirability or undesirability of

64 concentrating the litigation of the claims in the

65 particular forum; and

66 (DO) the likely difficulties likely te be

67 e-eetittefed-in tho managecent of managing a class

68 action which will be eliminated or significantly

69 reduced if the controversy is adjudicated by other

70 available means.

71 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class

72 Action to Be Maintained Certified; Notice and

73 Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions Conducted

74 Partially as Class Actions Multiple Classes and

75 Subclasses.

76 (1) As soon as practicable after-the

77 comee ocome nt of an action brought as a elass action

78 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

79 the court shal-jmust determine by order whether and
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80 with respect to what claims, defenses, or issues-k-is

81 to be so maintained the action should be certified as

82 a class action.

83 (A) An order certifying a class action

84 must describe the class and determine whether.

85 when, how, and under what conditions putative

86 members may elect to be excluded from, or

87 included in. the class. The matters pertinent to

88 this determination will ordinarily include:

89 (i) the nature of the controversy

90 and the relief sought:

91 (i) the extent and nature of the

92 members' injuries or liability:

93 (iii) potential conflicts of interest

94 among members:

95 !ly) the interest of the party

96 opposing the class in securing a final and
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97 consistent resolution of the matters in

98 controversy: and

99 (v) the inefficiency or

100 impracticality of separate actions to

101 resolve the controversy.

102 When appropriate. a putative member's election

103 to be excluded may be conditioned upon a

104 prohibition against its maintaining a separate

105 action on some or all of the matters in

106 controversy in the class action or a prohibition

107 against its relying in a separate action upon any

108 judgment rendered or factual finding in favor

109 of the clas& and a putative member's election

110 to be included in a class may be conditioned

111 upon its bearing a fair share of litigation

112 expenses incurred by the representative parties.

113 (B) An order under this subdivision
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114 may be conditional, and may be altered or

115 amended before the decision on mh merits final

116 judgment.

117 (2) In ally class-MIhen ordering that an action

118 be eas a class action under

119 s 3 "e-i this rule, the court shal-must

120 direct that appropriate notice be given to the

121 mcmbers--f the class under subdivision (d)(1)(C).

122 The notice must concisely and clearly describe the

123 nature of the action: the claims, defenses, or issues

124 with respect to which the class has been certified: the

125 persons who are members of the class: any conditions

126 affecting exclusion from or inclusion in the class: and

127 the potential consequences of class membership. In

128 determining how, and to whom, notice will be given.

129 the court may consider the matters listed in (b) and

130 (c)(1)(A). the expense and difficulties of providing
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131 actual notice to all class members. and the nature and

132 ' extent of any adverse consequences that class

133 members may suffer from a failure to receive actual

134 notice. the best noticc practisablc unde r thc

135 circumstas, including individual noticc to all

136 members who can b ident6fied through rcasble

137 cffort. The nico shalL advise cach mmber that(l)

138 the court will cx -ludc the-member from thc elass i

139 the menmber se requests by a spccified date; (B) the

140 judgm , whthr favorabc- eot, will incluall

141 mnombrs whdo not roquost CXClusief; and (C) any

142 fflember whe dees not rqucat cxclu-si may, if the

143 member desires, entrf an appoaranc through

144 eeti "

145 (3)- The judgment in an action certified

146 ai as a class action ufder subdivision (b)

147 or (b)(2), whether or not favorablc t th class, shall
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148 include and describc these whom the court finds to

149 be members of thc class. Thce judgment in an action

150 maintaincd as a class action under subdivisione b)(3),

151 whether or not favorable to the class, shall inelede

152 aid-must specify or describe those te whom the

153 notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was directed,

154 and who have not requcsted exclusion, and whom the

155 eourt finds-who are te-be-members of the class or

156 have elected to be excluded on conditions affecting

157 any separate actions.

158 (4), When appropriate-.A an action may be

159 brought or maintained certified as a class action with

160 respect to particular claims, defenses, or issues,-ef

161 \B)* by or against multiple classes or subclasses.

162 Subclasses need not separately satisfy the

163 requirements of subdivision (a)(1). a class may-be

164 divided into subelasscs and each subelass tretcd as
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165 a clas, and the provisions of this rule shall then be

166 cnstrucd and applid accordingly.

167 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions.

168 (1?jIn the conduct of actions to which this

169 rule applies, the court may make appropriate orders

170 that:

171 (14) determining determine the course of

172 proceedings or pprescribe measures

173 to prevent undue repetition or complication in

174 the presentation of evidence or argument;

175 (B) decide a motion under Rule 12 or

176 56 before the certification determination if the

177 court concludes that the decision will promote

178 the fair and efficient adjudication of the

179 controversy and will not cause undue delay:

180 (2) requiring, for the protection of the

181 members ef the class or otherise for the fai
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182 conduct ef the action, that require notice be

183 ni h manner as the _eti may drt . to

184 some or all of the class members or putative

185 members of,

186 (i any step in the action,

187 including certification. modification. or

188 decertification of a class, or refusal to

189 crtif a class-f-f-

190 Ei) j the proposed extent of the

191 judgment-s or-of-

192 (iii) the members' opportunity ef

193 memfbers to signify whether they consider

194 the representation fair and adequate, to

195 intervene and present claims or defenses,

196 or'otherwise to come into the action;

197 (3p) imposing-impose conditions on the

198 representative parties c-lass members. or eOf
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199 'intervenors;

200 (4E) fequiifg-reguire that-the pleadings

201 be amended to eliminate therfefrm allegations

202 as te-about representation of absent persons,

203 and that the action proceed accordingly; or

204 (SE dealitg with similar procedural

205 matters.

206 .2 h e kn order under Rule 23(d)(1

207 may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and

208 may be altered or -amended as may be desirabl from

209 time to time.

210 (e) Dismissal or Compromise. An exass-action in

211 which persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class

212 must shall-not

213 (c)(l). be dismissed. be amended to delete the request for

214 certification as a class action. or becompromised without

215 the-approval of the court, and notice of the proposed
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216 dismissal or compromiasl be given to all members

217 the class in such manner as the court directs. An action

218 certified as a class action must not be dismissed or

219 compromised without approval of the court. and notice of

220 a proposed voluntary dismissal or compromise must be

221 given to some or all members of the class in such Manner

222 as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or compromise

223 an action certified as a class action may be referred to a

224 magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53

225 without regard to the provisions of Rule 53(b).

226 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an

227. appeal from an order granting or denying a request for

228 class action certification under this rule upon application to

229 it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does

230 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

231 judge or the court of appeals so orders.
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COMMITTEE NOTE

PURPOSE OF REVISION. As initially adopted, Rule 23
defined class actions as "true," "hybrid," or "spurious" according
to the abstract nature of the rights involved. The. 1966 revision
created a new tripartite classification in subdivision (b), and then
established different provisions relating to notice and exclusionary
rights based on that classification. For (b)(3) class actions, the
rule mandated "individual notice to all members who can -be
identified through reasonable effort""and a right by class members
to "opt-out"' of the class. For (b)(l) and (b)(2),class, actions,
however, .the rule did not by its terms mandate any notice to class
members, and was generally viewed as not permitting:,any
exclusion of class members. This structure has frequently resulted
in time-consuming procedural battles either because the operative
facts did not fit'neatly into any one of the; three categories, or
because more than one category could apply, and the selection of
the proper classification would have a major impact on whether
and how the case should proceed, as, a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions of former subdivisions
(b lkb)(2), and (b)(3) are combined and treated as pertinent
factors ,in deciding whether a class action is superior ,to other
available methods, for the fair andd efficient adjudication -of the
controversy, Kwhich is added to subdivision (a) as a prerequisite
for, ny, class ,:action. ,The issue,,of superiority of class action
resolution is made a critical question, without regard to whether,
under the formr language, the case would have been viewed as
being brought her (b(l), (b)(2', or (b)(3).!,,Use of a unitary
standard, once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, is
the appoac~h taken by the National Conference of Commissioners
on Unif~orm Stats Lws and adopte4 in several states.
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Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights remain
important in class actions - and, indeed, may be critical to due
process. Under the revision, however, these questions are ones
that should be addressed on their own merits, given the needs and
circumstances of the case and without being tied artificially to the
partkular clssification of 'the class 'action.

" 'The revision emphasizes the need for^the court, parties, andC
counselit focus on the particular claims, defenses, or issues that
are appropriate fbr ladjudicatign in a class' action. Too often,
classes have4> ibeen icertified 'withrut recognition'tat separate
contioversies may ekist betweenl plaintiff class` members 'and a
defendant'whicl should nocit beibarred inderithe doctrine ofclaim
preclusion. o dion (c)(4) of the
provision perroitring s tions fparcular issues has tended
toobscure the poten beefit f rsolving certain clains 'and
defenses oni ala, ssi ba sswhilelvingter controversies for
resblution'29lk~tian i itrsep' lrat~ Id.+ +ti~s~ <2~lr. rFllF> N[

As revised, i K[le 'ill affiie greater 'opportunity for
use of class actionsfl approprte Icases notwithstanding, the
existence ofclaaims fiijividual damas'ad injuries - at least
for some iss~ies if n~f~ the r 'es~luo oft'ke individual damage
claimls ! thied~~ selv4 & lllsiorSuq~llicense fo ievisiori~is n~t h6 evr, an- unqualiie'd
Licnse l'forti0 6hf nf ai cla~r! whenever there aei numerous
injure Tm n iiarnces of fadts. Th
rule snt a m i syste for
recoVer' 'or l clals p r fU ahgs,' nrdoes it atmjto
expand or St to fe tiction by
or agaihst | ass in|b r. 1

The major 1tiffiptil of this s w 1 be 'on cases at Je'
margin; most cuases prieusly:ee ce fied a [la lss actions
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will be certified under this rule, and most that were not certified
will not be certified under the rule. There will be a limited
number of cases, however, where the certification decision may
differ from that under the prior rule, either because of the use of
a unitary standard or the greater flexibility respecting notice and
membership in the class.

Various non-substantive stylistic changes are made to
conform to style conventions adopted by the Committee to simplify
the present rules.

SUDVISION (a)., Subdivision (a)(4) is revised to explicitly
require that the proposed class representatives and their attorneys
be both willing and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities.
inherent in representation of a class. The willingness to j accept,
such responsibilities is a particular concern when the request foT
class . treatment is Knot made by <:those who seek to be dclass
representatives, as when a plaintiff requests certification ofta
defendant class. Once a class is certified, the class representatives
and their attorneys will, until the class .is decertified.'or, they are
otherwise relieved by the court, have an obligation to fairly and
adequately represent the interests of the class, taking no action for
their own benefit that' twould be inconsistent with the fiduciary
responsibilities owedlto& the. class.

Paragraph (5) -the superiority requirement - is taken from
subdivision (b)(3) and becomes a critical element for all class
actions.

The introductory language in subdivision (a) stresses that, in
ascertaining whether the five prerequisites are met, the court and
litigants should focus on'the matters that are being considered for
class action certification. The words "claims, defenses, or issues"
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are used in a broad and non-legalistic sense. While there might be
some cases in which a class action would be authorized respecting
a specifically defined cause of action, more frequently the court
would, set forth a generalized statement of the matters for class
action treatment, such as all claims by class members against the
defendant arising from the sale of specified securities during a,
particular period of time.

SUBDIVISION (b). As noted, subdivision (b) has been
substantially reorganized. One element, drawn, from, former
subdivision (b)(3), is made a controlling issue for all class actions
and moved to subdivision (a)(5); namely, whether a class action is
superior to other available- methods for the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy. 'The other provisions of former
subdivision, (b) then become factors to be considered in making
this&determination. Of course, there is no requirement that all of
these factors be present before a class action may be ordered, nor
is thfis ist intended to exclude other factors that in a particular case
may bear on the superiority of a class .action whencompared to
other available methods for resolving the controversy.

,Factor (7) -. the consideration of the difficulties likely to be
encountered in the management of a class action - is revised by
adding a clause to emphasize that, such difficulties ,,should . be
assessed not in the abstract, but rather in comparison to those that
would be encountered with individually prosecuted acins.

SUBDIVSION (c). Former paragraph (2) of this subdivision
contained the provisions for notice and! exclusion in (b)(3) class
actions.

Under the revision, the provisions relating to exclusion are
made applicable to all class actions but- with flexibility for the
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court to determine whether, when, and how putative class
members should be allowed to exclude themselves from the class.

The court may also impose appropriate conditions on 'such "opt-

outs" - or, in some cases, even require that a putative class

member "opt-in" in order to be treated as a member of the class.

The potential for class members to exclude themselves from

many class actions remains a primary consideration for the court

in determining whether to allow a case to proceed as a class

action, both to assure due process and in recognition of individual
preferences. Even in the most compelling situation for not

allowing exclusion - the fact pattern described in subdivision
(b)(1)(A) -a person-might nevertheless be allowed to be excluded
from the class upon the condition that the person will not maintain

any separate action and hence, as a practical matter, be bound by
the outcome of the class action. The opportunity to elect exclusion
from a class may also be useful, for example, in some employment
discrimination actions in which certain employees otherwise part

of the class may, because of their own positions, wish to align

themselves with the employer's side of the litigation either to assist

in the defense of the case or to oppose the relief sought for the
class.

Ordinarily putative class members electing to be excluded
from a plaintiff class will be free to bring'their own individual
actions, unhampered by-factual findings adverse to the class, while
potentially able, under the doctrine of issue preclusion, to benefit
from factual findings favorable to the class. 'The revised rule
permits the court, as a means to avoid this inequity, to impose a

condition on "opting out" that will preclude an excluded member

from relying in a separate action upon findings favorable to the
class.
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Rarely should a court impose an "opt-in" requirement for
membership in a class. There are, however, situations in which
such, a requirement may be desirable to avoid potential. due process
problems, such as, with some defendant classes or, in cases where
an opt-out ight would be. appropriate but it, is impossible or
impractical to give meaningful notice of the class action to all
putative members of the class. With defendant-classes it may be
appropriate, to impose, a -condition ithat requires the ."opting-in"
defendant class members to share in the litigation expenses of the
representative party. Such a condition would. be xrarely needed
with plaintiff classes since typically, the, claims on-behalf of the
class, if successful, would result inza common fund or, benefit fromwhich litigation.expenses of the representative can be, charged.

Under the revision, 1some notice ,of- class ,,certification is
required for all, types of .,class :actions,, but .flexibility; is- provided
respecting the type and tenth of noticeto be given[,,ft the ciass,-
consistentetwith constitutionalruirementsfordueprocess.' Actualnoticeto all putative class memersshouldnot, for, exampebe
needed when the conditions, of jbdivision (l) are met orwhen,
under subdivision (c)(l)l(A, membership inte class is limited to
those who file an elo to bemembers of the'class. Problems
have sometimes been encountered when the class members'
individual interestsItho mng protection, weriquite .small
wh~en compared,,with the 1,lco~t tl~l~lprov~nocto each member;
the reviion, aut~hLorizes sih, f~actors Wtbe 'aken Idto account by ,the
court in determining, sject to due procs requirements, what
notice should be directed'

.~ ~ ~~~()~~ to e1, l'h ¢ &~flimnt th 9j:el
Thefrevisi&o to subdi Sion (c)4 is intendedto eliminate theL

problem n when a class !,ac tio several subclas should be,
certified, but one or more o t subcses may not independently
satisfy the "numerosity" requirment.
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Under former paragraph (4), some issues could be certified
for resolution as a class action, while other matters were not so

certified. By adding similar language to other portions of the rule,
the Committee intends to emphasize the potential utility of this
procedure. For example, in some mass tort situations it might be -

appropriate to certify some issues relating to the defendants'
culpability and - if the relevant scientific knowledge is
sufficiently well developed - general causation for class action
treatment, while leaving issues relating to specific causation,
damages, and contributory negligence for potential resolution
through individual lawsuits brought by members of the class.

SUBDIVION (d). The former rule generated uncertainty
concerning the appropriate order of proceeding when aimotion'
addressed to the merits of claims or defenses is submitted prior to
a decision' on whether a class should'be certified. The revision
provides the court with discretion to address a Rule 12 or Rule 56
motion in advance of a certification decision if this will promote
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. See Manual
for Complex Litigation- Second, § '30.11 '

Inclusion in' former subdivision (c)(2) of detailed
requirements for notice in (b)(3) actions, sometimes placed
unnecessary barriers to formation, of a class, as well 'as masked the
desirability, if not need, for notice in (b)(1)' and (b)(2) actions.
Even if not required for due process, some form of notice to class
members should be regarded as desirable in virtually all class
actions. Subdivision (c)(2) requires that notice be given if a class
is certified, though under subdivision (d)(1)(C) the particular form

of notice is committed to the sound' discretion of the court,, keeping
in mind the requirements of due process. Subdivision (d)(1)(C)
contemplates 'that some form' of notice may be desirable with
respect to many other importtantrulings; subdivision '(d)(1)(C)(i),
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for example, calls the attention of the court and litigants, to the
possible need for some notice' if the court declines to certify a class
in an action filed ',as a class action or reduces the scope of a
previously certified glass. In such circumstances, particularly if
putative class members have become aware of the case, some
notice may be needed informing the class members that they'can
no longer rely on the action as, a means for pursuing their rights.

SUBDIVIION e). There are sound reasons for requiring
judicial approval of proposals to voluntarily dismiss, eliiminnate.'
class allegations, ,or compromise an action filed or ,ordered
maintained as a class action. The reasons' for requiring notice of
such a proposal to members of a putative class are significantly
less compelling., Despite the language of the, former rule, courts
have, recognized the propriety of a,,, jddicially-supervised,
precertification dismissal or' ompromise without requiring notice
to phuttiveclassmembers.,, E~g, Shelton v.,,BPrg, 582 od 1298v
(4th l'0Cir., 1978). The revision ,adopts tthat approach. If
circui'stances warrant, the court, has ,ample , authority to direct
notice to some or all putative class `members, pursuant to ,the
provisions of subdivision (d). While the provisions of subdivision
(e) do not apply-if the court denies the request for, class
certificaition, there' mayl, b~ge,'ases Sin which the court- wil direct
under subdivision () thatt notice of the,,denial of class certification
be given to those who weqreaware of the case.

Ealuatons of propals t dis miss or settle aclass action
sometie's involve' highly sensitive issues, paiularly' should the
proppoilabe ultimately disapproved. For ,example, the parties may
be required to disclose' we esses inrtheir own positions, or to
provide information need& to, assure that the proposal does 'not
directly or indirectly confer'benefilts u'poln c#lssrepresentatives or
their counsel inconsistentwt: thaerY fiHduc*ryobigatipops owe to
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members of the class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest.
Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation of the fairness
of these proposals conducted by an independent master can be of
great benefit to the courts particularly since the named parties and
their counsel have ceased to be adversaries with respect to the
proposed dismissal or settlement. The revision clarifies that the
strictures of Rule 53(b) do not preclude the court from appointing
under that Rule a special master to assist the court in evaluating a
proposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not a Magistrate
Judge, would be compensated as provided in Rule 53(a).

SUBDIVISION (f). The certification ruling is often the crucial
ruling in a case filed as a class action. The plaintiff, in order to
obtain appellate review of a ruling denying certification, will have
to proceed with the case to final judgment and may have to incur
litigation expenses wholly disproportionate to any individual
recovery; and, if the plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of
the certification decision, postponement of the appellate decision
raises the specter of "one way intervention." Conversely, if class
certification is erroneously granted, a defendant may be forced to
settle rather than run the risk of potentially ruinous liability of a
class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the certification
decision. These consequences, as well as the unique public
interest in properly certified class actions, justify a special
procedure allowing early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by piecemeal
reviews, the revision contains provisions to minimize the risk of
delay and abuse. Review will be available only by leave of the
court of appeals promptly sought, and proceedings in the district
court with respect to other aspects of the case are not stayed by the
prosecution of such an appeal unless the district court or court of
appeals so orders. The appellate procedure would be the same as
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for appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(c). The statutory authority
for using the rule-maldng process to permit an appeal of
interlocutory orders is:contained in 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), as
amended in 1992.

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate
review will'be rare. Neverdieless, the potential for this review
should encourage compliance with the certification procedures and
afford an opportunity for prompt correction of error.
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PROPOSED AMENDIENTS TO "
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 23. Class Actions

(a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may
sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all if - with
respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class action
treatment -

(1) the members are so numerous that joinder of all
is impracticable,

(2),~, legal or factual questions are common to the
class,

(3) the representative parties' positions typify those
of the class,

(4) the representative parties and their attorneys are
willing and able to fairly and adequately protect the interests
of all persons while members of the class until relieved by
the court'from that fiduciary duty; and

(5) a class action is superior to other available
methods for 'the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy.

(b) Whether a Class Action Is Superior. The matters
pertinent in deciding under (a)(5) whether a class action is superior
to other available methods include:

(1) the extent to which separate actions by or against
individual members might result in

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications that
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for
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the party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications that, as a practical matter,
would dispose of the nonparty members' interests or
reduce their ability to protect their interests;

(2) the extent to which the relief may take the form
of an injunction or declaratory judgment respecting the class
as a whole,

(3) the extent to which common questions of law or
fact predominate over any questions affecting only individual
members;

(4) the class members' interests in individually
controlling the prosecution ordefense of' separate' actions;

(5) the extent and nature of any related litigation
already begun by or against members of the class;

(6) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating
the litigation in the particular forum; and,

(7) the'likely difficulties in managing a class action
which will be eliminated or significantly reduced if the
controversy is adjudicated by other available means.
(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be

Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Multiple
Classes and Subclasses.

(1) As soon as practicable after persons sue or are
sued as representatives of a class, the court must determine
by order whether and with respect to what claims, defenses,
or issues the action should be certified as a class action.

(A) An order certifying a class action must
describe the class and determine whether, when, how,
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and under what conditions putative members may elect
to be excluded from, or included in, the class. The
matters pertinent to this determination will ordinarily
include:

(i) the nature of the controversy and the
relief sought;

(ii) the extent and nature of the
members' injuries or liability';

(iii) potential conflicts of interest among
members;

-(iv the interest of the party opposing the
class in securing a final and consistent resolution
of the matters in controversy; and

$(v) 'the inefficiency or impracticality of
separate actions to resolve the controversy.

When appropriate, a putative member's, election to be
excluded may! be conditidned` upon a prohibition
against its maintaining a separate action on some or all
of the matters in controversy in the class, action or a
prohibition against its relying ink separate, action upon
any judgment rendered or factual inding in favor of
the class,, fand a, p tative, member's election to be
included in a class may be conditioned upon its bearing
a fair share of litigation expenses incurred by the
representative parties.'

(B) An order under this subdivision may be
conditional, and may be altered 'or amended before
final judgment.

(2) When ordering that an action be certified as a
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class action under this rule, the court must. direct that
appropriate notice be given to the class under subdivision
(d)(l)(C). The notice must concisely and clearly describe
the nature of the action; the claims, defenses, or issues with
respect to which the class has been certified; the persons
who are members of the class; any conditions affecting
exclusion from or inclusion in the class; and the potential
consequences of class membershipn determining how, and
to whom, notice will be given, the court may consider the
matters listed in (b) and (c)(I)(A), the expense and
difficulties of providing actual notice; to all class members,
and the nature and extent of any adverse consequences that
class members may suffer from a failure to receive actual
notice.

(3) The judgment in an ationcertified as a class
action, whether or not fvorable to the class, must specify or
describe those who are. Members of the class or have elected
to be excluded on conditions affecting any separate actions.

(4) When appropriate, an action may be certified asa class action with respectto particularclaims, defenses, or
issues by or aganst Wmultiple [lasses or subclasses.
Subclasses need nclt sepaately satsfthe1 reuirements of
subdivision (a)(l). I '

(d) -Orders in Conduct of Class A otions.F

(1) In the conduct 1 of t actionsu to l which -this rule
applies, the court may makie, appropriate orders that:

(A) determine the course of proceedings or
prescribe measures to Fprevent undue repetition or
complication in the presentation of evidence or
argument;
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(B) decide a motion underRule 12 or 56 before
the certification determination if the court concludes
that the decision will promote the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy and. will not cause
undue delay,;,

(C) require notice to some or all of, the class
members or putative members of:

(i) any step in the action, including
certification, modification, or decertification of
a class, or refusal to certify a class;,

,() )1 the proposed extent of the judgment;
:or

(iii) the members' opportunity to signify
whether they consider the representation fair and
adequate, to intervene and present claims, or
defenses, or otherwise to come into the action;

(D) impose conditions on the representative
parties, class members, or intervenors;

(E) require the pleadings be amended to
eliminate allegations about representation of absent
persons, and that the action proceed accordingly; or

(F) deal with similar procedural matters.

(2) An order under Rule 23(d)(1) may be combined
with an order under Rule 16, and may be altered or
amended.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. An action in which
persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class must not,
before the court's ruling under subdivision (c)(l), be dismissed, be
amended to delete the request for certification as a class action, or
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be compromised withoutapproval of the court. An action certified
as a class, action ,must not, be dismissed or compromised without
approval of the court, and notice of a proposed voluntary dismissal
or compromise must be given to, some or all memberspof the class
in such manner as the court directs. A proposal to dismiss or
compromise an action certified as a class action may be referred
to a magistrate judge or other special master under Rule 53
without regard to the provisions of Rule 53(b).

(1) Appeals. A court of appeals may permit an appealfrom an:'order granting or denying a reque'st' for class action
certification under this rule upon application to it within ten days
after entry of the order. An appealdoes not stay proceedings in
the district court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
orders.

, - ., I A, ~~~~~~~~v .
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SETTLEMENT OF MASS TORT CLASS ACTIONS:
ORDER OUT OF CHAOS

William W Schwarzer*

Why do we worry so much about mass tort class actions? It is not simply

that they involve many injuries and a lot of money, but rather that it seems to be

extremely difficult to bring about a junction of those two, i.e. of the money to the

injury, in rational ways. Of course mass torts arising out of single accidents or

disasters have long been with us but the new variety of mass torts based on

exposure to toxic or otherwise harmful products or substances presents a new

and more difficult set of issues and problems in the context of class actions.

These observations are directed primarily at those issues and problems, but they

are not irrelevant to other kinds of class action litigation.

When I say rational ways, I have in mind four objectives that should

characterize the resolution of mass tort litigation:

1) A fair determination-whether by agreement or adjudication-

of liability and damages;

2) Reasonable-assurance that parties entitled to it will obtain

compensation;

3) Minimum adverse impact on enterprises and the related

economy consistent with deterrence of objectionable conduct; and

4) Minimum transaction costs.

Why is it so difficult to achieve those objectives? The obstacles in

the way flow largely from the defining characteristics of this kind of mass tort

litigation. Aside from the sheer number of claims, they include at least the

following:

1) Duplicative litigation activity: because claims to varying

degrees share common issues of fact and law, much discovery and

adjudication is duplicative;

2) Multiple trials: though claims share common issues, the

individual issues of causation and damages coupled with the Seventh

* Senior United States District Judge, Northern District of California, and Director, Federal Judicial Center,

Washington, D.C.



Amendment right to an individual jury trial require numerous separate

adjudications, resulting not only in duplication, as noted, but in costs and

delays that may as a practical matter deny relief to many;

3) Inconsistent outcomes: multiple jury trials in different

jurisdictions, sometimes subject to different rules of law, lead to wildly

inconsistent outcomes, complicating the evaluation of cases;

4) Punitive damages: the threat of punitive damages further

complicates evaluation and distorts the settlement calculus;

5) Uncertainty of causation: the relationship between alleged

causes and injuries is frequently incapable of being proved with any

degree of certainty, both because of the uncertainty of the relevant science

and because the causal relationship between exposure and a particular

injury will often be speculative;

6) Impact of federalism: adjudication in national litigation is

complicated by the applicability of multiple and often inconsistent state

substantive and procedural law;

7) Uncertainty about identity of claimants: the full array of present

and potential claimants may not be capable of identification, and potential

claimants may themselves not be aware of their status and may not

become aware of it for some years;

8) The magnitude of defendants' potential exposure: the full

measure of claims against some defendants in some mass tort litigation

may force them into bankruptcy;

9) Attorney control: by their nature, cases comprising mass tort

litigation tend to be controlled by a small number of attorneys; and

10) The effects of vast amounts of money at stake: because damage

claims tend to be large individually and enormous in the aggregate, they

generate incentives that can undermine traditional foundations of the

legal process.

The attempts to overcome these obstacles, or find ways to accommodate

them, in the resolution of mass tort litigation have caused considerable debate

and disagreement (reflected, among other places, in the papers included in this

issue of the Cornell Law Review). While some welcome the mass tort class action

as a savior, other see it as something like the sorcerer's apprentice which, once

having been put to work, may be running amok.
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It is clear enough that when Rule 23 was adopted in its present form in

1966, it was not intended to apply to mass tort litigation. The notes of the

advisory committee state that "A 'mass accident' resulting in injuries to

numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the

likelihood that significant questions, not only of damages but of liability and

defenses of liability, would be present, affecting the individuals in different

ways." If that could be said of mass accidents, today's mass tort litigation,

involving exposure under innumerable circumstances and often latent injuries,

presents the a fortiori case. Moreover, as Professor Benjamin Kaplan, the reporter

of the advisory committee on civil rules at the time, in writing about its work,

observed, the purpose of the amended rule was to enable litigation when

community or solidarity of interest was strong (Kaplan, Continuing Work of the

Civil Rules Committee: 1966 Amendments of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure (I), 81 Harv. L. Rev. 356,376 (1967)). In mass tort litigation, individual

claims generally are sufficiently large to sustain separate actions and community

and solidarity of interest are not strong.

Thus the reasons for using Rule 23 in mass tort litigation are not those that

were said to have motivated its adoption. Those reasons boil down to the

conviction held by many attorneys, judges and informed parties that aggregation

of claims is a logical, if not an indispensable method for overcoming the obstacles

posed by the characteristics of mass tort litigation. To be sure, not all agree.

Many judges recognize that aggregation extracts a price of its own: it can lead to

insuperable management difficulties and to premature, unwise or just plain

wrong dispositions. Some attorneys see a loss of individual autonomy and of the

full realization of claimants' rights to compensation. Moreover alternatives may

exist that could, when used with care and ingenuity, avoid some of the pitfalls of

class actions, including consolidation, bellwether trials, and statistical sampling

and adjudication. Nevertheless the pressures to adopt aggregation procedures

are great and, short of bankruptcy, Rule 23 offers the most readily available tool.

The dangers of uncritical acceptance of the Rule 23 for the purpose of

large-scale aggregation, however, warrant a hard look at the operation of the rule

in mass tort litigation, and particularly in settlements. Putting aside, for the

moment, the special cases that may fall under Rule 23(b)(1) or (2), class actions

are authorized by subdivision (b)(3) when "the court finds that the questions of

law or fact common to the members of the class predominate over any questions
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affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superior to other

available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy."

Whether findings of predominance and superiority (or for that matter, of

commonality and typicality) could be made in the typical mass exposure

litigation, involving many claimants each offering his proof of individual

causation and consequent damages and each having a right to an individual jury

verdict (though not necessarily a separate trial), raises difficult questions. While

the trials of individual claims comprising the class could be consolidated, there

are practical limits to how many separate claims supported by different evidence

can be given to a single jury to decide.

There may, of course, be some genuine common issues, most likely legal

issues, in a mass tort class action. Rule 23(c)(4) provides that "[w]hen

appropriate (A) an action may be brought or maintained as a class action with

respect to particular issues .. ." But resolving the common issues in a class action

does not eliminate the problem of how to deal with the claims of the individual

class members.

Some effort has been made to find support for mass tort classes in Rule

23(b)(1). But it is quite clear now that the possibility of inconsistent damage

verdicts in separate jury trials does not qualify under subdivision (1)(A) which

permits a class action to be maintained where separate actions "would create a

risk of inconsistent . . . adjudications . .. which would-establish incompatible

standards of conduct for the party opposing the class." A more difficult question

is whether in a case where the claims are likely to exceed a defendant's assets, a

class can be certified under subdivision (1)(B) on the theory that "adjudications

with respect to . . [some] members of the class would as a practical matter . . .

substantially impair or impede ... [other non-partymembers'] ability to protect

their interests." The original concept of the limited fund class does not readily fit

the situation where a large volume of claims might eventually generate

judgments that in the aggregate could exceed the assets available to satisfy them,

much less where the claimants have a right to individual jury trials, a right that

is protected in a (b)(3) opt-out class but not in a (b)(1)(B) class. In effect, the use

of subdivision (1)(B) might be seen as an end run around the bankruptcy law,

giving the defendant some of the benefits of bankruptcy without its burdens

(although even in bankruptcy the right to a jury trial would be preserved).

These observations suggest reasons to question the authority of courts to

certify class actions in mass exposure cases, and the validity of orders certifying
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such classes. One might speculate about other sources of authority for class

actions in federal courts, perhaps inherent authority or some kind of common

law class action. But strangely, the issue of judicial authority has not received

much attention, perhaps because none of the participants has had the incentive to

raise the question. The tendency seems to be to avoid it by simply not making

findings on the prerequisites of Rule 23, or doing so perfunctorily at best.

These problems concerning the court's authority to proceed under Rule 23

in mass tort litigation are compounded where the class certified is what is

known in the trade as a settlement class, though that term does not exist in Rule

23. A settlement class is one agreed to by the parties to the settlement as an

essential part of their agreement. The court is asked to approve (or, more

accurately, "certify") it in the same proceedings in which it approves the

settlement under Rule 23(e). It is one thing for a court to certify a class in the

course of adversary proceedings. If the issues are genuinely contested, the court

may arrive at a bona fide ruling, even if it turns out to be erroneous. It is quite

another for the court to certify a class at the request of the parties, essentially for

their convenience in implementing the settlement and with little regard to the

requirements of the rule since litigation is not in contemplation. It could of

course be that, even in the absence of a controversy over certification, the parties

could make a bona fide demonstration that the proposed class meets the

prerequisites of the rule sufficient to enable the court to enter the appropriate

findings, but that seems rarely to be the case. Since it is improbable that the court

would be able to make the requisite findings of predominance and superiority

(and perhaps of commonality and typicality) in these situations, the requirements

of the rule tend to be ignored and findings are simply not made when settlement

classes are certified.

In the mass tort settlement context, then, the class action is becoming a

creature that resembles a cross between an equity receivership and a bill of peace.

It has moved far from the text and from the purpose of Rule 23. One way to see

this is as a commendable example of the law's adaptability to meet the needs of

the time-in the best tradition of the Anglo-American common law. But another

interpretation might be that it is an unprincipled subversion of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure. True, if it is a subversion, it is done with good intentions to

help courts cope with burgeoning dockets, to enable claimants at the end of the

line of litigants to recover compensation, and to allow defendants to manage the

staggering liabilities many face. But as experience seems to show, good
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intentions are not always enough to ensure that all relevant private and public

interests are protected. The siren song of Rule 23 can lead lawyers, parties and

courts into rough waters where their ethical compass offers only uncertain

guidance.

It is not only that settlement classes rest on shaky legal grounds, but also

that they confront courts charged with passing on those settlements with issues

for the resolution of which the law provides little if any guidance. This paper is

not intended to address those issues other than to point out that to a large extent

the issues revolve around questions of fairness, and in particular of professional

ethics. If the key to judicial approval of a settlement turns on the outcome of a

battle of ethicists, then the legal process is truly at sea.

In fact-and surprising as it may seem on reflection- Rule 23 contains no

standards at all governing judicial approval of class action settlements.

Appellate courts have invented a variety of formulations (mostly that it be "fair

and equitable"), but the rule is silent. Subdivision (e) simply states that "a class

action shall not be dismissed or compromised without the approval of the court."

The advisors' notes shed no additional light. For all that one can tell from the

text, it may have been intended only as protection against abuse or misuse of the

rule by ensuring that the procedural requirements relating to the certification of

the class and notice to the members have been met. If that were the correct

interpretation, a class settlement could not be approved unless the class is

entitled to certification. At the other extreme, the rule could permit a court to

make approval turn on its own independent valuation of the claims and the

settlement consideration. Even reading a "fair and equitable" standard into

subdivision (e), that standard is measured by the length of the chancellor's foot.

As a result, the parties are left to operate in the dark and the court, lacking

guidance, knows neither the measure of its responsibility nor the limit of its

power. This is obviously an unsatisfactory situation: it replaces the rule of law

with standardless administration, and it injects instability and unpredictability

into legal proceedings of great moment.
*F * *F * *

For all the various reasons discussed, there is a compelling need to

facilitate the settlement of mass tort litigation. As it is, the opposing parties often

find themselves in the situation of two tarantulas in a bottle, each able to inflict

fatal injury on the other: insistence on individual jury trials will deny many

plaintiffs compensation while the aggregate compensatory and punitive damage
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awards can bankrupt a defendant. As noted above, Rule 23 is not the only

available vehicle for aggregation to facilitate settlement. That it may be the

vehicle of choice for this purpose does not justify its subversion and acceptance

of the evils that may follow. Legal standards for approval of settlements are

essential to protect all of the interests involved and to preserve the integrity of

the judicial process.

While the focus of this discussion has been on mass tort litigation, Rule 23

is transsubstantive and serves in other kinds of litigation as well. Settlement

classes may be used in all of them, and some of the problems that arise in mass

tort cases can arise there too, even if in less acute form. Potentially, any class

action settlement could involve questions about the over- or under-inclusiveness

of the class definition, fairness as between different categories of claimants, the

adequacy of opt-out rights, and the protection of future claimants, to name a few.

Thus the lack of standards to govern the approval of class action settlements is a

Rule 23 problem cutting across all actions subject to the rule.

For these reasons, there is good reason to amend subdivision (e) to

provide standards. Those standards should satisfy certain criteria: they should

be transsubstantive, applicable to any action subject to Rule 23; they should be

neutral and objective, avoiding substantive ethical rules and principles; they

should not dictate terms of settlements or stifle creativity and adaptation to

unique circumstances; they should be practical and flexible; they should be

reasonably comprehensive but not so detailed that they lead to a failure to see the

forest for the trees; and they should mandate a sufficiently close examination of

settlements to bring serious defects to light in the approval process. To meet

these criteria, standards should not be prescriptive. They could however take the

form of guidelines for findings a court would be required to make to approve a

settlement.

Relying on appellate decisions for such standards has the drawback that

the precedential effect of a decision will be circumscribed by the unique facts of

the case. Amendment of Rule 23(e) is therefore preferable. Such an amendment

would require the court to make findings, and hence to consider, a number of

factors relevant to the fairness and reasonableness of a settlement. The statement

of such factors, of course, tends to invite elaboration to a degree that might defeat

the utility of a rule. Nevertheless it may be worthwhile to explore the feasibility

of this approach by an attempt at a concise statement, as follows:

7



Rule 23(e). Dismissal or Compromise. [add to existing text:]

When ruling on an application for approval of a dismissal or compromise

of a class action, the court shall make findings with respect to the

following matters, so far as applicable to the action:

(1) The prerequisites set forth in subdivisions (a) and (b), and

whether the settlement was made in contemplation of a realistic prospect

of litigation of the settled claims;

(2) The appropriateness and fairness of the class definition,

including whether it is consistent with the purpose for which the class is

certified, whether it may be overinclusive or underinclusive, and whether

division into subclasses may be necessary, taking into account any of the

factors relevant to approval;

(3) The comparative treatment of persons having similar claims,

whether included in the class or not, including the treatment of present

and future claimants, and the justification for differences in treatment;

(4) The adequacy of notice to members of the class, including

notice to persons who may be unaware or incapable of becoming aware of

the existence of a potential claim;

(5) The adequacy of representation of members of the class,

including the extent of separate representation of persons whose claims

against the settling defendant differ in material respects from those of

other claimants;

(6) The adequacy of protection of opt-out rights, including those of

future claimants whose claims may not yet have matured;

(7) The reasonableness of attorneys' fees, including the relationship

of compensation to the value and amount of services rendered and the

risk assumed;

(8) The impact of the settlement on other pending actions, in state

or federal courts;

(9) The impact of the settlement on potential claims of class

members for injury or loss arising out the same or related occurrences not

covered bythe settlement;

(10) The reasonableness of the amounts provided by the

settlement, including the comparative cost to defendant and benefits to

class members, the impact of contribution and indemnity rights of



defendants, and the availability of other sources of compensation for

class members; and

(11) The fairness and reasonableness of the claims process

provided under the settlement.

An argument might be made that these specifications are too lengthy and

detailed to be appropriate for inclusion in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

But the rules have been moving in that direction; Rule 16(c), for example, has an

even more lenghty recitation of subjects for consideration at the pretrial

conference. Alternatively, the listed factors could be included, perhaps on an

experimental basis, in the notes of the advisory committee accompanying Rule

23.

But it is submitted that some action on Rule 23(e) ought to be considered

now, to replace the exisiting chaos with a degree of order and stability and, by

clarifying the procedure, reduce the cost and delay with which it is now plagued.
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Professor Stephen B. Burbank
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Philadelphia, PA 19104-6204

Dear Steve:

In discussing class action reform at the University of
Pennsylvania, we need constructs in mind, albeit loosely defined--
akin to ye ole classroom hypothets. These can focus discussion.
By February, some proposals may have surfaced, and they will meet
the need,.in part. I have two.

We would begin with the assertion that, particularly on the
federal side, we have perversely created mass -cases that defy case
or controversy resolution. The superhighways of interdistrict
transfers and consolidations, coupled with lawyer solicitation and
media hype, are attended by risks of fostering litigation that
would not have otherwise occurred. Whether or not we are creating
cases that would never have been filed or are facilitating redress
on a larger scale to large numbers of injured persons, the
inescapable reality is that with a mass disaster such as a product
failure in asbestos or, perhaps, breast implants (the science here
is uncertain), we create large numbers of cases that, in their
aggregate form, cannot be tried. The pressure to settle these
cases taxes due process, Seventh Amendment, and Article III
principles. A congressional solution to the asbestos cases has
proved to be impossible. Certainly, it is more difficult
politically to respond to a particular problem after interests have
vested. It should be easier, at least politically, to solve the
problems before they arise by creating a free-standing
administrative apparatus.

In responding to the assertion, I would like for us to imagine
a structure created by Congress to respond to defined mass
disasters. -What would it look like? The legislative model might
offer-an extra-judicial solution, in part, and the first image in
mind is something like the Longshoremen's Act provisions treated in
Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932). Sometimes such proposals
are loosely described as "black lung" proposals. They seldom are
further defined.



I would like to reach further in our discussions. Rather than
depending upon Congress to respond ad hoc by, e.g., creating a
claims system for asbestos cases, we need to probe the idea that
Congress might create a freestanding structure, with defined
triggers for its use. The triggers would be designed to identify
masses that defy trial due to complexity, of size and numbers.
Federal (or state?) courts confronted with a mass of such cases
that realistically cannot be tried' could, if legislative
-prerequisites are met, deflect the entire mass into the
administrative apparatus. Such an approach may demand that in
these limited and defined circumstances, the controlling law would
be federal and preemptive of state tort law. The applicable
federal law might denominate so~mii sta.te law as federal law
according to a prescribed choice of law rule.

It is not clear that Congress can constitutionally respond
without preempting applicable state law under its commerce power
and replacing it with a federal right, whether fault based or
absolute. The absence of decisional force in the public rights/or-
private rights dichotomy is now well recognized. Nonetheless, it
remains an informing principle in examining the validity of a non-
Article III tribunal. See, e.g., Commodity Futures Trading
Commission v. Schor, 478 U.S. 833 (1986). Justice O'Connor's
opinion the preceding term in Thomas v. Union Carbide Agricultural
Products Co., 473 U.S. 568 (1985), was more than circumspect in its
willingness to tolerate resolution of common law claims by non-
Article III courts. While consent is also a significant, but not
always determining, component in the validity of such non-Article
III tribunals, any workable model probably should not rest on
consent. Indeed, in a consensual arrangement, judicially approved
settlements are usually effective.

Suppose Congress provided that when the triggers are
judicially pulled, all claims including futures are routed to the
Article I tribunal, sans state law claims (preempted) to be
compensated according to grids created by the tribunal. The case
before the Article III judge is now the United States versus
industry participants. The question is their liability for an
aggregate figure--the estimated sum the government will pay under
its claims process. This determination of industry debt could
include liability questions using state law (a choice) or federal
common law. This trial of industry liability might look something
like Judge Robert Parker's proposed trial that the Fifth Circuit
rejected in In re: Fibreboard. It would be free of the strictures
of discrete case focus.

1 A defined term. Needless to say, the ALI's "Complex
Litigation: Statutory Recommendations and Analysis" provides a
rich resource.



A variant of this model, and a second hypothet, could be an
opt-in structure for settlements that legislatively bridge chasms
that private agreements alone have difficulty crossing.2

Well, you have the idea. We need suggestions such as these to
guide the discussion. These ideas are crafted to expose
difficulties with legislative solutions and are calculatedly
provocative (wild may be the word) . Specifically, in these
discussions we sometimes bounce between judicial and legislative
solutions, with an inadequate attention to limits upon legislative
power that will shape the model. We need to look for the channel
markers, realizing that any legislative response will travel
dangerous waters. Of course, this is beyond the compass of the
rules committees. Our rulemaking, however, must account for the
range of solutions if we are to know our own appropriate response.

Sincerely yours,

PatriceE. Higginbotham

cc: Dean Edward H. Cooper

2 Another intriguing idea drawing on Justice Jackson's famous
opinion in National Mutual Insurance Company v. Tidewater Transfer
Company. Inc., 337 U.S. 589 (1949) . Perhaps Congress can move some
of the administrative responsibility of its Article I created
structure back to the courts. That is, Congress preempts and
creates a claims process administered by an Article III court.
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GUARDIAN AD LITEM AND STEERING COMMITTEE PROPOSED PROVISION

SEC. 202. PREVENTION OF LAWYER-DRIVEN LITIGATION.

(a) PLAINTIFF STEERING COMMITTEES TO ENSURE CLIENT CONTROL OF
LAWSUITS.--The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) is amended
by adding at the end the following new section:

"SEC. 36. GUARDIAN AD LITEM AND CLASS ACTION STEERING COMMITTEES.

"(a) GUARDIAN AD LITEM.--Except as provided in subsection (b), not later
than 10 days after certifying a plaintiff class in any private action brought
under this title, the court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for the plaintiff
class from a list or lists provided by the parties or their counsel. The guardian
ad litem shall direct counsel for the class as set forth in this section and
perform such other functions as the court may specify. The court shall apportion
the reasonable fees and expenses of the guardian ad litem among the parties.
Court appointment of a guardian ad litem shall not be subject to interlocutory
review.
(b) Class ACTION STEERING COMMITTEE.--Sub-section (a) shall not apply if, not
later than 10 days after certifying a plaintiff class, on its own motion or on
motion of a member of the class, the court appoints a committee of class members
to direct counsel for the class (hereafter in this section- referred to as the
'plaintiff steering committee') and to perform such other functions as the court
may specify. Court appointment of a plaintiff steering committee shall not be
subject to interlocutory review.

"(c) MEMBERSHIP OF PLAINTIFF STEERING COMMITTEE.--
"(1) QUALIFICATIONS.--

"(A) NUMBER.--A plaintiff steering committee shall consist of
not fewer than 5 class members, willing to serve, who the court
believes will fairly represent the class.

"(B) OWNERSHIP INTERESTS.--Members of the plaintiff steering
committee shall have cumulatively held during the class period not
less than--

"(i) the lesser of 5 percent of the securities which are
the subject matter of the litigation or securities which are
the subject matter of the litigation with a market value of
$10,000,000; or
"'(ii) such smaller percentage or dollar amount as the court

finds appropriate under the circumstances.
"(2) NAMED PLAINTIFFs.--Class members who are named plaintiffs in

the Litigation may serve on the plaintiff steering committee, but shall
not comprise a majority of the committee.

"(3) NONCOMPENSATION OF MEMBERS.--Members of the plaintiff steering
committee shall serve without compensation, except that any member may
apply to the court for reimbursement of reasonable out-of-pocket expenses
from any common fund established for the class.

"(4) MEETINGS.--The plaintiff steering committee shall conduct its
business at one or more previously scheduled meetings of the committee, of
which - prior notice shall have been given and at which a majority of its
members are present in person or by electronic communication. The
plaintiff steering committee shall decide all matters within its authority
by a majority vote of all members, except that the committee may determine
that decisions other than to accept or reject a settlement offer or to
employ or dismiss counsel for the class may -be delegated to one or more
members of the committee, or may be voted upon by committee members
seriatim, without a meeting.

"(5) RIGHT OF NONMEMBERS TO BE HEARD.--



A class member who is not a member of the plaintiff
steering committee may appear and be heard by the
court on any issue in the action, to the same extent
as any other party.
tC(d) FUNCTIONS OF GUARDIAN AD LITEM AND PLAINTIFF STEERING COMMITTEE.--
" (1) DIRECT COUNSEL.--The authority of the guardian ad litem or theplaintiff steering committee to direct counsel for the class shall include allpowers normally permitted to an attorney's client in litigation, including theauthority to retain or dismiss counsel and to reject offers of settlement, andthe preliminary authority to accept.an offer of settlement, subject to therestrictions specified in paragraph (2). Dismissal-of counsel other than forcause shall not limit the ability of counsel to enforce any contractual fee-agreement or to apply to the court for a fee award from any common fundestablished for the class.
'(2) SETTLEMENT OFFERS.--If a guardian ad litem or a plaintiff steeringcommittee gives preliminary approval to an offer of settlement, the guardian adlitem or the plaintiff steering -committee may seek approval of the offer by amajority of class members if the committee determines -that the benefit of seekingsuch approval outweighs the cost of soliciting the approval of class members."(e) IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL LIABILITY; REMOVAL.--

Any person serving as a guardian ad litem or as a member
of a plaintiff steering committee shall be immune from any
civil liability arising from such service. The court may remove a guardian adlitem or a member of a plaintiff steering committee for good cause shown.

"(f) EFFECT ON OTHER LAW. --This section does not affect any other provisionof law concerning class actions or the authority of the court to give finalapproval to any offer of settlement.".

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.

Adoption of the auardian ad litem steering committee proposal
will protract and complicate litigation that is already lengthy and
complex; add new layers of lawyer bureaucracies; and, ultimately,
reduce the recoveries of victims.

Under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the
courts are required to closely supervise the efficient and fair
prosecution of class actions. There has been no showing that the
courts are not doing their job effectively. Yet, H.R. 10
fundamentally changes this rule by taking the responsibility fromthe court and transferring it to the guardian or steering
committee.

Such a change is contrary to the driving thrust of modern
litigation reform, which has been to simplify, streamline, and
reduce the expense of litigation. The procedures in H.R. 10 will
frustrate these objectives and only increase the expense and time
necessary to conclude litigation. Questions of appointment of the
steering committees, relationship with class counsel, and
delegation of decisionmaking will undoubtedly lead to more
litigation, additional delays, and smaller recoveries. Moreover,
this provision permits defendants and their counsel to propose
candidates for a guardian ad litem. Thus, the litigation could becontrolled by a person sympathetic to the defendant's case.
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As Arthur R. Miller, Bruce Bromley Professor of Law at Harvard
Law School, testified at Congressional hearings last summer: "Thereare also many questions about the guardian Ad litem concept. Isn'tit predicated on the notion that the lawyers for the class, who areits guardians, are not doing their job? If so, where will theprocess of second-guessing end? Who will guard the guardians? Whowill guard the guardians of guardians? What rationality is thereto adding additional layers of lawyers to a case? Finally, we mustremember that the court already has the power to appoint a guardian
(or a special master) if necessary."

Moreover, because the membership of the proposed steeringcommittees has high cumulative minimum ownership requirements ($10million or 5k of the subject stock), the committees willundoubtedly be comprised mostly of large institutional investorswith ties to the defendant company. This may well disadvantage
small investors. Further, the steering committee would becomprised of class members who neither initiated the litigation,
contribute to its cost and are immune from liability. Yet thisgroup would control the litigation.

The Association of the Bar of the City of New York hasstrongly opposed this proposal.

-3-
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SETTLEMENT DISCLOSUREE STATEMENTS

"(b) FULL DISCLOSURE OF PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENTS.--Section 21 ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u) is amended by adding at theend the following new subsection:
"(i) DISCLOSURE OF SETTLEMENT TERMS TO CLASS MEMBERS.--In any privateaction under this title that is certified as a class action pursuant to theFederal Rules of Civil Procedure, a proposed settlement agreement that ispublished or otherwise disseminated to the class shall include the followingstatements:

"(1) STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL OUTCOME OF CASE .--
"(A) AGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF DAMAGES AND LIKELIHOOD OFPREVAILING.--If the settling parties agree on the amount of damages

per share that would be recoverable if the plaintiff prevailed oneach claim alleged under this title and the likelihood that theplaintiff would prevail--
'(i) a statement concerning the amount of such potential

damages; and
" (ii) a statement concerning the prob-

ability that the plaintiff would prevail on the
claims alleged under this title and a b r i e f
explanation of the reasons for that conclusion.
" (B) DISAGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF DAMAGES OR LIKELIHOOD OF

PREVAILING.--If the parties do not agree on the amount of damages
per share that would be recoverable if the plaintiff prevailed oneach claim alleged under this title or on the likelihood that theplaintiff would prevail on those claims, or both a statement from
each settling party concerning the issue or issues on which theparties disagree.

"(C) INADMISSIBILITY FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES. --Statements made inaccordance with subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall not be admissible
for purposes of any Federal or State judicial or administrative
proceeding.'
"(2) STATEMENT OF ATTORNEYS' FEES OR COSTS SOUGHT.--If any of thesettling parties or their counsel intend to apply to the court for anaward of attorneys' fees or costs from any fund established as part of thesettlement, a statement indicating which parties or counsel intend to makesuch an application the amount of fees and costs that will be sought(including the amount of such fees and costs determined on a per-sharebasis, together with the amount of the settlement proposed to be distrib-uted to the parties to suit, determined on a per-share basis), and a briefexplanation of the basis for the application. Such information shall beclearly summarized on the cover page of any notice to a party of aproposed or final settlement.
1(3) IDENTIFICATION OF LAWYERS' REPRESENTATIVES.--The name andaddress of one or more representatives of counsel for the plaintiff classwho will be reasonably available to answer written questions from classmembers concerning any matter contained in any notice of settlementpublished or otherwise disseminated to class members.
I(4) OTHER INFORMATION. Such other information as may be required bythe court, or by any guardian ad litem or plaintiff steering committee ap-_pointed by the court pursuant to this section.".

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL.

-4-
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PROHIBIT ATTORNEYS' FEES FROM SEC D1SGORG9MNT FUNDS

PROHIBITION ON ATTORNEYS' FEES PAID FROM COMMIISSION DISGORGEMENT
FUNDS.--Section 21 (d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u(d))
is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph

at (4) PROHIBITION ON ATTORNEYS' FEES PAID FROM COMMISSION DISGORGEM-
ENT FUNDS.--Except as otherwise ordered by the court, funds disgorged as
the result of an action brought by the Commission in Federal court, or of
any Commission administrative action, shall not be distributed as payment
for attorneys' fees or expenses incurred by private parties seeking
distribution of the disgorged funds.,r

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROVISION SUBJECT TO THE
CLARIFICATION THAT WHILE ATTORNEYS' FEES CANNOT BE PAID DIRECTLY
FROM THE SEC DISGORGEMENT FUND, A COURT CAN TAKE SUCH FUND INITO
CONSIDERATION IN -DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF THE COMMON FUND IN
AWARDING FEES IF THE ATTORNEYS' EFFORTS CONTRIBUTED TO THE CREATION
OF SUCH A FUND. THIS PROCEDURE WAS AGREED TO BY THE SEC AND
FOLLOWED IN THE DREXEL BURNH.AM CASES.

-5-
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SECTION 203 (SECTION 21(K) OF THE
SECURITIES & EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934)
NAMED PAAINTTFP' THRESHOILD

(k) REQUIREMENT THAT NAMED PLAINTIFF HAVE MEANINGFUL INVESTMENT.--IIn anyprivate action under this title, in order for a plaintiff or plaintiffs to obtaincertification as representatives of a class of investors pursuant to the FederalRules of Civil Procedure, the plaintiff or plaintiffs must show that they owned,in the aggregate, at the beginning of the time period in which violations of thistitle are alleged to have occurred, not less than the lesser of--
"(1) 1 percent of the class of securities which are thesubiect-of the litigation; or
11(2) $10,000 (in market value) of such securities.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS PROVISION AS DRAFTED.

The requirement of a "meaningful" investment of an aggregateof either 1k of the securities or $10,000 blatantly discriminatesagainst the small investors. Access to the courts should not be solimited.

Equally troubling is the provision that requires a classplaintiff to own shares of stock on the first day of the classperiod. This is an unnecessary and anomalous requirement becauseit would prevent investors who purchased during the class periodfrom being class representatives.

While it is important to ensure that litigants have a genuineinterest in filing an action and pursuing the action in a mannerthat is consistent with the duties of a class representative, thesenumerical thresholds are too higl and thus not the best approach.The Litigation Section and the ABA should work with Congress onconstructive alternatives.



RES N OFESSIONAL PLAINTFF

"(1) RESTRICTIONS ON PROFESSIONAL PLAINTIFFS.--A person may be a namedplaintiff, or officer, director, fiduciary, or beneficiary of a named plaintiff,in no more than 5 class actions filed during any 3-year period.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD REQUIRE CLARIPICATION BEFORE SUPPORTING APROVISION WHICH DENIES A PERSON ACCESS TO THE COURTS.

Whether this provision can pass Constitutional muster is open
to-question. The provision as drafted only applies to plaintiffsin class actions and does not limit access to the courts by otherplaintiffs such as institutions. If numerical limitations areplaced on class plaintiffs, then the legislation should providethat repetitive discovery of such representatives should beprohibited.

-7-
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LOSER PAYSATTORNEYS FEES

LOSER'S LIABILITY FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS OF SUIT.--
"(1) PAYMENT BY LOSING PARTY.--If the court in any private action underthis title enters a final judgment against a party litigant on any basis otherthan settlement, the court shall, upon motion by the prevailing party, order thelosing party to pay the prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees and otherexpenses incurred by the prevailing party.
"(2) TIME FOR APPLICATION.--A party seeking an award of fees and otherexpenses shall, within 30 days of a final, nonappealable judgment in the action,submit to the court an application for fees and other expenses.
"(3) COURT DISCRETION.---The court, in its discretion, may reduce the amountto be awarded pursuant to this section, or deny an award, to the extent that theprevailing party during the course of the proceedings engaged in conduct thatunduly and unreasonably protracted the final resolution of the matter in

controversy.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD STRENUOUSLY OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.

Under H.R. 10, a court must impose fees and costs against the
losing party in a private securities case. The bill's provision is
not only mandatory, but automatic. If you lose -- even on a
technicality -- you pay the other side's attorneys' fees; and there
is no limitation on the amount you may owe. A court can deny an
award of fees and costs or reduce such an award pLly to the extent
that the winning party "unduly and unreasonably protracted" the
case.

This provision would end class actions and virtually all other
security actions by victims of fraud. By definition, a securities
class action is a suit by one or a few investors who have lost
relatively small amounts of money and who sue on behalf of all
those similarly injured. No victim will stand up and sue as the
champion of the class if the risk -- under the English Rule -- is
paying millions in attorneys' fees incurred by insurance companies,
public corporations, investment banking houses, accounting firms
and law firms. The English rule is simply inconsistent with the
class action device.

Moreover, the provision cannot be fixed by changing the
standard to shift.-fees on the basis of a lower standard. The in
terrorem chilling effect exists because of the possibility that
fees will be shiftei; therefore any threat of a fee shift would be
sufficient to deter a plaintiff from pursuing a class claim. As
Professor Arthur Miller of Harvard Law School so cogently testified
last summer:

"As a practical matter, fee shifting is almost invariably
an intimidation device designed to inhibit people from seeking
access to the courts. Fee shifting would eviscerate all -- or



virtually all -- plaintiffs' securities claims, themeritorious along with the meritless. The practicalmathematics of deciding whether to bring a lawsuit are clear.No one except the extremely wealthy -- no matter how stronghis or her claims appears to be -- would assume the risks ofpursuing a class claim against well-resourced defendants withcounsel who are compensated on an hourly basis if there wasany risk of having to pay the defendants' attorneys' fees.That would create a risk that would be hundreds, if notthousands, of times as great as the loss of any individualclass representative.

"Litigation success from the plaintiff's perspective isnever certain at the point of institution. Therefore, it doesnot matter much whether fee shifting is mandatory ordiscretionary with the court, or even what the standard forimposing it is. As a practical matter, in the context ofclass actions under the antifraud provisions of the federalsecurities laws, even a remote possibility that the classrepresentative would have to pay the legal fees of defendantswould be a major deterrent to anyone seeking to remedy ajusticiable wrong. Who would risk the staggering legal feesif there was a chance the defendants would prevail in a civilsuit -- leaving the loser responsible for the fees?

"Nor, do I believe that there is much difference betweenthe "substantially justified" standard in the proposedlegislation [H.R. 417 in the last Congress] and the "withoutmerit" standard of Section 11(e) [of the Securities Act of1933] which has the appearance of being less draconian. Inthe end, a suit is justified if the plaintiff wins; similarly,strictly speaking, a case that the plaintiff ultimately losescan be characterized as "without merit." My own judgment isthat a conscientious judge who is obliged to give effect tosuch legislative language might well shift fees in virtuallyall cases."
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

"PREVENTION OF ABUSIVE CONFLICTS OF INTEREST. --In any private action underthis title that is certified as a class action pursuant to the Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure, if a party is represented by an attorney who directly owns orotherwise has a beneficial interest in the securities that are the subject of thelitigation, the court shall make a determination of whether such interest
constitutes a conflict of interest sufficient to disqualify the attorney fromrepresenting the party."

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS AS DRAFTED.

Although the court and the parties should be able to inquire
whether an attorney representing a party owns securities that are
the subject of the litigation, we believe that mandatory court
scrutiny of attorney stock ownership is unwarranted. The bill is
also unclear as to how it would operate in practice.

Moreover, the mere ownership of securities should not
automatically suggest a disabling conflict. Because the
protections built into Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and attorneys' professional and ethical duties operate to
identify and address conflicts, a court inquiry is not necessary or
appropriate unless the attorney's securities ownership reaches some
very substantial level. Moreover, a rule mandating court review
upon an attorney's ownership of as little as a few shares of the
subject securities would be susceptible to abuse by adverse parties
for strategic purposes.

The bill also provides the court with no guidance in
conducting its inquiry into whether a disabling conflict exists.
It is unclear whether the bill contemplates extensive hearings
concerning attorney securities ownership, or whether a more
streamlined process is envisioned. This lack of an ascertainable
standard could lead to widely divergent results. Without reference
to any established standard, one court might employ a fact-specific
approach and disqualify the attorney only if a conflict actually
arises, while another might adopt a per se rule of automatic
disqualification based on avoiding even the appearance of
impropriety.

The bill is also too broad in that it arguably could require
attorneys representing parties in securities litigation to inquire
periodically of every member and employee of their firm to
determine whether they own the subject securities. It also would
arguably require attorneys to know and disclose the securities held
by any investment vehicle in which they invest, such as a mutual
fund. Such a requirement would be onerous and unworkable.

- 10 -



Therefore, although we believe that parties should be able tolearn upon request whether an attorney owns a specified thresholdamount of securities that are the subject of the litigation todisclose their ownership interest, we do not believe that uhis isan appropriate subject for legislation.

The above discussion is in accord with the position taken byThe Association of the Bar of the City of New York.
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SE.NCTIONX 203

S2TTLEMNT-PDISCHA RES

"(o0) ENCOmAgxbpI ONISCHARKS. - -
(1) DISCHARGE. -- A defendant who settles any private action broughtunder this title at any time before verdict or judgment shall bedischarged from all claims for contribution brought by other persons.Upon entry of the settlement by the court, the court shall enter a barorder constituting the final discharge of all obligations to the plaintiffof the settling defendant arising out of the action. The order shall barall future claims for contribution or indemnity arising out of the action-

(A) by nonsettling persons against the settling defen-
dant; and

(B) by the settling defendant against any
nonsettling defendants.

"(2) REDUCTION.--If a person enters into a settlement with theplaintiff prior to verdict or judgment, the verdict or judgment shall be reducedby the amount paid to the plaintiff by that person.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THESE PROVISIONS.

CONTRIBUTION

"( p) F-PARTIES ININTERESTS OF-FAIRESS. - -
"(1) RIGHT OF CONTRIBUTION.--A person who becomes liable for damagesin any private action under this title may recover contribution from anyother person who, if joined in the original -suit, would have been liablefor the same damages.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROVISION.

- 12 -



2.'3PECIA.L VERDICTS REGARDING SCIEN-_R

"(q) DEFKNDAIS RIGHT TO SPECIAL VERDICTS ESTABLISHING ESC1NR--In any
private action under this title in which the plaintiff may recover money damages,the dourt shall, when requested by a defendant, submit to the jury a writteninterrogatory on the issue of each such defendant's state of mind at the time thealleged violation occurred."

THE COUNCIL SHOULD NOT SUPPORT THIS PROVISION.

This proposal is an improper attempt to revise the FederalRules of Civil Procedure with respect to written interrogatories.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 49(b) authorizes the court to"submit to the jury, together with appropriate forms for a generalverdict, written interrogatories upon one or more issues of factthe decision of which is necessary to a verdict." The purpose ofthis provision is to allow the court in its discretion to requirethe jury to focus on particular questions of fact as a means ofensuring that the jury's general verdict will reflect its consid-eration of the key factual elements of the case. See Industries,Investments<& Agencies LTD. v. Panelfab Int'l Corp., 529 F.2d 1203(5th Cir. 1976).

The proposal would remove from the court's discretion thedecision to submit written interrogatories on the scienter issue insecurities fraud litigation. This proposal is undesirable, as itwould compromise the judge's ability to control the trial. If theproposal were accepted, it would permit the anomalous situationwhere the court could deny requests to submit writteninterrogatories on every issue except scienter. We do not believethat revisions to the federal securities laws are the propervehicle for effecting a significant revision to the Federal Rulesof Civil Procedure.

Moreover, because direct proof of state of mind is almostnever available and is not, and should not be, required toestablish liability, we believe that special provision for writteninterrogatories on scienter is inappropriate.
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REFEMRAL F~EES

(b) PROHIBITION OF REFERRAL FEES THAT FOMENT LITIGATION. --Section 15 (c) ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 780(c)) is amended by adding atthe end the following new paragraph:
"(7) RECEIPT OF REFERRAL. FEES.--No broker or dealer, or person

associated with a broker or dealer, may solicit or accept remuneration forassisting an attorney in obtaining the representation of any customer inany private action under this title.".

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROVISION WITH A CLARIFICATION
CONCERNING THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE "PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH A
BROKER OR DEALER" TO ENSURE THAT LAWYERS CAN SPLIT FEES AND ACT IN
A CO-COUNSEL RELATIONSHIP WITH 'OTHER LAWYERS WHO HAPPEN --TO
REPRESENT ONE OR MORE BROKER(S) OR DEALER(S).

- 14 -
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.12XETL sCIENTER

"(a) SCIENTER. --In any action under section 10(b), a defendant may be held
liable for money damages only on proof--

"(1) that the defendant made an untrue statement of a material
fact, or omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to make
the statements
made, in light of the circumstances in which they were made, not
misleading, and

1'(2) that the defendant knew the statement was misleading at
the time it was made, or intentionally omitted to state a fact
knowing that such omission would render misleading the statements
made at the time they were made.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD STRENUOUSLY OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.
This provision would re-write the law on private damage suits

in at least two fundamental ways. First, under H.R. 10, a
defrauded investor will have to prove that a wrongdoer "knew [a]
statement was misleading at the time it was made" or lin lnittgted to state a fact that such omission would rendermisleading the statements made at the time they were made." Under
current law as interpreted by virtually every circuit court,
recklessness -- as opposed to actual knowledge -- is sufficient to
establish securities fraud. Moreover, recklessness satisfies the
scienter requirement for common-law fraud and should satisfyscienter in 10(b) cases.

It is important to note that recklessness is defined as an
extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care which
presents a danger of misleading investors that is either known to
the defendant or is so obvious that the defendant must have been
aware of it. A person acts recklessly if the risk is known to him
or her, or it is obvious that an ordinary person under the
circumstances would have realized the danger and taken care to
avert the harm likely to follow.

Requiring actual knowledge ignores the practical reality that
direct evidence that a defendant actually knew a statement was
false is extraordinarily rare. Obvious~ly, the defendant will never
admit it, and savvy corporate insiders know better than to prepare
internal documents referring to the fact that they know they have
been deceiving the market with false information about their
company.

Because under H.R. 10, no defendant may be liable for damages
unless he or she has committed knowing fraud, officers, directors,professionals -- lawyers and accountants -- will no longer be
responsible for their reckless involvement in wrongdoing.



Immunizing reckless conduct is poor public policy. Requir-ing actLUa knowledge of a fraud by a defendant in suchcircumstances will encourage officers, directors, accountants and
lawyers "to look the other way" in order to avoid liability. Thiswill have a very harmful effect on the integrity of the securitiesmarkets in this country. Eliminating a recklessness standard willencourage the very conduct sought to be stopped.

Exempting reckless conduct is manifestly unfair to fraudvictims. There can be no justification for favoring a recklessconduct over an innocent victim in deciding who should bear the
risk of loss. If a defendant acts recklessly and thereby furthersa fraud, he or she should be answerable to the victims who sufferedas a result.

Second, the proposed language states that a defendant can be
held for "money damages" under section 10(b) "ngly" on proof of
certain misstatements or omissions. Read literally, the provisionwould statutorily repeal two of the three provisions of Rule 10-b-5: Rule 10-b-5(a), which prohibits the employment of any device,scheme or artifice to defraud, and 10-b- 5(c), which prohibits acts,practices and courses of businesses that would operate as a fraud.These provisions are important and should not be repealed.

Moreover, the effect of this provision will be to require a
higher standard of proof in civil fraud cases that is required in
criminal cases.

- 16 -
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"(b) REQUIREMENT FOR EXPLICIT PLEADING AND PROOF OF SCIENTER.--In any
action under section 10(b) in which it is alleged that the defendant--"(1) made an untrue statement of a material fact; or-(2) omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to

make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances in whichthey were made, not misleading,the complaint shall allege specific facts demonstrating the , stateof mind of each defendant at the time the alleged violationoccurred. The complaint shall also specify each statement or
omission alleged to have been misleading, and the reasons the
statement or omission is misleading. If an allegation regarding the
statement or omission is made on information and belief, thecomplaint shall set forth with specificity all information on whichthat belief is formed. Failure to comply fully with this require-ment shall result in dismissal of the complaint for failure to statea cause of action.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.

H.R. 10 creates harsh new pleading requirements for fraud thatare impossible for plaintiffs to meet and that will lead to
dismissal of meritorious cases. For example, in the complaint a
victim would have to "allege specific facts demonstrating the gitaof _mind of each defendant at the time the alleged violationoccurred. Information about the "state of mind" of a defendant is
not within the plaintiff's possession until after discovery -- yet,H.R. 10 will require the plaintiff to have that information at thebeginning of the suit.

This requirement directly contradicts Rule 9 (b) of the FederalRules of Civil Procedure. (Rule 9(b), while requiring that fraudmust be pleaded with particularity, states that "malice, intent andother condition of mind of a person" may be pleaded generally.)This provision also overrules the recent enbanc decision of theU.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in In re: Glenpedn-c., No. 92-55419 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 34334 at 11 (9th Cir., Dec.9, 1994).

Moreover, as the Report of the Association of the Bar of theCity of New York correctly noted, the proposed "standards for
pleading scienter in securities fraud cases are contrary to thelongstanding philosophy of maintaining relatively uniformprocedural rules for civil litigation in the Federal Courts. "(TheAssociation Opposed this provision).

In testimony before Congress last summer, Professor Arthur R.
Miller, author of the definitive treatise on federal practice and
procedure, stated "that the new proposed requirement seems to

- 17



suggest that at the outset of the case, the plaintiff must have the
clearest proof of each individual defendant's state of mind. But
this is totally unrealistic. It is only in the rarest cases that
this type of evidence exists.. Under the best of circumstances,requiring plaintiffs to plead the defendants' states of mind
generally calls for the drawing of subtle inferences from facts
available prior to institution, a task that is highly treacherous.It would be impossible in the vast majority of cases in which those
facts simply are unavailable prior to the lawsuit."

Courts have recognized that it would be "unworkable and unfair
to require great specificity in pleading scienter, since 'a
plaintiff realistically cannot, be expected to plead a defendant'sactual state of mind." See Stern v,.jeucadia at'l. Cor 844
F.2d 997, 1004 (2d Cir.), cert. dend, 488 U.S. 852 (1988)
(quoting Connectic Nat'l. Bank v. Fluor CoIp., 808 F.2d 957, 962
(2d Cir. 2987)). See als 3 Leonard B. Sand et al., Modern FederalJury Instructions ¶ 82.02, at 82-73 (1993) ("Direct proof of state
of mind is almost never available, and is not required. ).
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"(C) RELIANCE.--In any action arising Under section 10(b) based upon a
material misstatement or omission concerning a security, the plaintiff must prove
that he or she had actual knowledge of and actually relied on such statement in
connection with the purchase or sale of a security and that the misstatement or
omission proximately caused (through both transaction causation and loss cau-
sation) any loss incurred by the plaintiff.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.

This provision abolishes the "fraud-on-the-market" theory andrequires each victim to prove that he or she actuallykknew of andactually relied on a defendant's misstatements or omissions.Moreover, it requires that the misstatements or omissions must have"proximately caused" a victim's loss.

This provision directly overrules the 1988 decision of the
Supreme Court in Basic, Inc. v. 1evinson 485 U.S. 224 (1988),which endorsed the "fraud on the market" principle and held that aninvestor need not prove direct reliance on misleading statements solong as the stock's market price (something virtually all investorsrely on) was inflated by the false and misleading information. TheSupreme Court described fraud on the market as follows:

The fraud on the market theory isbased on the hypothesis that, in anopen and developed securitiesmarket, the price of a company'sstock is determined by the availablematerial information regarding thecompany and its business ....Misleading statements will thereforedefraud purchasers of stock even ifthe purchasers do not directly relyon the misstatements .... The causalconnection between the defendants'fraud and the plaintiffs' purchaseof stock in such a case is no lesssignificant-than in a case of directreliance on misrepresentations.
Peil v. Speiser, 806 $.2d 1154,1160-1161 (CA3 1986).

This provision of H.R. 10 ignores that reality and defiescommon sense. Most people purchase a stock on a broker'srecommendation, because they read a magazine article or analyst'sreport about the issuing company or on some basis other than
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actually reviewing the issuing company's representations. In doingso, the stock purchaser is, however, indirectly relying on thecompany's representation. because the broker making therecommendation or the author of the analysis or article did rely onthe companys representation. H.R. 10 ignores this marketplacereality and unfairly limits liability only to those investors whoactually read the misrepresentation.

Finally, the provision overrules the Supreme Court's decisionin Affiliated Ute Citizens v. United States, which provides arebuttable presumption for classwide reliance on materialomissions. 406 U.S. at 153-54.

Because of the bill's requirement of proof of individualreliance, it would be impossible for groups of small investors tojoin together to bring a securities fraud class action lawsuit. Asuccessful class action depends on commonality of issues. Ifreliance must be proved investor-by-investor, the practicalproblems of disposing of claims on a classwide basis would beinsurmountable.

- 20 -
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(d) a--In 
any action arising under section IO(b)

based on a material misstatement or Omission concerning a security, an award of
damages that exceeds the price paid for a security purchased in reliance upon a
material misstatement or omission shall not exceed- ,,g lesser of--(1) the difference between the price paid for the security which was

purchased in reliance upon a material misstatement or omission, and the
market value of the security immediately after dissemination to the market
of information which corrects the misstatement or omission; and(2) the difference between the price paid for the security which was
purchased in reliance upon a material misstatement or omission, and the
price at which the relying party sold the security after dissemination of
information correcting the misstatement or omission.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE THIS PROVISION.
The title of this section is a complete misnomer. Both of

these measures differ significantly from the so-called out-of-pocket rule now applied in actions arising under Section 10(b) and
Rule lOb-5 and would not makeinvestors whole. Under the currentlyused out-of-pocket measure of damages, a defrauded purchaser is
entitled to recover the difference between the price paid for a
security and its true value on the date of purchase if there had
been no fraud.*

The first proposal seeks to measure damages by the amount of
the drop in the price of a security when a disclosure is made.
This proposal will not accurately measure damages. The most
accurate measure of damages, as recognized by the courts, is the
difference between the price naidi and the true value of the
security on the date of absent any fraud. Moreover, this
provision does not take into account the situation where there hasbeen no disclosure. Take for example a situation where the books
have betel& "cooked" but that is never disclosed. Instead, the
company cites some "benign" reason for disappointing earnings and
the price of the stock drops. Clearly, the price of the security

See, e Affiliated Ute Citizens of Utah v. UnitedStates, 406 U.S. 128, 155 (1972) ; Randall v. LOftS a Ird5g 478 U.S.647, 661-62 (1986); Harris Trust &Sav Bank v E , 810 F.2d700, 806-07 (7th Cir. 1987); Sirota v.Soitron DevicessInc., 673
F.2d 566, 5-78 (2d Cir.); gll. denied, 459 U.S. 838 (1982); in r
ETVLqea.itiq., 88 F.R.D. 134, 148 (N.D. Tex. 1980); greqnv.Occidental Petroleum Cor , 541 F.2d 1335, 1344 (9th Cir. 1976)
(Sneed, C.J., concurring).
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on the date of purchase was inflated as a result of the false
financials which was not disclosed. Thus, the purchaser will have
suffered recoverable damages under the "out-of-pocket" rule even in
the absence of corrective disclosures. See, inreWorlds of Wonder

e 35 F.3d 1407 (9th Cir. 2994); Wool v Tande, 818 F.2d 1433 (9th Cir. 1987)_
The alternative measure of damages contained in H.R. 10 would

give the wrongdoers the benefit of an investor's second investmentdecision if the price of the security rose at some time in the
future for reasons unrelated to the fra .* This provision in
effect gives securities law violators a windfall. Under current
caselaw, defrauded purchasers can maintain an action under Section
10(b) and Rule lOb-5 even ifthey sold their shares for a price
greater than they paid for the stock.***

Also troubling is the language which incorporates a
requirement of "actual reliance upon a material misstatement or
omission" to establish damages, which is contrary to the "fraud on
the market" rule adopted by the Supreme Court in Basic Inc., etv_.Levinson 485 U.S. 224 (1988), and the holding of the Supreme
Court in Affiliated Ute Citizens v United States, 406 U.S. at 153-
54, dispensing with the need for proof of reliance where there was
a material omission.

Under the out-of-pocket rule damages are fixed on the
date the buyer purchases the securities in question. Any increase
or decrease in the price of the stock after the full truth is
disclosed does not affect the calculation of damages. Age, g~g,
air-O, 673 F.2dat 578 ('[T~he issue is the amount by which each
class member was defrauded on the date of his purchase. Any
subsequent decline in the market had no effect on that fraudulent
sale."); Bernstein v. Crazy ,ddie 702 F. Supp. 962, 980
(E.D.N.Y. 1988), cart on other arounds sub 714 F.
Supp. 1285 (E.D.N.Y. 1989) ("Plaintiffs' eventual realization of aprofit or loss upon sale of the shares may result from superveningmarket forces (gag=, a general stock market rise or crash) that
have nothing to do with the misrepresentations that induced the
purchase and caused the inflated-price."); Katz V. Comdisconc,117 F.R.D. 403, 408-09 (N.D. Ill. 1987).

See, ed Rand v.MMnsantoCo. 
926 F.2d 596, 597 (7th

Cir. 1991), qff'd, 946 F.2d 897 (7th Cir. 1991).
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SEC. 205. ESTABLISHMENT OF "SAFE HARBOR' FOR PREDICTIVE STATEMENTS.(a) CONSIDERATION OF REGULATORY OR LEGISLATIVE CHANGES.--In consultation
with investors and issuers of securities, the Securities and Exchange Commission
shall adopt or amend its rules and regulations to create--(1) clear and objective criteria that the Commission finds

sufficient for the protection of investors, compliance with which
shall be readily ascertainable by issuers prior to issuance of
securities, by which forward-looking statements concerning the fu-
ture economic performance of an issuer of securities registeredunder section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 will be
deemed not to be in violation of section 10(b) of that Act; and(2) procedures by which courts shall timely dismiss claimsagainst such issuers of securities based on such forward-lookingstatements if such statements are in accordance with any criteria
under paragraph (1).(b) COMMISSION CONSIDERATIONS.--In 

developing rules in accordance with
subsection (a), the Commission shall also--

(1) prescribe appropriate limits to liability forconscientiously prepared forward-looking statements that donot fall within any regulatory safe harbor;(2) set forth procedures for making a summary determina-tion of the applicability of any Commission rule for forward-looking statements early in a judicial proceeding to limitprotracted litigation and expansive discovery;(3) ensure that its rules incorporate and reflect thescienter requirements applicable to actions under section10(b) of the Securities Exchange ACT of 1934 and(4) ensure that its rules provide clear guidance toinvestors, issuers of securities, and the judiciary.(c) SECURITIES ACT AMENDMENT.--The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15
U.S.C. 78a et seq.), is amended by adding at the end the following new section:"SEC. 38. APPLICATION OF SAFE HARBOR FOR FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS."(a) IN GENERAL. --In any private action under this title that alleges that
a forward-looking statement concerning the future economic performance of an
issuer registered under section 12 wasmaterially false or misleading, if a party making a motion in accordance with
subsection (b) requests a stay of discovery concerning the claims or defenses of
that party, the court shall grant such a stay until it has ruled on any such
motion.

i"(b) SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS.--Subsection 
(a)-shall apply to any motion

for summary judgment made by a party asserting that the forward-looking statement
was within the coverage of any safe harbor rule which the Commission may have
adopted concerning such predictive statements, if such motion is made not less
than 60 days after the commencement of discovery in the action."(c) DILATORY CONDUCT; DUPLICATIVE DISCOVERY.--Notwithstanding 

subsection
(a) or (b), the time permitted for discovery under subsection (b) may be ex-
tended, or a stay of the proceedings may be denied, if the court finds that--

"(1) the party making a motion described in subsection (b) engaged
in dilatory or obstructive conduct in taking or opposing any discovery or

"(2) a stay of discovery pending a ruling on a motion under
subsection (b) would be substantially unfair to such party or to other
parties to the action.".

THE COUNCIL SHOULD TAKE THE POSITION OF SIMPLY REQUIRING THE
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SEC TO STUDY THE ISSUES AND REPORT TO CONGRESS. THE COUNCIL SHOULDOPPOSE SECTION 38.

In October 1994, the SEC issued a concept release concerningforward-looking statements. The SEC hearings will commence inFebruary 1995. The SEC. is therefore already responding to theperceived need to review existing "fsafe-harbor" protections forforward-looking statements.

The proposed draft would require an SEC rulemaking. Byimposing terms and conditions beyond those of the AdministrativeProcedure Act (edgy the SEC shall "adopt or amend its rules""r[in consultation with investors and issuers"), the provision mayinadvertently invite court challenges that delay or preventimplementation of any new "safe harbor" rules.

Congress should not be mandating as it does in Section 38 whena court must grant a stay. At a minimum, Section 38 should beclarified to make explicit that the automatic stay and new summaryjudgment procedures do not apply to "any action alleging that aforward-looking statement is false or misleading," but to anyaction exclusively predicated on forward-looking statements. Manyfraud cases involve one or more forward-looking statements incombination with numerous misstatements or omissions about past orcurrent events. These cases should not be affected, lest the "safeharbor" swallow up the entire range of private civil fraud cases.
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SEC. ^06. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE.
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78aet seq.) is amended by adding at the end the followingnew section:

"SEC. 39. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE."(a) IN GENERAL.--
"(1) OFFER TO PROCEED.- -Except as provided in paragraph (2), in anyprivate action arising under this title, any party may, before theexpiration of the period permitted for answering the complaint, de-liverto all other parties an offer to proceed pursuant to any voluntary,nonbinding alternative dispute resolution procedure established orrecognized under the rules of the court in which the action is maintained."(2) PLAINTIFF CLASS ACTIONS.--In any private action under thistitle which is brought as a plaintiff class action, an offer underparagraph (1) shall be made not later than 30 days after a guardian adlitem or plaintiff steering committee is ap-pointed by the court inaccordance with section 38.
"(3) RESPONSE.--The recipient of an offer under paragraph (1) or (2)shall file a written notice of acceptance or rejection of the offer withthe court not later than 10 days after receipt of the offer. The courtmay, upon motion by any party made prior to the expiration of such period,extend the period for not more than 90 additional days, during which timediscovery may be permitted by the court."(4) SELECTION OF TYPE OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION.--Forpurposes of paragraphs (1,) and (2), if the rules of the court establish orrecognize -more than 1 type of alternative dispute resolution, the partiesmay stipulate as to the type of alternative dispute resolution to beapplied. If the parties are unable to-so stipulate, the court shall issuean order not later than 20 days after the date on which the parties agreeto the use of alternative dispute resolution, specifying the type ofalternative dispute resolution to be applied."(5) SANCTIONS FOR DILATORY OR OBSTRUCTIVE CONDUCT.--If the courtfinds that a party has engaged in dilatory or obstructive conduct intaking or opposing any discovery allowed during the response perioddescribed in paragraph (3), the court may--"(A) extend the period to permit further discovery from thatparty for a suitable period; and

"(B) deny that party the opportunity to conduct furtherdiscovery prior to the expiration of the period.".

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROVISION.
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RICO

SEC. 107. AMENDMENT TO RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT
Section 1964(c) of title 18, United States Code, is amended by inserting", except that no person may bring an action under this provision if theracketeering activity, as defined in section 1961 (D), involves conduct actionableas fraud in the purchase or sale of securities" before the period.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD NOT SUPPORT THIS PROVISION.

This provision would immunize any conduct "a1tioabcel asfraud in the purchase or sale of securities" from private civilRICO. It is much broader than merely removing securities fraud ona predicate offense. This provision would immunize CharlesKeating, Michael Milken and Drexel Burnham Lambert from civil RICOliability because their conduct was actionable as securities fraud.
The Association of the Bar of the City of New York has statedthat a similar RICO provision in S. 1976 (103rd Congress) proposal"protects special interests." The Association stated: "Those whodefraud others in the sale of securities are not less nor moreguilty, and those who are defrauded no less nor more worthy ofenhanced damages than those who commit or are victims of similarfrauds involving other forms of commercial activity. If it isdeemed wise to subject bankers, insurance companies and vendors ofmerchandise to enhanced damages when they commit criminal acts --a point on which we express no opinion -- it is difficult to seewhy those who sell securities to the general public should stand ina different position.

The Council should not support this special-interestprovision.
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DISPARITY BETWEEN PRIVATE ACTION ANDSEC ENFORCEMENT FOR SUBSTANTIVEELSMETS DECK 3ISSMSS, PLEADING

THE COUNCIL SHOULD OPPOSE DISPARITY.

There should be no disparity between private actions and SECenforcement for the substantive elements of securities fraud. Asthe SEC has repeatedly stated over many years, private actions are"a necessary supplement" to SEC enforcement actions. In additionto the extremely important purpose of compensating victims, privateactions are extremely important for deterrence. Moreover, certainprovisions of H.R. 10 -- such as the knowing intent standard -- arenot only tougher than the elements the SEC would have to prove ina civil case, but are tougher than the government's burden in asimilar criminal case.

It is the private actions which compensate victims. Thus, itmakes no sense to require a higher standard for victims of fraudsto seek redress than that required of the SEC.
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BQWNUS PAYMENTS

(j) ELIMINATION OF BONUS PAYMENTS TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS IN CLASS
ACTIONS.-In any private action under this title that is certified as a class
action pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the portion of any final
judgment or of any settlement that is awarded to class plaintiffs serving as the
representative parties shall be equal, on a per share basis, to the portion of
the final judgment or settlement awarded to all other members of the class.
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to limit the award to any
representative parties of actual expenses (including lost wages) relating to the
representation of the class.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS PROVISION.
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SEC. _207. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION

Nothing in the amendments made by this Act shall be deemed to create orratify any implied private right of action, or to prevent the Commiession by rulefrom restricting or otherwise regulating private actions under the SecuritiesExchange Act of 1934.

THE COUNCIL SHOULD NOT OPPOSE THIS PROVISION AS DRAFTED.
In particular, the Council should press to delete the words"or ratify". Implied private actions under section 10(b) and Rule10-b-5 are a time-honored centerpiece of American law. Ifanything, their existence should be explicitly ratified.
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SEC 28.EF -cTVK _DATE

This Act and the amendments made by this Act are effective on the date of
enactment of this Act and shall apply to cases commenced after such date of
enactment.

THE PROVISION IS AMBIGUOUS. THE COUNCIL SHOULD SUPPORT THIS
PROVISION ONLY IF IT IS CLARIFIED TO MEAN THAT THE LEGISLATION IS
PROS-YCTIVE.

- 30 -
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February 13, 1995

MEMORANDUM TO PARTICIPANTS AT FEBRUARY 16-17 MEETING OF THEADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Materials on Private Securities Litigation Reform and List ofParticipants Attending the Meeting

For your information, I am attaching the following materials regarding thePrivate Securities Litigation Reform Act, which will be discussed at the February16-17 meeting of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules:

1) Report of Judge Scirica's Subcommittee on Private SecuritiesLitigation Reform Act, including a copy of the Securities Reform Actcontained in Title II of H.R. 10, the Common Sense Legal Reform Act;and

2) Statement of Arthur Levitt, chairman of the Securities and ExchangeCommission, testifying before the House Commerce Subcommittee;
I am also attaching a list of members of the Advisory Committee on CivilRules and invited participants who are planning to attend the meeting.

John K. Rabiej
Attachments
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Honorable Anthony J. Scirica
Honorable Paul V. Niemeyer
Honorable David S. Doty
Honorable C. Roger Vinson
Honorable David F. Levi
Honorable Christine M. Durham
Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.
Carol J. Hansen Fines, Esquire
Mark 0. Kasanin, Esquire
Francis H. Fox, Esquire
Phillip A. Wittmann, Esquire
Honorable Frank Hunger
Professor Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
Honorable William 0. Bertelsman, Liaison, Standing CommitteePeter G. McCabe, Secretary, Standing Committee
Honorable Alicemarie H. Stotler, Chair, Standing CommitteeProfessor Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter, Standing CommitteeJohn K. Rabiej, Chief, and Mark Shapiro, Attorney, Rules Committee OfficeThomas E. Willging, Robert Njiemic, and Laurel L. Hooper, Federal Judicial Center

INVITED PARTICIPANTS

Professor Stephen A. Burbanks, Host
Honorable Lowell A. Reed, Jr.
Honorable Edward R. Becker
Honorable William W Schwarzer, Director, Federal Judicial CenterDaniel Berger, Esquire
Sol Schreiber, Esquire
Elizabeth Joan Cabraser, Esquire
Robert C. Heim, Esquire
Henry Thumann, Esquire
Melvyn Weiss, Esquire
Dennis Block, Esquire
Professor John C. Coffee, Jr.
Professor Samuel Estreicher
Professor Stephen C. Yeazell
Professor Geoffrey Hazard
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February 10, 1995

To: Advisory Commuttee on Civil Rules
From: Subcommittee on proposed Private securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995--Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Chair

Judge David S. Doty
Judge C. Roger Vinson
Phbilip A. Wittman, Esq.
Prof. Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Unofficial rporer

Re: Procedural aspects of proposed Securities litigation revisions

1 This Memorandum discusses procedural aspets of die proposed Seuriies Litigatio Re
2 form Act of 1995, which is Title II of H.R. 10--the bill to implement th civil ligation reorm3 plank in the Contract with America. At our meeting In Philadelphia on Februay-7, ts will4 be an agenda item; we will also try to get to you in Advance a mem oon aoptn billS introduced by Rep. Markey (1)., Mass.), H.R. 55. The memo 80oes hrough il theorder of its provisions, thus mixing points of considerable coidcrn with lese . Thse7 tions with greatest itact for procedural purposes seem to be the guadia adn iW. and plain-8 tiffs' steering commiltte provisions in the bill's § 20 2(a); the pladi ft requiremein9 in § 204; and the Article III problem with apparent SEC rulemaking authority for federal couts10 in § 205. For reference, a copy of ffie securities title of LR. 10 follows the memo.

11 The Rules Advisory Committees and the Judicial Conference, to whi Congress has12 delegated the task of recommending to the Supreme Court changes in the federal courts, rules13 of practice and procedure, bring considerable expertise and exerience to matters affectig14 proceedings in the federal trial and appellate courts. Sensiive to the Rules Embling Aet's ban
15 on rules that would "abridge, enlarge or modity any substantive xight," 28 U.S.C. § 2072b,16 wre do not rgard it as Within our province to comment on substantive aspects of proposed17 legislation, We hope, however, that our counsel may be appropriate and valuable in other18 respects, including whether to make procedural changes for the federal courts by legislation or19 via the rules process; the desirability of particular procedural changes and their potential impact20 on federal court caseloads and on other aspects of federal practice and procedure; and the

----- ---------
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21 drafting of Procedural legislation to avoid unnecessary problems if Congress sees fit to legislate22 on federal procedural matters.
23 The parts of the proposed Securities Litigation Reform Act that would have significant24 impact on federal court practice and procedure are the folowing:

25 Section X%2(a), guardian ad litem and class action ate committees:
26 These provisions would require the Ppointment of a guardian ad lite lntiff27 Steering committee in private class actions under tie Securities xchange Act of 1934. They28 would make major changes for such cases in the working of present Civil Rule 23 on ciass29 actions, sometimes in ways it may be hard to foresee. First, the Congress should be aware that3 o in early 1994 the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules undertook a major sdy f Rue 2t3 1 an eye to possible broad revisions; that work is proeeding in earnest i search epr32 meetings this winter and spring. Class actions under the federal securities laws may Men33 unique problems that call for prcedures specific to the securities context. Yet t probles34 perceived in such class litigation could turn out eider to be less serious than they initially seem,35 or to represent problems that also Occur in other class action contexts than securities law-and36 may thus lend themselves to correction through the rules process. The prospect of procedures37 tailored to specific substantive areas raises especially sensitive problems for reaching HEX3 acombination of legislation with rules promulgated under an Enabling Act process that proscribes39 rules abridging, enlarging, or modifying substantive rigts.40 The rules committees would welcome the opportunity to work with Congress to study41 these problems and to help craft coordinated solutions that combine legislative answers, where42 needed, with court rules. In particular, the rules committees could consider whether the pro-4 3 posed securities class action changes reflect a need for Rule 23 amendments designed to assure44 better "client involvement across the board. One conceivable mechanism tat might be ex-

45 plored, already hinted at in a preliminary proposal circulated by the Advisory Committee on46 Civil Rules within the last few years, would be to give federal district courts discretion to use47 opt-in approaches as well as present Rule 23's Opt-out device. As applied in securities litigation,48 such approaches might let courts require larger shareholders-such as mutual and pension funds--49 g to elect whether to be included in actions brought by owners of tiny fractions of total holdings,
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50 If the funds stayed out, the litigation would remain smaller and probably far less costly ( it51 continued at all); if they opted in, they might be involved more actively without the need for the52 formal mechaniss of guardians ad litem or steering conuniuees.53 Second, focusing on proceduaI particulars within the uardian ad litemnsteoxig corm-54 nittee sections: a) As we Undrstand the reality of at least some securities class action practice,S5 the provisions may often be ineffective because they require the court to appoi ie guardian56 or steering coflmitree "nwt later than 10 days after certifying a paintiff clas-y se57 curities class actions, the certifleation decision itelf hangs fire for some time, keqety being5 8 Wrapped up in connection with settlement. With major events possibly taking place before the59 guardian or steering comnittee nl& be in the case, such players' role uld amount to very60 little, rather than acting the -real client" part envisioned for them. b) Existing Rule 23(a)(4)61 already requires fat the representative parties be found to "fairly and adequately protect the in-62 terests of the class." Empirical study may be needed of how frequently, despite the rule, pr63 practic not only in securities but also in other class actions appears t produce flgrhead64 representative plaintiffs who play no substantial role.65 c) The relationship between named class representatives and guardians or stee -66 mittees seems to need clarification in important respects. i) Would named representatives, ex-67 cept as made minority members of a steering committee under proposed SEA § 36(c)(2), retain6 8 aWn aspect of the role they are supposed to play under Rule 23--wh;ic this bill would not amend69 --once a guardian ad litem or steering committee was selected? ii) In the case of a plaintiff70 class, who would be the losing Hpartyl for Purposes of the koer-pays provision in § 2 03(a)'s71 proposed SEA § 2 1(l)--the original named representatives, the entire class, or the guardian or72 steering conmittee members? It would be unfair to impose the liability on the named represen-73 tatives once they lost authority to "direct counsel for the class" to the guardian or steering com-74 mittee; it would probably be both unfair and practically impossible to collect from the entire75 class; and making the guardian or steering coMn1ittee members liable might wipe out the supply76 of volunteers for the role, leaving the mechanism unusable.?7 7d) Proposed SEA § 36(a) could prove a fount of procedural jockeying with its provision78 for court appointment of a guardian ad litem "for the plaintiff class from a list or lists provided79 by the parties or their counsel." The court appears confined to the lists unless it appoints a
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80O steering committee instead, yet both sides' lists would be suspect; nothing assures that guardians81 --who are not subject to the ownership-share qualifications of proposed SEA § 36(c) for steering82 comnmttee membership--would be better than original named representatives Plaintiffs would83 probably try to water down the effect of the guadian,'s superseding named representatives by
84 nominating persons they maight w have n as repi sles, it85 is imaginable that a defftdant' s list ofnomines could ilueaia re ga ad lit8 6 for a plaintiff class, although that would probably b rarer Us to, inStl a gudiaflhow87 was at least menable to defense interests might b fequent a pensively coet. (t is88 also puzzling to see in proposed § 36(a) the authorization for court apoo of a guar-89 dian's fees and expenses among the parties. Defendants sometimes have to pay for Prevailing90 plaintiffs' lawyers, but rarely for the plainftifs themselves.)91 e) Proposed SEA § 36(d)(2)ts authoriztion for guardiansoea rd its ek92 class majority approval for settlement offers leayes important quese 

fo93 instance, would success or failure to get a majority affect exi co authoriky to approve or94 reject proposed settlements? What would be the status of approval by a Wority of ths voting95 when many shareholders do Hot vote at all? f) In proposed SPA § 36(f) concerning effect on-96 other law, the language about not affecting -any other provision of law concerning class actions"97 should probably have words such as "except as necessary to implement this section"aded to98 it, because the preceding subsections would affeec several aspects of Federal Rule of Civil99 Procedure 23.

100 Section 202(b), settlement disclosure:
1.01 Proposed SEA § 21(i) would require detailed disclosure to class members of terms of
102 propose d settlements Existing Federal Rule 23(e) requires court approval for class action settle-103 Ments and provides that "notice of the proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to all104 members of the class in such manner as the court directs." Class action settlement notices are105 already often highly detailed, and the need for more specific regulation may be inadequately106 knowt The Rules revision committees could consider whether practice Under the present rule107 fails to provide adequate notice of the terms of proposed settlements in securities and other fed-108 eral class litigation,
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110 Although this subsection is heade "Additional Provisions Applicable to Class Actions,"111 several of its proposed amendments to SEA § 21 speak of "any private action under this title"12 or "any private action brought under this title." This phrasing could make thea applicable to113 all private civil cases and not just lass actions, Trh propoe subsections tat use such114 language ame (m)(1), loser-pays attorney fee shifting; (o)(1), settlement discharge; (p) on115 contribution; and (q) on spial verdicts.
116 Procedural issues in paicular subsection sinclue the fbolloWi: a) The named plaintiff117 thresholds of proposed SEA § 21(k) would add to existing Rule 23(a) requirements of typicality118 and adequacy for representatives in SPEA class actions, apparently diluting the premise that thclass device is meant to foster aggregation of claims too small to be brought indivSKualy. Tis120 effect seems especially strong in light of the provisions for guardians ad litem and plaintiff121 steering committees: small shareholders would largely be unable to bring or control private fed-122 eral securities class actiop:., The Civil Rules Advisory Committee's study could include whether123 the perceived token-plaintiff problems that seem to underlie His proposal may exist in other124 fields such as consumer class actions, and whether existing requiremets appearto need ,general125 amendment to deal with such problems. b) Proposed § 21(0, restricting the number of class ac-126 tions within thre years in which a person may be a na]Qed plaintiff, may be subject to eay eva-127 sion by getting other potential representatives. Courts already deal with repeat-plaintiff abuse128 on a case-by-case basis, as one federal court recently did in Welling v. A1exy, 155 F.RD. 654,123 658-59 (N.D. Cal. 1994) (refusing to certify as class representative plaintiff who had appeared130 in many other class actions, was unfamiliar with allegations and status of proceedings, and131 showed little interest in supervising Counsel)

132 c) Subsection (2) of proposed § 21(m) on loser-pays attorney fee liability requires thatII33 fee applications be submitted "within 30 days of a final, nonaPPealable judgment'-presunably134 delaying fee applications until after the completion of appeals. The 30-day period conflicts with135 Pederal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(2)(B)'s allowance of 14 days after entry of judgment for136 fflitg a motion claiming attorney fees in most cases. It would probably be better to let the137 Rule's general provision govern. d) Proposed § 21(n) requires a conflict of interest inquiry136; when a class action attorney owns or has a beneficial interest in the securities at issue. This
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Page 6139 requirement may be unnecessary given existing practice under Rule 23(a)(4) on adequacy of140 representation, which will ordinarily not be found if counsel has a conflict of interest. The pro141 vision as drafted also would apply to all counsel-and not just attorneys o te class-i a SEA142 class action, thus making defense counsel who own stock in a defenam corporation t to143 the Same conflict inquiry. this effec may or may not be intended. It is not clear wether the144 problem with which the inquiry in cases of attorney stock ownership is meant to deai eal145 one of conflict of interest or rather perceived fomenting of litiation, to which the required, con146 flict inquiry might not respond.

147 e) Proposed SEA § 21(o)'s settlement discharge provision seems to apply not only to148 class actions, in which courts must approve proposed settlements, but also to nonclass litigation149 in which settlemems need not get court approval. This appare extension of the discbagero-
150 tections may be intentional, as it relates to proposed SEA § 21(p) on contribution (which also151 applies to "any private action under this title'), yet it compounds probleam of whether a settling152 defendant is paying a fair share. f) Proposed SEA § 21(q) on special verdicts may be unneces-153 sary given existing judicial practice on use of jury interrogatories. If adopted, the provision154 should be clarified by eliminating the reference to 'special verdicts1' in the title, as the apparent155 intent is to regulate practice under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 49(b) on general verdicts156 with jury interrogatories and not Rule 49(a) on special verdicts--which could be highly157 troublesome to use in this context.

158 Setion 204, scienter and pleading requirements for SEA § 10(b) securities fraud actions:159 Proposed SEA § lOA(a) is substantive in adopting scienter requirements for securities1 o fraud damage actions, but proposed § 10A(b) creates pleading standards for scienter allegations161 that may be impossible to meet. It also may curtail parties' ordinary opportunities to amend a162 defective pleading, and courts' ability to use carefully managed and targeted discovery. Federal163 Rule 9(b) already requires particularity in pleadings of fraud or mistake; at the same time the164 present rule recognizes, by allowing general avernments of '[ralalice, intent, knowledge, and165 other condition of mind," how hard it can be to make specific allegations about others' mental166 states at the start of litigation. Federal courts regularly use Rule 9(b) to screen securities fraud167 complaints; some require, for example, that a plaintiff "set forth facts explaining why the dif-
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168 ference between the earlier and the later statements is not merely the difference between two per-169 missible judgments, but rather the result of a falsehood. " In re Glefed, Inc., Securities Litga-170 tion, 1994 WL 688969, at *7 (9th Cir. 1994) (en bane) (footnote omitted). Some courts go fur-171 ther and require pleading of 'facts giving rise to a 'strong inference ent. See
172 d. at *3 (emphasis added) (rejecting Second Ciruit's quirmn t In rePhilip
173 Morris Securiiest Litigation, 1995 WL 13528 (S.D. N.Y. 1995 without leave to174 replead, amended securities fraud class action complaint for lack of c allegations sup.175 porting fraud").

176 In any event, the additional requirements of proposed § IOA(b) for allegations of "spe-177 cific facts" demonstrating "state of mind" in an initial pleading seem demanding to the point of178 virtual or total Impossibility. To tie extent that plaintiffs try tocomply withthen, tie proposed179 requirements raise the possibillty of extremely prolix pleadings--which characterized much pro-180 Rules code pleading and led the framers of the original Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to181 abandon most requirements for detailed initial allegations. Such detailed, fact-specific pleadings182 can be highly burdensome not only for plaintiffs to prepare but for defendants adJudges to deal183 with; courts under the less exacting curent pleading rules can and do use powers over discovery184 to control costs when securities fraud pleadings clear existing hurdles. See, e.g., Gefd, 1994185 WL 688969, at *16.17 (Norris J., concurring). Heavy front-loading of the pleading stage may186 preclude the more desirable alternative of less detailed pleadings followed by judicially187 controlled discovery, focused sharply on issues that may afford grounds for early dismissal.185 Highly detailed pleadinrg requjrements could also intersect in troublesome ways with such ex-189 isting provisions as new Rule 26(a)(1) on initial disclosures concerning matters relevant to dis-190 puted facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings. " Pleaders already have Rule 2 6(a)(1)'sI91 recently-created incentive to include factual detail on matters as to which they want to trigger192 disclosure obligations. That incentive may lead to some helpful specificity and targeted disclo-1 93 sures--rather than broader triggering of disclosure obligations because of detailed fact-pleading194 requirements. The substantive provisions of proposed § IOA(a) may suffice for the drafters'195 pulposes, without needing reinforcement by pleading specificity tequirements that go well196 beyond those already in force.
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197 Section 2>0, "safe harbor" provisions:
198 Subsections (a)(2), (b)(2), and perhaps (b)(4) are drafted in terms that appear to mandate199 or contemplate SEC action that would create rules of procedure applicable in Article l! curs,
200 which might be held unconstitutional on separation of powers grounds, Rcedrfthjg could avoid201 this implication and the possibility that the entire section, which lacks a severability provision,202 would be held invalid. Subsection (c) would add a new § 38 to the SEA to implement the safe203 harbor provisions, privileging stay requests premised on safe harbor summary judgmuent motions204 and limiting the grounds on which stay denials or discovery extenslons could be granted. It205 would thus affect trial judges' usual discretion to structure discovery. The need for such206 strictures is not clear.

207 Setfion 206, alternative dispute resolution:
208 Proposed new SEA § 39 contains in its subsection (a)(3) provisions conceruing discovery209 timing that are difficult to understand. The authority there to extend discovery "not more than210 90 additional days" during consideration of an ADR offer might be read to ban discovery her211 the 90 days, which is probably an unintended implication. The sanction authority under sub-212 section (a)(5) may be superfluous given existing judicial power to control discovery generally,213 and could lend itself to negative inferences about other sanction powers in a proceeding governed214 by § 39. More broadly, although courts have increased their use of ADR mechanisms in many215 contexts, it is not clear that securities class actions are among those well suited for ADR. These216 are generally not cases that fail to settle for lack of an impartial estimate of the likely result of217 trial, or in which someone aggrieved mainly needs to have his or her story heard by a neutral218 and may be satisfied with an arbitrator's recommendation rather than a juy verdict. The ADR219 provision could also have limited impact because some federal judicial districts lack a "volun-220 tary, nonbinding alternative dispute resolution procedure established or recognized under the221 rules of the court."
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I of the first month beginning more than 180 days after the date of the en-2 actment of this Act.
3 (b) APPLICATION OF A .MENDMENTS.-(1) The amendments made by4 sections 101 and 105 shall apply only with respect to civil actions com-
5 menced after the effective date of this title.
6 (2) The amendments made by section 102 shall apply only with respect
7 to cases in which a trial has commenced after the effective date of this title.
8 (3) The amendments made by section 103 shall apply only with respect
9 to claims arising after the effective date of this title.

10 (4) The amendment made by section 106 shall apply to bills and joint
11 resolutions reported by any committee at least 30 calendar days aftet the12 date of enactment of this Act
13 TITLE HI-REFORM OF PRIVATE
14 SECURITIES LITIGATION
15 SEC.201. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.
16 (a) SHORT TrrLE.-This title may be cited as the "Private Securities17 Litigation Reform Act of 1995".
18 (b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of contents for this title is as19 follows:

See. 201. Short e; table of oteat
See- 202. Prepention of awyardiyeu fitigaon.
Sec. 203. Prevention of abusive practices that foment fitigation.Sees 204. Prevention of -tiahing epedition" lavuita.
S&ec 205. Estabibment of "afe hWo" for predictive staementLSee. 206. AFtera &dite reolution procedure
See- 207. Amendment te Radkteer Influenced and Corrupt Orgamuztions Act

20 SEC. 202. PREVENTION OF LAWYER-DRIVEN LITIGATION.
21 (a) PL&Dm" SmjIjGu C00m ITEES.-The Securities Exhange Act
22 of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the follow-23 ing new section:
24 "SEC. 36. GUARDIAN AD LITEM AND CLASS ACTION STEERING COM-25 MrITEES.

26 "(a) GU.AR6LN AD LMEL-Except as provided in subsection (b), not27 later than 10 days after certifying a plaintiff class in any private action28 brought under this tite, the court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for the29 plaintiff class from a list or lists provided by the parties or their counseL
30 The guardian ad litem shall direct counsel for the, class as set forth in this31 section and perform such other functions as the court may specify. The32 court shall apportion the reasonable fees and expenses of the guardian ad33 litem among the parties. Court appointment of a guardian ad litem shall34 not be subject to interlocutory review.

35 "(b) CLASS TArON STEEARING COmmnTI.Subsection (a) shall not36 apply if, not later than 10 days after certifying a plaintiff class, on its own
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I motion or on motion of a member of the class, the court appoints a commit-
2 tee of class members to direct counsel for the class (hereafter in this section
3 referred to as the 'plaintiff steering committee') and to perform such other
4 functions as the court may specify. Court appointment of a plaintiff steering
5 committee shall not be subject to interlocutory review.
6 "(e) MEMBEmRI OF PLAINTF1F STEERING CoM3UTTEE.-
7 "(1) QUALIFICATIONS.-
8 "(A) NUMBER.-A plaintiff steering committee shall consist
9 of not fewer than 5 class members, willing to serve, who the court

10 believes will fairly represent the class.
11 "(B) OwNEs INTERESTS.-Members of the plaintiff
12 steering committee shall have cumulatively held during the class
13 period not less than-
14 "(i) the lesser of 5 percent of the securities which are
15 the suljeet. matter of the litigation or securities which are the
16 sultect matter of the litigation with a market value of
17 $10,000,000; or
18 "(ii) such smaller percentage or dollar amount as the
19 court finds appropriate under the circumstances.
20 "(2) NAmED PL~D .-Olass members who are named plain-
21 tiffs in the litigation may serve on the plaintiff steering committee, but
22 shall not comprise a majority of the committee.
23 I"(3) NONCONSATN OF m BERs.-Members of the plaintiff
24 steerng committee shall serve without compensation, except that any
25 member may apply to the court for reimbursement of reasonable out-
26 of-pocket expenses from any common fund established for the-class.
27 "(4) MYETiNG&-The plaintiff steering committee shall conduct
28 its business at one or more previously scheduled meetings of the eom-
29 mittee at which a majority of its members are present in person or by
30 electronic communication. The plaintiff steering committee shall decide
31 all matters within its authority by a majority vote of all members ex-
32 cept that the committee may determine that demisions other than to ac-
33 cept or reject a settlement offer or to employ or dismiss counsel for
34 the class may be delegated to one or more members of the com e,
35 or may be voted upon by committee members seriatim, without a meet-
36 ing.
37 "(5) RIGHT OF NONMBERs TO BE BEAR D.-A class member
38 who is not a member of the plaintiff steering committee may appear
39 and be heard by the court on any issue in the action, to the same ex-
40 tent as any other party.



I "(d) FUNCTIONS OF GUAMDL-N AD L fTEM AEND PLAINTEFF STEERING
2 COMMITTEE.-

3 "(1) DIREcTr COUNSEL.-The authority of the guardian ad litem4 or the plaintiff steering committee to direct counsel for the class shall5 include all powers normally permitted to an attorneys client in litiga-6 tion, including the authority to retain or dismiss counsel and to reject7 offers of settlement, and the preliminary authority to accept an offer8 of settlement, subject to the restrictions specified in paragraph (2).9 Dismissal of counsel other than for cause shall not limit the ability of10 counsel to enforce any contractal fee agreement or to apply to theII court for a fee award from any common fund established for the class.12 "(2) SE1"rTrENT OFFERS.-If a guardian ad litem or a plaintiff13 steering committee gives preliminary approval to an offer of settlement,14 the guardian ad litem or the plaintiff steering committee may seek ap-15 proval of the offer by a majority of class members if the committee de-16 termines that the benefit of seeking such approval outweighs the cost17 of soliciting the approval of class members
18 "(e) Immumry FROM LLAuRfTY; REmOVAL.-Any person serving as a19 guardian ad litem or as a member of a plaintiff steering committee shall20 be immune from aw liability arising from such service. The court may re-21 move a guardian ad litem or a member of a plaintiff steering committee for22 good cause shown.

23 "(f) EFFECT ON OTHER LAW.-This section does rot affect any other24 provision of law concerning class actions or the authority of the court to25 give final approval to any offer of settlement.".
26 (b) ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS APPICABLE TO CLASS AcTIONS.-See-
27 tion 21 of the Securities-esXlange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u) is amended28 by adding at the end the following new subsection:
29 "(i) DnscmosUiE OF S Ni T To 10 TESM TO CLas MwERS.-In
30 any private action under this title that is certified as a clas action pursuant31 to the Federal Rules of ivil Proceduen a proposed settlement agreement32 that is published or otherwise disseminated to the class shall include the fol-33 lowing statements

34 "(1) STATEINTr OF' POTENTI.A OUTCOME OF CARE.-
35 "(A) AGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF DAMAGES AND LIKU-
36 HOOD OF PRvAImNG.-If the settling parties agree on the37 amount of damages per share that would be reeoverable if the38 plaintiff prevailed on each claim alleged under this title and the39 likelihood that the plaintiff would preva-

40 "(i) a statement concerning the amount of such potential41 damages; and
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I "(ii) a statement concerning the probability that the
2 plaintiff would prevail on the claims alleged under this title
3 and a brief explanation of the reasons for that conclusion.
4 "(B) DISAGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF DAMAGES OR LIKELI-
5 HOOD OF PREVAILNG.-If the parties do not agree on the amount
6 of damages per share that would be recoverable if the plaintiff pre-
7 vailed on each claim alleged under this title or on the likelihood
8 that the plaintiff would prevail on those claims, or both, a state-
9 ment from each settling party concerning the issue or issues on

10 which the parties disagree.
11 "(C) INADMISSMIUY FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES.-Statements
12 made in accordance with subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall not be
13 admissible for purposes of any Federal or State judicial or admin-
14 istrative proceeding.
15 "(2) STATEMENT OF AITORNES' FEES OR COSTS SOUGHTr.-If
16 any of the settling parties or their counsel intend to apply to the court
17 for an award of attorneys' fees or costs from any fund established as
18 part of the settlement, a statement indicating which parties or counsel
19 intend to make such an application, the amount of fees and costs that
20 will be sought (including the amount of such fees and costs determined
21 on a per-share basis, together with the amount of the settlement pro-
22 posed to be distributed to the parties to suit, determined on a per-share'
23 basis), and a brief explanation of the basis for the application. Such
24 information shall be clearly summarized on the cover page of any notice
25 to a party of a proposed or final settlement.
26 "(3) DENTCAON OF REPRESENTATIVES-The name and ad-
27 dress of one or more representatives of counsel for the plaintiff class
28 who will be reasonably available to answer written questions from class
29 - members concerning any matter contained in any notice of settlement
30 published or otherwise disseminated to elass members.
31 "(4) OTHRu NFOR &TON.-Such other information as may be
32 required by the court, or by any guardian ad litemn or plaintiff steering
33 committee appointed by the court pursuant to this section.".
34 (c) PnoBmsImoN ON ATTORNEYS' FEES PAMn FROM OMUSSION
35 DIS(OR&ENT FuNDS.-Section 21(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of
36 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u(d)) is amended by adding at the end the following new
37 paragraph:
38 "(4) PROHBITION ON ATTORNEYS' FEES PAD FROM COMMISSION
39 DI1SORGKMENT FUNDS.-Except as otherwise ordered by the court,
40 funds disgorged as the result of an action brought by the Commission
41 in Federal court, or of any Commission administrative action, shall not
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I be distributed as payment for attorneys' fees or expenses incurred by
2 private parties seeking distribution of the disgorged funds.".
3 SEC. 203. PREVENTION OF ABUSIVE PRACTICES THAT FOMENT LITI-4 GATION.

5 (a) ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS APPLICABE To CLASS ACTIONS.-ic-
6 tion 21 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u) is further
7 amended by adding at the end the following new subsections:
8 '(j) RECOVEY BY NAMED PLAo NFFS N CLASS ACTIONS.-In any
9 private action under this title that is certified as a class action pursuant

10 to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the share of any final judgment
11 or of any settlement that is awarded to class plaintiffs si as the re
12 resentative parties shall be calculated in the same manner as the shares of13 the final judgment or settlement awarded to all other members of the class.
14 Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to limit the award to any rep-
15 resentative parties of actual expenses (including lost wages) relating to the16 representation of the class
17 "(k) NArME PLAONr' TunESHOu,.-In any private action under18 this title, in order for a plaintiff or plaintiffs to obtain certification as rep-
19 resentatives of a elass of investors pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil
20 Procedure, the plaintiff or plaintis must show that they owned, in the ag-21 gregate, during the time period in which violations of this title are alleged
22 to have occurred, not less than the lesser of-
23 "(1) 1 percent of the securities which are the subject of the litiga-24 tion; or
25 "(2) $10,000 (in market value) of such securities
26 A person may be a named plaintiff in no more than 5 lass actions filed27 during any 3-year period.
28 "(1) AWARDS OF ATTORrN ' FES.-
29 "(1) PAYMENT BY LoNG PART.-f the court in any private act30 tion under this tite enters a final judgment against a party litigant
31 on the basis of a motion to dismiss, motion for summary judgment, or32 a trial on the merits, the court shall, upon motion by the prevailing
33 party, order the losing party to pay the prevailing party reasonable at-
34 torneys' fees and other expenses incurred by the prevailing party.
35 "(2) T1[E FOR APPICO&ON.-A party seekng an award of fees36 and other expenses shall, within 30 days of a final, nonappealablejudg-
37 ment in the action, submit to the court an application for fees and38 other expenses.
39 "(3) COURT DIsCRETON.m-The court, in its discretion, may re-40 duee the amount to be awarded pursuant to this section, or deny an41 award, to the extent that the prevailing party during the course of the
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I Proceedings engaged in conduct that unduly and unreasonably pro-
2 tracted the final resolution of the matter in controversy.
3 "(m) CONFLICTS OF LNTEREST.-In any private action under this title
4 that is certified as a class action pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
5 cedure, if a party is represented by an attorney who directly owns or other-
6 wise has a benefieial interest in the securities that are the sjhet of the
7 litigation, the court shall make a determination of whether such interest
8 constitutes a conflict of interest sufficient to disqualify the attorney from
9 representing the party.

10 "(n) SEiTTrImIr> DISCaARGE.-

11 "(1) IN GENERAL.-A defendant who settles any private action
12 brought under this title at any time before verdict or judgment shall
13 be discharged from all claims for contribution brought by other per-
14 sons. Upon entry of the settlement by the court, the court shall enter
15 a bar order constituting the final discharge of all obligations to the
16 plaintiff of the settling defendant arising out of the action. The order
17 shall bar all future claims for eontribution or indemnity arising out of
18 the action-
19 "(A) by nonseftling persons against the settling defendant,
20 and
21 "(B) by the settling defendant against any nonsettling de-
22 fendants.
23 "(2) REDUCn o.N.-f a person enters into a settlement with the
24 plaintiff prior to verdict or judgment, the verdict or judgment shall be
25 reduced by the amount paid to the plaintiff by that person.
26 "(o) CONTRIBUTTON.-A person who becomes liable for damages in any
27 private action under this title may recover contribution from any other per-
28 son who, if joined in the original suit, would have been liable for the same
29 damages.

30 "(p) STATuTE OF ImITATIONs FOR CoNTRBox-N.-Once judgment
31 has been entered in any private action under this title determining liability,
32 an action for contribution must be brought not later than 6 months after
33 the entry of a final, nonappealable judgment in the action.
34 "(q) SPECwL VERDIcar.-In any private action under this title in
35 which the plaintiff may recover money damages, the court shalls when re-
36 quested by a defendant, submit to the jury a written interrogatory on the
37 issue of each such defendant's state of mind at the time the alleged violation
38 occurred..

39 (b) R:cErPT FOR R :FERRAL FEES.-Sction 15(c) of the Securities
40 Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78o(c)) is amended by adding at the end
41 the following new paragraph:
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I "(7) RECEIPr OF REFERRAL FEES.-No broker or dealer, or per-2 son associated with a broker or dealer, may solicit or accept remunera-
3 tion for assisting an attorney in obtaining the representation of any
4 customer in any private action under this title.".
5 SEC. 204. PREVENTION OF -FISHING EXPEDITION LAWSUITS.
6 The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) is
7 amended by inserting after section 10 the following new section:
8 -SEC. 10A. REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITIES FRAUD ACTIONS.
9 "(a) INENT.-In any private action under section 10(b)-

10 "(1) the plaintiff may recover money damages from a defendant
II only on proof that the defendant made a material misstatement or
12 omission concerning a security;
13 "(2) the plaintiff must prove that the defendant had actual knowti-
14 edge that the statement was false at the time it was made or knowingly
15 and intentionally omitted to state a fact with aetual knowledge that
16 such statement would at the time it was made be rendered false by
17 such omission and with the purpose of rendering the statement false;
18 and

19 "(3) the plaintiffs complaint shall allege specific facts demonstrat-
20 ing the state of mind of each defendant at the time the alleged viola-
21 tion occurred.

22 "(b) MISWPIfNG SATEWNsS MAD O SMSON&-4n any private ae-
23 tion under section 10(b) in which the plaintiff alleges that the defendant-
24 "(1) made an untrue statement of a material fact, or
25 "(2) omitted to state a material fact necessamy in order to make
26 the statements made, in the light of the eireumstanees in which they
27 were made, not misleading,
28 the plaintiff shall speced each statement alleged to have been misleading,
29 the reason or reasons why the statement is misleading, and, if an allegation
30 regarding the statement or omission is made on information and belief, the
31 plaintiff shal set forth all information on which that belief is formed
32 "(e) BuRDEN op PROp. -In any private action arising under section
33 10(b) based upon a material misstatement or omission concerning a seen-
34 rity, the plaintiff must pmve that he or she had acual knowledge of and
35 actually relied on such statement in connection with the purchase or sale
36 of a security and that the misstatement or omission proximately caused37 (through both transaction causation and loss causation) any lise incurred
38 by the plaintiff

39 "(d) DAMAGES.-I any private action arising under section 10(b)
40 based on a material misstatement or omission concerning a security, the
41 plaintiff's damages shall not exceed the lesser of-
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I "(1) the difference between the price paid by the plaintiff for the2 security and the market value of the security immediately after dis-3 semination to the market of information which corrects the

4 misstatement or omission; and
5 "(2) the difference between the price paid by the plaintiff for the6 security and the price at which the plaintiff sold the security after dis-7 semination of information correctin the misstatement or omission.".
8 SEC. 205. ESTABLISHMENT OF 'SAFE HARBOR" FOR PREDICTIVE
9 STATEMENTS.

10 (a) CoNSIDERATION OF REGULATORY OR LEGISLTVE CHANGES.-In
11 consultation with investors and issuers of securities, the Seeurities and Ex-12 change Commission shall adopt or amend its rules and regulations to13 create-
14 (1) clear and objective criteria that the Commission finds suffi-15 cient for the protection of investors, compliance with which shall be16 readily ascertainable by issuers prior to issuance of securities, by which
17 forward-looking statements concerning the future economic perform-
18 ance of an issuer of securities registered under section 12 of the Seeu-19 ities Exchange A of 1934 will be deemed not to be in volation of20 section 10(b) of that Act; and

21 (2) procedures by which courts shall timely dismiss claims against
22 such issuers of securities based on such forward-looking statements if23 such statements are in accordance with any criteria under paragraph
24 (1).
25 (b) CoMarMsON CON&DERSTIONS.-In developing rules in accordance
26 with subsection (a), the Commission shall adopt-
27 (1) appropriate limits to liability for forward-looking statements;
28 (2) procedures for making a summary determination of the appli-
29 cability of any Commission rule for forward-looking statements early in30 a judicial proceeding to limit protracted litigation and expansive discov-31 ery;
32 (3) roles incorporating and reflecting the scienter ruirements
33 applicable to any private actions under section 10(b) of the Securities
34 Exehange Act of 1934, and
35 (4) rules providing clear guidance to issuers of securities and the36 judiciary.
37 (c) SECURITiEs ACT AmEN rENT.-The Securities and Exchange Act38 of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.), is amended by adding at the end the fol-39 lowing new section:
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I "SEC. 38. APPLICATION OF SAFE HARBOR FOR FORWARD-LOOKING
2 STATEMENTS.
3 "(a) LJz GENERAL.-In any prirate action under this title that alleges4 that a forward-looking statement concerning the future economic perform-5 ance of an issuer registered under section 12 was materially false or mis-6 leading, if a party making a motion in accordance with subsection (b) re-
7 quests a stay of discovery concerning the claims or defenses of that party,8 the court shall grant such a stay until it has ruled on any such motion.
9 "(b) SLnaiAy JUDGMENT MOnoln.-Subsection (a) shall apply to10 any motion for summary judgment made by a defendant asserting that the11 forward-looking statement was within the coverage of any rule which the12 Commission may have adopted concerning such predictive statements, if13 such motion is made not less than 60 days after the plaintiff commences14 discovery in the action.

15 "(c) DILAToRy CoNDcUT DUPmCATrVE DISCOVERY.-Notwithstand-
16 ing subsection (a) or (b), the time permitted for a plaintiff to conduct dis-17 covery under subsection (b) may be extended, or a stay of the proceedings18 may be denied, if the court finds that-
19 "(1) the defendant making a motion described in subsection (b)20 engaged in dilatory or obstructive conduct in talkng or opposing any21 discovery; or

22 "(2) a stay of discovery pending a ruling on a motion under sub-23 section (b) would be substantially unfair to the plaintiff or other parties24 to the action.".
25 SEC. 206. ALTERNATWVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE.
26 The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) is27 amended by adding at the end the following new section:
28 'SEC. 39. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE.
29 "(a) IN GENERL--
30 "(1) OFER To PROCEED.-Except as provided in paragraph (2),31 in any private action arsing under this title, any party may, before the32 expiration of the period permitted for answering the complaint, deliver33 to all other parties an offer to proceed pursuant to any voluntary,34 nonbinding alternative dispute resolution procedure established or rec-35 ognized under the rules of the court in which the action is maintained.

36 "(2) POiNuF CLAss ACTIONS.-In any private action under this37 title which is brought as a plaintiff class action, an offer under para-38 graph (1) shall be made not later than 30 days after a guardian ad39 litem or plaintiff steering committee is appointed by the court in ac-40 cordance with section 38.
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I "(3) RESPONSE.-The recipient of an offer under paragraph (1)
2 or (2) shall file a written notice of acceptance or rejection of the offer
3 with the court not later than 10 days after receipt of the offer. The
4 court may, upon motion by any party made prior to the expiration of
5 such period, extend the period for not more than 90 additional days,
6 during which time discovery may be permitted by the court
7 "(4) SELECTION OF TYPE OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLU-
8 TION.-For purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2), if the miles of the
9 court establish or recognize more than 1 type of alternative dispute res-

10 olution, the parties may stipulate as to the type of alternative dispute
11 resolution to be applied. If the parties are unable to so stipulate, the
12 court shall issue an order not later than 20 days after the date on
13 which the parties agree to the use of alternative dispute resolution,
14 specifing the type of alternative dispute resolution to be applied.
15 "(5) SANclFON FOR DILATORY OR OBSTEUCTIVE CONDUCT.-If

16 the court finds that a party has engaged in dilatory or obstructive con.
17 duct in taking or opposing any discovery allowed during the response
18 period described in paragraph (3), the court may-
19 "(A) extend the period to permit further discovery from that
20 party for a suitable period and
21 "(B) deny that party the opportunity to conduct further dis-
22 covery prior to the expiration of the period.".
23 SEC. 207. AMENDMENT TO RACETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT
24 ORGANIZATIONS ACT.
25 Section 1964(c) of title 18, United States Code, is amended by insert.
26 ing ", except that no person may bring an action under this provision if
27 the racketeering activity, as defined in section 1961(1)(D), involves conduct
28 actionable as fraud in the sale of securities" before the period.
29 SEC. 208. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.

30 Nothing in this title or in the amendments made by this title sha be
31 deemed to create or ratify any implied right of action, or to prevent the
32 Commission from restricting or otherwise regulating private actions brought
33 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
34 SEC. 209. EFFECTIE DATE.
35 This title and the amendments made by this title are effective on the
36 date of enactment of this Act and shall apply to cases pending on or com-
37 menced after such date of enactment.
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Chairman Fields and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Securities and Exchange

Commission regarding legislative proposals to reform the system of private litigation

under the federal securities laws.'

As you know, the Commission has consistently stressed the importance of

private remedies against securities fraud. Besides serving as the primary vehicle for

compensating defrauded investors, private actions also provide a 'necessary

supplement" to the Commission's own enforcement activities by serving to deter

securities law violations.2 Private actions are crucial to the integrity of our disclosure

system because they provide a direct incentive for issuers and other market

participants to meet their obligations under the securities laws.

These hearings are being held in order to consider proposals to make the

private litigation system work more effectively. The Commission supports this effort,

1. I recently discussed securities litigation reform issues in a speech before the Securities
Regulation Institute in San Diego, California. A copy of that speech is attached to this testimony as
an appendix.

2. Bateman Eichler. Hill Richards. Inc. v. Berner, 472 U.S. 299, 310 (1985); Blue Chip
Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 730 (1975); M.I. Case Co. v. Borak, 377 U.S. 426,
432 (1964).



because private litigation imposes substantial unnecessary costs when it is abused by

private plaintiffs or their attorneys. The threat of misdirected litigation also tends to

impede beneficial corporate disclosure practices, such as the dissemination of

forward-looking information, that the Commission encourages. Finally, meritless

lawsuits may adversely affect the development of substantive securities law, as courts

develop broad doctrines in an attempt to curb what they perceive to be vexatious

litigation.

The important task at hand, therefore, is to identify ways to make the system

more efficient while preserving the essential role that private actions play in

supporting the integrity of our markets. This involves striking a fair balance between

competing interests. Although we might strive for a system in which corporate

issuers never spend a dime defending meritless claims, we should recognize that it is

impossible to eliminate all meritless cases without also affecting the cases that do

have merit and thereby eroding the deterrence provided by private actions. In the

same vein, we cannot allow investors to seek compensation for their losses in a way

that unnecessarily exposes defendants to unproductive litigation and excessive costs.

As I stated in testimony before this Subcommittee last July, the Commission

believes that meaningful improvements to the existing system can be accomplished

through a combination of legislation, increased judicial activism in the case

management process, and the Commission's exercise of its existing rulemaking and

interpretative authority. The Commission is already in the process of examining its

existing safe harbor for the disclosure of forward-looking information, and we are

expanding a program under which Commission attorneys monitor private litigation

and select appropriate cases in which to make our views known to the court.

2



With respect to legislation, the Commission supports measures that would

eliminate the most prevalent abuses associated with class action lawsuits, provide for

greater sanctions or a modified form of fee shifting in appropriate cases, eliminate

civil RICO liability predicated on securities law violations, and enact a proportionate

scheme of contribution among defendants. Although there are other proposals that

the Commission could accept with modifications or that it is still in the process of

considering, the enactment of the above proposals alone would significantly improve

the system without eradicating any of its benefits.

The Commission recognizes that many proponents of litigation reform,

including some members of this Subcommittee, regard these measures as an

inadequate response to the problems they perceive to be associated with private

litigation. The Commission opposes a move to the more drastic measures that have

been proposed, however, such as imposing automatic fee shifting under a strict

"English Rule," eliminating antifraud liability based on reckless conduct, and

eliminating the fraud-on-the-market theory of liability. ' Proposals such as these, by

severely limiting the private remedy against fraud and undermining the incentives for

market participants to comply with the disclosure laws, could fundamentally damage

the integrity and discipline of our capital markets, which are now the strongest and

safest in the world.

Just as it is clear that problems exist within our private litigation system, and

that constructive action is necessary, it should be equally clear that an overreaction

could cause substantial harm to our markets. The Commission therefore urges the

Subcommittee to examine the issues carefully and to craft appropriate legislation that

improves the system without eliminating its benefits. Before embracing a proposal

3



designed to guarantee that no meritless case will go unpunished, examine how that

proposal would affect investor rights in cases of serious fraud. Before concluding

that liability should attach only upon proof of actual, subjective knowledge of fraud,

examine how such a rule would affect the discipline that corporate executives and

professional advisers bring to the disclosure process. Before deciding that investors

should have a remedy only if they can establish that they specifically relied on a

particular misstatement or omission, examine the ramifications that such a rule would

have for the Commission's administration of the disclosure laws.

The remainder of this testimony, which discusses various proposals set forth in

H.R. 10, the Common Sense Legal Reform Act, as well as other bills currently

pending in both the House and the Senate, is intended to assist in that effort.

I. PROPOSALS TO REDUCE MERITLESS LITIGATION

One of the most critical aspects of a fair and efficient litigation system is its

ability to identify meritless cases early in the process, before the costs associated with

protracted litigation are incurred. Critics of the current system contend that it does

not effectively screen out the cases that lack merit. These cases are often referred to

as "frivolous" in the rhetoric of the litigation reform debate, but the concern extends

to cases that may more accurately be characterized as speculative. 4 The extent to

3. These bills are H.R. 555, introduced by Congressman Markey; H.R. 681, introduced by
Congressman Tauzin; H.R. 675, introduced by Congressman Mineta and Congresswoman Eshoo;
and S. 240, introduced by Senators Dodd and Domenici.

4. In hearings held before this Subcommittee last summer, for example, Professor Langevoort
testified that:

The primary problem we face is not so much frivolous litigation. Ample mechanisms exist
currently to deal with suits that have no merit whatsoever. Rather, the problem is an excess
of specu vie litigation, where there are small bits and pieces of evidence that, in hindsight,

4



which frivolous or speculative cases are filed is difficult to quantify, but it appears

that the federal courts have recently been dismissing securities cases more frequently

than in the past.

Meritless litigation may be addressed in a variety of ways. One method is to

deter the filing of meritless cases by providing for fee shifting or the imposition of

sanctions against plaintiffs or their attorneys. Another method is to establish stringent

pleading standards that only the strongest cases can satisfy. Each of these methods

has drawbacks. Automatic fee shifting will deter the filing of good cases as -well as

meritless ones. Overly stringent pleading standards also will preclude meritorious

cases from being filed, as plaintiffs often will be unable to plead specific facts

regarding a defendant's state of mind without first obtaining access to corporate

documents through discovery.

It is especially important, before enacting legislation, to consider the effect that

fee shifting and stringent pleading requirements would have when used in

combination. To the extent that any form of fee shifting is imposed, stringent

pleading standards may not be necessary to deter marginal cases. If stringent

pleading standards are established, fee shifting will produce inequitable results in a

greater proportion of cases.

might suggest some possibility that defendants were not completely candid in each one of the
many items of information that became available to the investing public. Yet they rarely add
up to a serious claim of fraud.

Summary of Testimony of Donald C. Langevoort, Vanderbilt University School of Law, Before the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance, Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S.
House of Representatives (August 10, 1994).
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A. FEE SHHTNG

Section 203 of H.R. 10 would provide that courts must order the losing party

to pay the prevailing party's reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses in any private

action brought under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. This award would be

mandatory, and a court would have discretion to reduce the award only to the extent

that the prevailing party engaged in conduct that unduly and unreasonably protracted

the litigation.

In the Commission's view, a strict "English Rule" provision of the type

contemplated by H.R. 10 would effectively eliminate the private right of action for

small investors. Although major corporations might continue to file suits under

Exchange Act Section 10(b) and Rule l1b-5, individual investors would inevitably .be

deterred from filing meritorious cases because they could not take the risk of being

exposed to a fee award if they failed to prevail. In class action lawsuits, in

particular, individual plaintiffs frequently stand to recover only a small amount if they

prevail. Their potential liability under an automatic fee shifting provision would be

totally disproportionate to their potential recovery.

An automatic fee shifting provision of this type also fails to distinguish

between cases that deserve to be litigated and cases that are frivolous or speculative.

There is a vast difference between cases that are decided as a result of close factual

determinations made by a jury after an extended trial and cases that are dismissed on

the pleadings because they fail to state a claim. H.R. 10, however, would leave

courts without any discretion to make distinctions between such cases.

The legislation introduced by Congressman Tauzin would provide that a court

must award fees to the prevailing party unless a determination is made that the losing

6



party's position was "substantially justified." The terminology is borrowed from the
Equal Access to Justice Act ("EAJA"), 5 which provides that certain persons who

prevail in a suit brought by the federal government may recover attorneys' fees and
costs if a court finds that the litigating position of the government was not

"substantially justified. " Fee shifting of this type would allow for some element of

judicial discretion, and for that reason it would be preferable to the automatic fee

shifting contemplated by H.R. 10. At the same time, it is important to note that the
"substantially justified" standard under the EAJA applies only against the government,

and that the statute was designed to enable individuals and small businesses to defend

their rights in litigation with government agencies that have a superior ability to

sustain the costs of litigation and usually conduct an investigation prior to filing suit.'
It does not follow that the same standard should govern investor lawsuits brought

against corporate defendants.

The Commission recommends that the Subcommittee adopt a somewhat

different approach and provide courts with express authority to award fees and costs
when cases are filed (or defenses raised) without any reasonable prospect of

prevailing. Section 11(e) of the Securities Act, for example, already provides that a

party may be required to pay the opposing party's costs and reasonable attorneys'

fees "if the court believes the suit or the defenses to have been filed without merit."
There is no comparable provision for cases brought under Sections 10(b) or 14 of the
Exchange Act, and some have suggested that the absence of such a rule has

5. 5 U.S.C. § 504.

6. Since the EAJA was adopted in 1985, the Commission has been ordered to pay attorneys'fees and costs in three cases, and it entered into a settlement when fees were sought in one othercase. The amount paid by the Commission in these cases ranged from $14,000 to $88,000.
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encouraged plaintiffs to proceed under that Act rather than the Securities Act.'

Congress should make it clear, in such a provision, that a court may impose a fee

award not only against a party, but also against its counsel.'

The Commission recognizes that the effectiveness of discretionary fee shifting

depends on the willingness of courts to exercise their discretion to award fees.

Courts already have the authority under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure to order limited fee shifting in abusive and meritless cases, but this

authority is used relatively infrequently.9 Most federal judges believe that meritless

litigation is controlled most effectively by prompt rulings on motions to dismiss or

motions for summary judgment,"0 and there may be an understandable tendency to

avoid fee awards that may themselves lead to ancillary litigation. Congress could

ensure that judges do not ignore a fee shifting provision, however, by providing that,

where cases are resolved by means of a dispositive motion, the court must make

findings as to why fees should or should not be awarded to the prevailing party.

7. "The desire to escape the double danger of paying counsel fees and posting security was yetanother reason for buyers with complaints to rush to Rule lOb-5 in the face of the express remediesunder §§ 11 and 12(2) of the Securities Act." 10 Louis Loss & Joel Seligmn, Securities Regulationat 4648 (1993) (footnote omitted).

8. See Healey v. Chelsea Resources. Ltd., 947 F.2d 611, 624-25 (2d Cir. 1991) (declining toaward fees against an attorney under Section 11(e)).

9. Prior to 1993, a court was required to impose sanctions under Rule 11 in the case of filingsmade for an improper purpose, such as to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost oflitigation. In 1993, the Supreme Court adopted significant substantive amendments to Rule 11.Under the revised Rule 11, sanctions are discretionary rather than mandatory, and in cases in whichone party has moved for sanctions against another, there is a safe harbor of 21 days following noticeof an alleged violation during which a party may withdraw the offending filing before a request forsanctions can be filed.

10. Elizabeth C. Wiggins, Thomas E. Willging & Donna Stienstra, Rule 11: Final Report to theAdvisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the UniStates, Federal JudicialCenter (1991).
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Different forms of fee shifting are proposed in the bills introduced by

Congressman Markey in the House, and by Senators Dodd and Domenici in the

Senate. The Markey Bill provides for a voluntary evaluation procedure using an
independent mediator, and a party that chooses to litigate a position which the

mediator has determined to be either clearly frivolous or clearly meritorious would be
subject to automatic fee shifting. The Dodd/Domenici bill suggests awarding fees to

the prevailing party if the losing party has refused to accept an offer to use alternative

dispute resolution mechanisms to resolve the case."1 As noted above, however, we

believe that a more straightforward approach is to give the courts express authority to
shift fees where cases (or defenses) are without merit, provided that a court must

make findings on the appropriateness of fee shifting in all cases that are resolved on a
dispositive motion.

B. PLEADING REQUIREMET

The device most frequently used to screen out deficient securities fraud claims
is Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which requires that plaintiffs

allege fraud with particularity.' 2 As a general matter, federal courts today are

granting dispositive motions dismissing securities law cases with greater frequency

than in the past. Although it is difficult to quantify the extent to which there has

11. We note that the use of neutral evaluators or alternative dispute resolution mechanismscould be useful in certain types of cases. Consequently, we believe that proposals to encourage theiruse deserve further consideration.

12. See 10 Louis Loss & Joel Seligman, Securities Reulation, at 4526-27 (1993) (citing 5Charles Wright & Arthur Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure, § 1297 at 613-14 (1990)("courtshave shown a tendency to be more demanding in their application of Rule 9(b) ... [tol securitiesfraud actions.').
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been an increase in the percentage of cases dismissed on the pleadings, there is

widespread agreement that a trend in this direction exists."

Although Rule 9(b) requires that fraud be pleaded with particularity, it further

provides that "[m]alice, intent, knowledge, and other condition of mind' may be

pleaded "generally." Some courts nevertheless require that plaintiffs plead with some

particularity facts suggesting that defendant had the requisite scienter. The Second

Circuit Court of Appeals, for example, has long required that plaintiffs pleading

securities fraud allege facts giving rise to a "strong inference" of fraudulent intent on

the part of the defendants."4 In recent years, the First, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits

have all started to require a similar "inference" of scienter," and this trend has

resulted in the dismissal of numerous cases. Other courts of appeal, however, have

rejected this approach on the ground that it goes beyond the language of Rule 9(b).16

13. See Jonathan Eisenberg, Beyond the Basics: 50 Defense Docns that Every SecuritiesLitigator Needs to Know, in New Dimensions in Securities Litigation at 611 (ALI-ABA Course
Materials 1994) ("many [securities] defendants are having significantly greater success than in thepast in having cases dismissed at the motions stage'); Julie Triedman, Class Warfare. Corporate
Counsel, July/Aug. 1994, at 51, 55 ("The trend is toward more dismissals and more summary
judgments. We don't like it, but it's a fact") (quoting Leonard Simon of Milberg Weiss Bershad
Hynes & Lerach).

14. Ross v. A.H. Robins Co.. 607 F.2d 545, 558 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 946(1980).

15. See Greenstone v. Cambex Corp, 975 F.2d 22, 25 (1st Cir. 1992) ("The courts have
uniformly held inadequate a complaint's general averment of the defndant's 'knowledge' of materialfalsity, unless the complaint lso sets forth specific facts "tat make it reasonable to believe thatdefendant knew athat a statement was materially false or misleading."); Tuchman v. DSC
Communications Corp., 14 F.3d 1061, 1068 (5th Cir. 1994) ("To plead scienter adequately, aplaintiff must set forth specific facts that support an inference of fraud."); DiLeo v. Ernst & Young,
901 F.2d 624, 629 (7th Cir.) ("Although Rule 9(b) does not require 'particularity' with respect to thedefendants' mental state, the complaint still must afford a basis for believing that plaintiffs could
prove scienter."), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 941 (1990).

16. See In re Glenfed. Inc.. 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 34334 at *16 (9th Cir. Dec. 9, 1994) (en
banc) ("We conclude that plaintiffs may aver scienter generally, just as the rule states - that is,simply by saying that scienter existed."); Phelps v. Wichita l-Beacon, 886 F.2d 1262, 1270 n.5
(10th Cir. 1989) (strict approach cannot be reconciled with plain language of rule); Auslender v.
Energy Management Corp. 832 F.2d 354, 356 (6th Cir. 1987) ("f-Mhe allegation of 'recklessness'

10



H.R. 10 and three of the other pending bills contain provisions regarding

particularity of pleading in private securities fraud actions. H.R. 10 would require

plaintiffs to plead specific facts 'demonstrating" the state of mind of each defendant -

a test which arguably is more severe than that employed in any of the circuits today.

It is likely that there would be many cases in which plaintiffs with meritorious claims

would be unable to make such a demonstration without an opportunity to conduct

discovery.

The Commission believes that it would be beneficial to resolve the split

between the circuits regarding the proper application of Rule 9(b).1 7 Before doing so

through legislation, however, the Commission recommends that Congress seek the

views of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the

United States.

C. TREATME OF FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Some of the most difficult cases to screen are those involving the disclosure of

forward-looking or 'soft' information. Issuers frequently complain that they are sued

under the antifraud provisions simply because the corporation made a projection that

failed to materialize. Besides enforcing pleading requirements strictly, courts have

applied substantive securities law principles for the purpose of promptly dismissing

cases involving forward-looking statements that they suspect are meritless.

on the part of [the defendant] is adequate to satisfy the scienter requirement of Rule 10b-5.").

17. Although the pleading requirements specified in H.R. 10 would only apply to actions underSection 10(b), any resolution of the proper pleading standard under Rule 9(b) should be equally
applicable to other antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws.

18. See Luce v. Edelstein, 802 F.2d 49, 56 (2d Cir. 1986); Polin v. Conductron Corp., 552F.2d 797, 806 n.28 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 857 (1977) ("We are not inclined to imposeliability on the basis of statements that clearly 'bespeak caution.'"); In re Donald J. Trump Casino
Sec. Litig., 793 F. Supp. 543, 549 (D.N.J. 1992), gffld, 7 F.3d 357 (3d Cir. 1993). See, als,
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The Commission recognizes the important role played by projections and other

forward-looking statements, as well as the potential for abusive litigation based on a

"fraud by hindsight" theory when such projections do not come true. To address this
issue, the Commission recently published a "concept" release soliciting comments on

current practices relating to disclosure of forward-looking information, with a view to
developing a new safe harbor for projections that provides issuers with meaningful

protection but continues to protect investors."9 Our challenge will be to craft a rule

which accomplishes this goal.

Changes to the Commission's safe harbor for forward-looking statements may
have a significant impact on litigation practices. We are continuing this process with

the review by the Commission's staff of the many comments received in response to

the concept release and with the public hearings on the issue to be held next week in

Washington and San Francisco.

D. COMMISSION SCRuTN OF CASES

For many years, the Commission has participated in selected appellate court

proceedings by filing briefs manicus curiae on significant issues arising under the

federal securities laws. Because most of the perceived problems associated with

private securities litigation arise at the trial court level, however, the Commission has
determined that it would be beneficial to monitor district court litigation and select
appropriate cases in which we might have the ability to assist in assessing particular

claims or defenses, or in protecting the interests of investors. Three months ago, the

Raab v. General Physics Corp., 4 F.3d 286, 290 (4th Cir. 1993); Krim v. BancTexas Group. Inc.,989 F.2d 1435, 1446-47 (5th Cir. 1993)("projections of future performance not worded as guaranteesare generally not actionable under the federal securities laws").

19. Securities Act Release No. 7101 (Oct. 13, 1994), 59 FR 52723.
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Commission's General Counsel provided a letter to defense counsel in a class action

setting forth the Commission's view that the case should be dismissed.' In an earlier

case, the Prudential Securities litigation,21 the General Counsel presented a letter to

the court addressing a fee application submitted by class counsel.

Two weeks ago, I announced that the Commission's Office of the General

Counsel would establish a Litigation Analysis Unit. Lawyers in the unit will evaluate

the claims and the legal support for selected private cases, and provide the

Commission's views where appropriate to investors, corporations, lawyers, and

judges. Private litigants who believe they are encountering abuses on either side are

encouraged to bring them to the General Counsel's attention.

The Commission is also considering whether to ask Congress to enact a

provision that would allow the Commission to appear and be heard on any issue in a

private action brought under the securities laws. This would be modelled on the

provision that already exists in the Bankruptcy Code,' and would ensure that the

Commission could express its views in the public interest.

20. Letter from Simon M. Lorne, General Counsel, Securities and Exchange Commission, toCooper Industries, Inc., dated November 8, 1994, re Frank v. Cooper Industries. Inc., Civil ActionNo. H-94-0280 (S.D. Tex.). The Commission has learned that the district court judge denied thedefendant's motion to dismiss on February 6, 1995.

21. Letter from Simon M. Lorne, General Counsel, Securities and Exchange Commission, toThe Honorable Marcel Livaudais, Jr., Untied States District Judge, Eastern District of Louisiana,dated February 24, 1994, re Prudential-Bache Energy Income Partnership Securities Litigation, MDLDocket No. 888.

22. 11 U.S.C. 1109(a).
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II. PROPOSALS TO CHANGE LIABILITY STANDARDS

The Commission has previously urged Congress to weigh the consequences

that each litigation reform proposal might have on the existing financial reporting and

disclosure system. It has also recommended that, before resorting to any changes in

the standards for liability, Congress first determine the effectiveness of measures

directly targeted at meritless litigation.'

H.R. 10 would create fundamental changes in the existing standards of

liability. First, it would eliminate private liability based on recklessness, a standard

that has received the unanimous support of the federal circuit courts. Second, it

would effectively eliminate the fraud on the market theory of liability, which has been

upheld by the Supreme Court and is consistent with the philosophy underlying the

Commission's disclosure program. Finally, it can be read to eliminate liability for

certain types of violations, such as market manipulations, which do not necessarily

involve a misstatement or omission. The Commission opposes each of these

proposals.

With respect to other liability issues, the Commission supports removing

securities fraud as a predicate offense for purposes of the RICO statute. In addition,

as the Commission has testified before this Subcommittee, Congress should restore

private aiding and abetting liability.

23. See Testimony of William R. McLucas, Director, Division of Enforcement, Securities andExchange Commission, Concerning Private Litigation Under the Federal Securities Laws, Before theSecurities Subcommittee, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate (June 17,1993).
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A. ScENrER

Prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder,'4

courts were divided on whether liability under Rule lOb-S could be predicated on

mere negligence or whether some degree of scienter was required. In Hochfelder,

the Court concluded that "Section 10(b) was addressed to practices that involve some

element of scienter and cannot be read to impose liability for negligent conduct

alone. "25 Because the plaintiffs had proceeded on a theory of liability premised on

negligence, the question of whether recklessness could satisfy the scienter requirement

of Section 10(b) and Rule lOb-5 was not before the Court in Hochfelder. The Court

explicitly recognized, however, that "in certain areas of the law recklessness is

considered to be a form of intentional conduct for purposes of imposing liability for

some act."2

The common law has long recognized recklessness as a form of scienter for

purposes of proving fraud.' Under the common law, one who acts with reckless

disregard for the potentially harmful consequences of his actions has long been

regarded as equally culpable with one who acts with actual knowledge of the potential

24. 425 U.S. 185 (1976).

25. Id. at 201.

26. Id. at 193-94 n. 12.

27. See Restatement (Second) Of Torts, § 526(b), comment e (1977); Prosser and Keeton, Lawof Torts, § 107 at 741-42.
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consequences. In part, this rule serves to discourage deliberate ignorance of facts

indicating fraud.

In the 20 years since Hochfelder, all of the courts of appeal that have

considered the question have held that recklessness is sufficient to establish primary

liability under Rule lOb-5.9 H.R. 10, however, would reverse this body of law by

eliminating liability for reckless conduct and requiring proof that the defendant acted

28. This concept is not new. In the seminal common law case in this area, Derry v. Peek, 14
App. Cas. 337 (H.L. 1889), the House of Lords stated that:

fraud is proved when it is shewn that a false representation has been made (1)
knowingly, or (2) without belief in its truth, or (3) recklessly, careless whether it be
true or false. Although I have treated the second and third as distinct cases, I think
the third is but an instance of the second, for one who makes a statement under such
circumstances can have no real belief in the truth of what he states. * ** a[lf I
thought that a person making a false statement had shut his eyes to the facts, or
purposely abstained from inquiring into them, I should hold that honest belief was
absent and that he was just as fraudulent as if he had knowingly stated that which
was false.

In another leading case, State Street Trust Co. v. Ernst, 278 N.Y. 104, 112, 15 N.E.2d 416,
418-19 (1938), the court stated:

Accountants, however, may be liable to third parties, even where there is lacking deliberate
or active fraud. A representation certified as true to the knowledge of the accountants when
knowledge there is none, a reckless misstatement, or an opinion based on grounds so flimsy
as to lead to the conclusion that there was no genuine belief in its truth, are all sufficient
upon which to base liability. A refusal to see the obvious, a failure to investigate the
doubtful, if sufficiently gross, may furnish evidence leading to an inference of fraud so as to
impose liability for losses suffered by those who rely-on the balance sheet. In other words,
heedlessness and reckless disregard of consequence may take the place of deliberate intention.

29. See. e.. Rolf v. BLy)th. Eastman Dillon & Co., 570 F.2d 38, 46-47 (2d Cir.), er&t
denied, 439 U.S. 1039 (1978); McLean v. Alexander, 599 F.2d 1190, 1197 (3d Cir. 1979); Broad
v. Rockwell Int'l Corp., 642 F.2d 929, 961-962 (5th Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 965
(1981); Mansbach v. Prescott. Ball & Turben, 598 F.2d 1017, 1024 (6th Cir. 1979); Sundstrand
Corp. v. Sun Chem. Corp., 553 F.2d 1033, 1044 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 875 (1977); Van
Dvke v. Coburn Enterprises. Inc., 873 F.2d 1094, 1100 (8th Cir. 1989); Nelson v. Serwold, 576
F.2d 1332, 1337 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 970 (1978); Hackbart v. Holmes, 675 F.2d 1114,
1117 (10th Cir. 1982); SEC v. Carriba Air. Inc., 681 F.2d 1318, 1324 (11th Cir. 1982).
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knowingly and intentionally. 0 Such a retreat from the recklessness standard would

greatly erode the deterrent effect of private actions.

The Commission has consistently supported a recklessness standard because

such a standard is needed to protect the integrity of the disclosure process. The law

should sanction corporations and individuals who act recklessly when making

disclosures, because that is the only way to assure the markets of a continuous stream

of accurate information. Any higher scienter standard would lessen the incentives for

corporations and other issuers to conduct a full inquiry into areas of potential

exposure, and thus threaten the process that has made our markets a model for

nations around the world.

Moreover, because an actual knowledge standard would virtually foreclose.

recovery against attorneys, accountants, and financial advisers, it would reduce the

degree to which such professional advisers encourage full and complete disclosure.

There are relatively few cases in which it is established that professional advisers

acted with actual, subjective knowledge that the representations made by an issuer

were false. Rather, the liability of such advisers typically is predicated on a finding

that they participated in the dissemination of false statements while recklessly ignoring

indications of fraud. While the Commission understands that there are serious

concerns that professional advisers are too often unfairly subjected to litigation, those

concerns can be addressed without eliminating altogether the incentive to exercise

diligence in the preparation of disclosure documents.

30. Although it would not eliminate the recklessness standard, the Tauzin bill would require the
plaintiff to establish scienter by clear and convincing evidence rather than by a preponderance of the
evidence. This strict standard would greatly curtail private actions by making proof of knowing or
intentional conduct, as well as reckless conduct, difficult.

17



It is important to recognize that the threshold for a finding of recklessness is

quite high. Although the definition of recklessness varies somewhat in different

courts, most of the federal courts of appeal follow the standard enunciated by the

Seventh Circuit in Sundstrand Corporation v. Sun ChemicalCorporation,3 1 or some

variant thereof.3 2 In Sundstrand, the court defined a reckless omission as:

a highly unreasonable omission, involving not merely simple, or even
inexcusable negligence, but an extreme departure from the standards of
ordinary care, and which presents a danger of misleading buyers or
sellers that is either known to the defendant or is so obvious that the
actor must have been aware of it.33

In short, the recklessness standard requires a high level of culpability -- a form of

intent and a standard clearly distinguishable from negligence.'M

Finally, practical necessities also require a recklessness standard. Proving a

defendant's actual knowledge of fraud in a securities case can be a daunting task, par-

ticularly when (as is frequently the case) the evidence is entirely circumstantial. As

the Second Circuit stated, in deciding that recklessness was the appropriate standard:

"To require in all types of lOb-5 cases that a factfinder must find a specific intent to

deceive or defraud would for all intents and purposes disembowel the private cause of

31. 553 F.2d 1033 (7th Cir.), cert. denied sub nom., Meers v. Sunstrand Corp., 434 U.S. 875
(1977).

32. See Hollinger v. Titan Capital Corp., 914 F.2d 1564, 1569 & n.8 (9th Cir. 1990)(en
banc)(citing cases).

33. 553 F.2d at 1045 (citation omitted).

34. In Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co., 554 F.2d 790, 793 (7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 450
U.S. 1005 (1981), the court noted that the definition of recklessness "should not be a liberal one lest
any discernable distinction between 'scienter' and 'negligence' be obliterated" and, therefore, should
be regarded as a "lesser form of intent' rather than "merely a greater degree of ordinary
negligence." At common law, recklessness, like conscious intent, involves a culpable mental state,
in contrast to negligence, which entails no culpable mental state. See Prosser and Keeton, Law of
Torts, § 107; Restatement (Second) of Torts, § 552 comment a, § 526(b) comment e.
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action under § 10(b). 3 5 The SEC itself often relies on the recklessness standard in

its own enforcement program.

Critics of the recklessness standard assert that juries fail to make a meaningful

distinction between recklessness and negligence. In response to this criticism, some

reform proposals would require the jury to make a specific finding that the defendant

had indeed acted with the required state of mind. This would serve to deter the jury

from simply ignoring the stringent legal standard required in order to hold a reckless

defendant liable.3' H.R. 10, as well as the Mineta/Eshoo bill and the Dodd/Domenici

bill, has a provision requiring such special verdicts. The Commission supports such

a requirement and believes that it may be a useful means for ensuring the proper

application of the recklessness standard.

B. FRAuD-ON-TBE-MAIKET

Under the fraud-on-the-market theory of liability, a plaintiff who trades in a

corporation's stock after the issuance of a material false statement by the corporation

is entitled to a rebuttable presumption that he relied on the integrity of the market

price in making his investment decision. As the Supreme Court stated in upholding

35. Rolf, 570 F.2d at 47. See also Mansbach, 598 F.2d at 1025 ("Requiring a plaintiff to show
that the defendant acted with actual subjective intent to defraud could impose a great burden upon
recovery, greatly limiting the § 10(b)/Rule lOb-5 claim'); HackbgM 675 F.2d at 1118 ('requiring
the plaintiff to show [conscious] intent would be unduly burdensome"); G. A. Thompson & Co. v.
Partridge 636 F.2d 945, 961 n.32 (5th Cir. 1981); cf. Herman & MacLean v. Huddleston, 459
U.S. 375, 390-91 n.30 (1983)("If anything, the difficulty of proving the defendant's state of mind
supports a lower standard of proof").

36. The use of special verdicts, has generated a great deal of controversy. The most vocal
proponent was Judge Jerome N. Frank, who was an outspoken critic of the jury system. Judge
Frank urged that a special verdict is "usually preferable to the opaque general verdict.' Skidmore v.
Baltimore & O.R. Co., 167 F.2d 54, 67 (2d Cir. 1948), cert. denied, 335 U.S. 816 (1948) (footnote
omitted). On the other side of the argument were Justices Douglas and Black who believed that the
rule allowing special verdicts should be repealed. "One of the ancient, fundamental reasons for
having general jury verdicts was to preserve the right of trial by jury as an indispensable part of a
free government." 374 U.S. 861, 867-68 (1963) (dissenting from the adoption of amendments to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure).
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the fraud-on-the-market theory in Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 37 reliance is an element of a

Rule lOb-5 action,38 but "[b]ecause most publicly available information is reflected in

market price, an investor's reliance on any public material misrepresentations . . .

may be presumed for purposes of a Rule lOb-5 action."' This presumption may be

rebutted by the defendant.'

The fraud-on-the-market theory rests on two propositions: that in an active

secondary market, the price of a company's stock is determined by all available

information regarding the company, its business and general economic conditions; and

that investors rely on the integrity of market prices when making investment

decisions. Misleading corporate statements or the failure to disclose material

information are regarded as a fraud on all stock purchasers, even those who did not

personally read the fraudulent information, because the price paid for the stock

reflects the misrepresentations. The Commission believes that the ability of investors

to rely on the integrity of the market is important for our system of securities

regulation.

H.R. 10 would effectively eliminate the fraud-on-the-market theory by

requiring that each plaintiff prove that he or she had actual knowledge of and actually

relied on a misstatement or omission in connection with the purchase or sale of stock.

Much of the Commission's disclosure regulation, however, is premised on the

assumption that the market will absorb all available information and incorporate it

37. 485 U.S. 224 (1988).

38. Id. at 243 ("Reliance provides the requisite causal connection between a defendant's
misrepresentation and a plaintiffs injury.").

39. Id. at 247.

40. Id. at 249.
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into a company's stock price. We do not, for example, require that companies mail

their periodic SEC reports to every shareholder. Rather, we assume that analysts,

brokers, and others will obtain and evaluate that information and rely on it in making

recommendations to investors. When someone buys stock at a price affected by

misrepresentations, the buyer has in effect bought the misrepresentations, whether or

not he or she actually read the statements in question.

An actual reliance requirement of the type proposed would also make it

virtually impossible for investors to assert their claims as part of a class action. As

the Supreme Court pointed out in Basic, "[riequiring proof of individualized reliance

from each member of the proposed plaintiff class effectively would have prevented

respondents from proceeding with a class action, since individual issues then would

have overwhelmed the common ones."4"

In addition to eliminating the fraud-on-the-market theory, H.R. 10 would adopt

a much more stringent reliance standard for claims based on omissions (as opposed to

misrepresentations) than courts have required. In Affiliated Ute Citizens v. United

States,42 a class action under Rule lOb-5 involving alleged material omissions, the

Supreme Court held that:

Under the circumstances of this case, involving primarily a failure to disclose,
positive proof of reliance is not a prerequisite to recovery. All that is
necessary is that the facts withheld be material in the sense that a reasonable
investor might have considered them important in the making of this decision.
[citations omitted.] This obligation to disclose and this withholding of a
material fact establish the requisite element of causation in fact.43

41. Id. at 242.

42. 406 U.S. 128 (1972).

43. Id. at 153-54.
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By overturning the holdings of the Supreme Court in both Basic and Affiliated Ute,

H.R. 10 would fundamentally alter existing law. The Commission believes that such

an alteration would have a detrimental effect on our disclosure system, a system that

has led to fair and efficient markets in our country.

C. AIDING AND ABETrNG LIABELITY

Last April, the Supreme Court held in Central Bank of Denver" that investors

do not have a private right of action against persons who aid and abet violations of

Section 10(b) and Rule lOb-5. The decision means that private investors may no

longer be able to recover damages against persons who substantially assist the

perpetration of a securities fraud, even if such persons act knowingly and

intentionally. 45 In addition, the decision has created unnecessary uncertainty as to the

Commission's ability to use the aiding and abetting theory of liability where it is not

expressly provided by statute. For these reasons, the Commission has recommended

that Congress enact legislation addressing the Central Bank of Denver decision.'

H.R. 10 would limit liability under Rule lOb-5 to an even greater degree than

the Supreme Court's holding in the Central Bank of Denver case. Section 204 of the

44. Central Bank of Denver. N.A. v. First Interstate Bank of Denver. N.A., 114 S.Ct. 1439
(1994).

45. The ultimate impact of the Central Bank of Denver decision is uncertain today because it
will depend on the manner in which the federal courts develop the law of primary liability. The
distinction between primary and secondary liability was not very important prior to Central Bank of
Denver, since a person who was found to have aided and abetted a fraud had joint and several
liability with the primary violator. The distinction is crucial today, however, since a participant in a
fraud may be totally insulated from liability in private actions if primary liability cannot be
established.

46. Of the pending bills, only legislation introduced by Congressman Markey would restore
aiding and abetting liability as it existed prior to Central Bank of Denver. The legislation introduced
by Congressman Tauzin also would restore aiding and abetting liability, but only to the extent that a
defendant acted with deliberate intent to defraud for the defendant's own direct pecuniary benefit.
The term "direct pecuniary benefit" would be defined to exclude ordinary compensation for services
provided by the defendant.
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bill (adding a new Section 1OA(a)) provides that damages may be recovered only

against defendants who "make" a material misstatement or omission. Section 10 and

Rule lOb-5, by contrast, contain the words "directly or indirectly," which can enable

courts to find that persons who participate in the preparation of false statements

indirectly "make" those statements. This flexibility is critical, and it should be

preserved. An attorney who knowingly prepares a false statement made by a

corporate issuer, for example, should not be insulated from liability simply because

his or her name is not identified with the statement.47

Finally, as a result of what may have been an unintended drafting error, the

language of Section 204 of H.R. 10 could preclude recovery in certain types of cases,

such as market manipulations, which are not based on fraudulent misrepresentations.

The Supreme Court has described certain types of manipulative activity, such as wash

sales, matched orders, and rigged prices, as being inherently deceptive because they

are intended to mislead investors by artificially affecting market activity.' There is

no requirement in such cases to allege that the defendant made misstatements or

omissions. Because H.R. 10 requires a misstatement or omission, it could prevent a

corporate issuer from instituting an action under Rule lOb-5 against persons who

manipulate the price of its shares.

D. RICO LIABILrrY

For many years, the Commission has supported legislation to eliminate the

overlap between the private remedies under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

47. It is unclear whether H.R. 10 is also intended to limit the liability of controlling persons.
Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act makes a controlling person liable for the acts of any person under
its control, unless the controlling person acted in good faith and did not induce the unlawful conduct.

48. See Santa Fe Industries. Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462, 476 (1977).
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Organizations Act ("RICO") and under the federal securities laws.49 Because the

securities laws generally provide adequate remedies for those injured by securities

fraud, it is both unnecessary and unfair to expose defendants in securities cases to the

threat of treble damages and other extraordinary remedies provided by RICO.

Although a recent Supreme Court decision substantially narrowed the liability

of professional advisers under RICO,50 issuers and other market participants continue

to be exposed to RICO claims in securities cases.5" These claims tend to coerce

settlements and force defendants to litigate issues that would not otherwise arise in

securities cases. Congressional action continues to be needed, and measures

addressing this issue are included in H.R. 10, the Mineta/Eshoo bill, and the

Dodd/Domenici bill.

m. PROPOSALS TO ALTER THE CONSEQUENCES OF LIABILITY

A. LIMITATION ON DAMAGES

H.R. 10, the MinetalEshoo bill, and the Dodd/Domenici bill each have

provisions which would limit damages in actions under Section 10(b) to the lesser of:

(1) the difference between the price paid by the plaintiff and the market.value of the

security immediately after dissemination to the market of information correcting the

49. See Testimony of Mary L. Schapiro, Commissioner, Securities and Exchange Commission,
Concerning H.R. 1717, the RICO Amendments Act of 1991, Before the Subcommittee on Intellectual
Property & Judiciary Administration, Judiciary Committee, U.S. House of Representatives (Apr. 25,
1991).

50. The Court held that one must participate in the operation or management of an enterprise in
order to be liable under Section 1962(c) of RICO. Reves v. Ernst & Young, 113 S. Ct. 1163
(1993).

51. Eg., Powers v. British Vita. pic, 842 F. Supp. 1573 (S.D.N.Y. 1994); Aizuss v.
Commonwealth Equity Trust, 847 F. Supp. 1482 (E.D. Cal. 1993); Greenwald v. Manko, 840 F.
Supp. 198 (E.D.N.Y. 1993).
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misstatement or omission, or (2) the difference between the price paid by the plaintiff

and the price at which the plaintiff sold the security after dissemination to the market

of information correcting the misstatement or omission.

These provisions are intended to bring greater certainty to the difficult issue of

calculating damages in many securities cases. The Commission has concerns,

however, that the proposed measures o damages will not reach the appropriate result

in certain types of cases. Between the time that a misrepresentation is made and the

time that information correcting the inf rmation is disseminated to the market, the

price of a security may rise or decline for reasons totally unrelated to the violations.

As a result, plaintiffs may be underconipensated under the first proposed measure of

damages. In addition, the second prop osed measure would reduce damages on the

basis of unrelated stock price moveme ts that occur after the dissemination of the

corrective information.52

The scope of the provision in H R. 10 is also problematic because, unlike the

provisions in the Mineta/Eshoo bill an the DoddlDomenici bill, it is not limited to

fraud-on-the-market cases. The proposed limitation of damages may be wholly

inappropriate in many other sorts of tr nsactions, such as transactions not involving

publicly traded securities.

B. CONTRIB ON

Securities fraud cases often involve multiple defendants with differing degrees

of involvement in, and responsibility for, the fraudulent conduct. If multiple

defendants are found liable to the plaintiff in a securities case, however, their liability

52. We also note that the proposed measures are directed only at cases in which the plaintiffs'
injuries result from the purchase, as opposed to the sale, of securities.
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is joint and several, and the plaintiff may collect the entire amount of the judgment

from any one of the defendants. To mitigate the potential unfairness of this approach

to defendants, courts have implied a right to contribution in actions under Exchange

Act Section 10(b).53 Under this equitable doctrine, a defendant against whom

judgment has been rendered may seek reimbursement from other persons who are

jointly liable with him for payments made in excess of his share of the liability.

The Commission has recommended that Congress enact legislation to specify

that, as among the contributing defendants, liability should be apportioned on the

basis of relative fault.54 This departs from the practice which prevailed at the time

the securities laws were- first enacted, when liability for contribution (where it existed)

was apportioned among defendants in equal shares or pro rata. Four of the pending

bills address this issue.

The Commission also supports legislation that would resolve a split in the

circuits by providing that, where one defendant settles a case, the liability of the co-

defendants is reduced by an amount equal to the greater of the amount paid or the

settling defendant's proportionate responsibility.55 The alternative approach would

53. See Musick. Peeler & Garrett v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 113 S. Ct. 2085 (1993).

54. Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission, Concerning
Litigation Under the Federal Securities Laws, Before the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and
Finance, Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives (July 22, 1994), at
18.

55. The Ninth Circuit has adopted such a proportionate contribution rule. See Franklin v.
Kaypro Corp. 884 F.2d 1222 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied sub nom., Franklin v. Peat Marwick
Main & Co., 498 U.S. 890 (1990).
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release the liability of the co-defendants on a pro tanto basis, that is, dollar for dollar

based on the amount actually paid by the settling defendant.56

While the pro tanto method provides greater protection to plaintiffs, the

proportionate reduction approach is arguably more fair to non-settling defendants.

Under the proportionate reduction approach, defendants cannot be saddled with more

than a proportionate share of liability simply because the plaintiff settled part of the

case too cheaply. As a result, defendants who believe they have meritorious defenses

can litigate a case without having to worry that their exposure will be increased due

to settlements made by other defendants. The proportionate reduction approach

would inevitably result in some cases where defrauded investors are precluded from

recovering all of their damages, but the Commission believes it represents a

reasonable compromise." The legislation introduced by Congressman Markey, as

well as the Mineta/Eshoo bill and the Dodd/Domenici bill, adopt the proportionate

reduction approach. H.R. 10 adopts the pro tanto approach.

C. PROPORTIONATE LLABILrrY

If Congress enacts a system of proportionate contribution which includes a

proportionate reduction approach to partial settlements, a defendant will never be

required to pay more than its fair share of damages in a securities fraud case in

which all responsible parties are solvent. Securities fraud cases sometimes involve

bankrupt issuers or individuals, however, who are unable to pay their fair share of

56. The Second Circuit has adopted a pro tanto contribution rule. See Singer v. Olympia
Brewing Co., 878 F.2d 596 (2d Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1024 (1990).

57. In McDermott. Inc. v. AmClyde, 114 S. Ct. 1461 (1994), the Supreme Court recently
considered the choice between the proportionate reduction rule and the pro tanto rule in the context
of an admiralty case. While noting that the arguments between them were closely matched, the
Court chose to apply the proportionate rule, largely because it was deemed to be more consistent
with the general policies of contribution.
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the damages they have jointly caused. Under the existing system of joint and several

liability, the solvent defendants in such cases must bear the share of the bankrupt

defendants. Under a system of strict proportionate liability, the defrauded investors

would be required to absorb the loss.

Advocates of proportionate liability argue that joint and several liability

produces an inequitable result in such circumstances because it forces parties who are

only partially responsible for harm to bear more than their proportionate share of the

damages. The accounting profession, in particular, argues that the current system

provides plaintiffs with an incentive to join as many "deep pockets" as possible, and

compels defendants to settle weak claims in order to avoid disproportionate liability.

The response to this argument is that, although the traditional doctrine of joint and

several liability may cause accountants and others to bear more than their proportional

share of liability in particular cases, this is because the current system is based on

equitable principles that operate to protect innocent investors. In essence, the policy

underlying the current system is that, as between defrauded investors and the

professional advisers who assist a fraud by knowingly or recklessly failing to meet

professional standards, the risk of loss should fall on the latter. Defrauded investors

should not be denied an opportunity to recover all of their losses simply because

some defendants are less capable of paying than others.

The legislation introduced by Congressman Tauzin would restrict the

application of joint and several liability to defendants who engage in "knowing

securities fraud." The MinetalBshoo bill and the Dodd/Domenici bill would limit its

application to persons defined as "primary wrongdoers" and their controlling persons,

as well as secondary participants who engage in "knowing securities fraud." The
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latter two bills would also provide that, where all or part of a primary wrongdoer's

obligation is uncollectible due to insolvency, individual plaintiffs who meet certain

criteria may collect additional amounts from the other defendants. Among other

things, the plaintiffs must have a net worth of less than $200,000 and must have

unrecoverable damages equal to or exceeding 10%l of their net worth.

Because proportionate liability would affect investors in the most serious cases

(e.g., where an issuer becomes bankrupt after a fraud is exposed), the Commission

recommends that Congress focus on measures more directly targeted at meritless

litigation before considering any changes to the liability rules. Should Congress

nevertheless determine to adopt some form of proportionate liability for reckless

conduct, the Commission believes that it would be preferable simply to establish a

cap on damages (e.g., liability is joint and several except that no defendant shall be

forced to pay more than the greater of 50% of the total damages or two times the

defendant's proportionate share). This would be far easier to administer than the

procedures proposed in the MinetalEshoo bill and the Dodd/Domenici bill, and it

would avoid affording disparate treatment to plaintiffs based on an economic needs

test. The Commission recommends that any form of proportionate liability should be

limited to cases based on reckless conduct, as proposed in the pending bills. The

Commission also believes that it should be confined to fraud-on-the-market cases

brought under Rule lOb-5. It is in those cases that the scope of liability is least

predictable since it depends on the volume of trading and other market factors beyond

the control of the potential defendants.
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IV. CLASS ACTION REFORM PROPOSALS

Class action lawsuits generally further judicial efficiency and make it feasible

for a broad group of investors who have relatively small individual claims to maintain

an action for damages. This aggregation of claims makes class actions a powerful

deterrent against fraud. Many critics of the private litigation system express concern,

however, that the existing system contains inadequate safeguards against abuse.

Reforms designed to eliminate abuses in class action lawsuits are an important

area in which it appears that a consensus can be reached. Virtually all parties to the

litigation reform debate agree that restrictions should be placed on the manner in

which class counsel locate and enlist the "named plaintiffs" for class actions. The

"race to the courthouse" phenomenon serves no useful purpose.

The Commission has previously endorsed a number of legislative measures

included in each of the pending bills.58 These measures would prohibit the payment

of additional compensation to a class representative, the payment of referral fees by

an attorney seeking to act as class counsel, and service as class counsel by an

attorney who has a beneficial interest in the securities that are the subject of the

litigation unless specifically authorized by the court.59 The Commission believes that

58. Although the bills are limited to certain types of actions, most of these proposals should by
applicable to class action lawsuits under all of the private causes of action provided in the federal
securities laws.

59. The Tauzin bill would prohibit attorneys from representing any party in cases under the
Securities Act or the Exchange Act if they knowingly violate the bill's provision barring attorneys
from having a beneficial interest in the subject securities. There may be situations in which a
lawyer's beneficial ownership of shares is not objectionable, such as where a defendant corporation is
represented by its general counsel, who owns shares or options of the company as part of his or her
compensation. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to give courts some flexibility to enforce
provisions such as this, rather than to mandate a penalty. H.R. 10, the MinetalEshoo and Markey
bills, as well as the Dodd/Domenici bill, take a more flexible approach on this point, by requiring
the court to make a determination of whether the lawyer's beneficial interest constitutes a conflict of
interest.
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measures such as these would impose some discipline in the system and provide a

check against the precipitous filing of class action lawsuits that have not been

adequately investigated60 The Commission also supports the prohibition on the

payment of attorneys' fees from funds disgorged in a Commission action.

Several of the pending bills would also require more specific disclosure of

settlement terms to class members. The Commission strongly supports efforts to

enhance disclosure to class members. -

Several other class action procedural reforms are proposed in the Markey bill

and the Mineta/Eshoo bill, as well as in the Dodd/Domenici bill. Among other

things, these bills would restrict settlements under seal in implied private class actions

unless good cause is shown for such filing;6' and require that attorneys' fees be

calculated as a percentage of the amount actually paid to the class, rather than under

the "lodestar" method in which courts review attorneys' time records and multiply the

hours worked times a reasonable hourly rate.62

The Markey bill would require named plaintiffs in class actions to personally certify, among
other things, that they have reviewed and approved the complaint, and that they did not purchase the
securities in question in order to commence litigation or at the direction of their lawyers. They
would also be required to set forth all of their transactions in the security and information about
previous securities suits that they have brought.

60. See Testimony of William R. McLucas, Director, Division of Enforcement, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Concerning Private Litigation Under the Federal Securities Laws, Before the
Securities Subcommittee, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate (June 17,
1993).

61. In addition, the Markey bill would restrict the sealing of discovery materials unless the-
court found that disclosure of the materials would cause direct and substantial harm to the
competitive or privacy interests of a person.

62. Proponents of the percentage-of-recovery method argue that it better aligns the interests of
class members and their lawyers than does the lodestar method. At least two circuits mandate the
use of the percentage-of-recovery approach in securities class action and other "common fund' cases.
See Swedish Hospital Corporation v. Shalala, 1 F.3d 1261 (D.C. Cir. 1993); Camden I
Condominium Association v. Dunkle, 946 F.2d 768, 774 (11th Cir. 1991). An expert task force
appointed by the Third Circuit also recommended abandoning the lodestar method for a percentage
fee method. See Report of the Third Circuit Task Force, Court Awarded Attorneys' Fees, 108
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The Commission believes that the overall approach suggested by these

proposals deserves further study and careful consideration. The Commission does not

oppose any of these proposals and sees some merit in each of them. However,

measures such as these may have implications outside the Commission's area of

expertise. The Commission recommends that the Committee seek the views of the

Judicial Conference of the United States on these points.

A number of the proposals for legislation, including H.R. 10 and the

Mineta/Eshoo bill, as well as the Dodd/Domenici bill, contain provisions which

would mandate some oversight of class counsel by class representatives in securities

class actions. Class counsel have incentives that may differ from those of the

underlying class members and frequently have a significantly greater interest in the

litigation than any individual member of the class. Fees in class action cases are

typically determined as part of a settlement negotiation in which the actual plaintiffs,

the individual investors, play no role. In addition, class counsel usually advances the

costs of litigation, which means that counsel may have a greater incentive than the

members of the class to accept a settlement that provides a significant fee and

eliminates any risk of failure to recoup funds already invested in the case.63

Under these proposals, the court would be required to appoint either a guardian

ad litem or a steering committee of class members to direct class counsel and perform

whatever other functions the court may specify. The guardian ad litem or the

F.R.D. 237 (1985).

63. For more extensive discussions of the agency problems in class actions, see Jonathan R.
Macey & Geoffrey P. Miller, The Plaintiffs' Attorney's Role in Class Action and Derivative
Litigation: Economic Analysis and Recommendations for Reform, 58 U. Chic. L. Rev. 1 (1991);
John C. Coffee, Jr., Understanding the Plaintiffs Attorney: The Implications of Economic Theory
for Private Enforcement of Law Through Class and Derivative Actions, 86 Colum. L. Rev. 669
(1986).
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steering committee would have the authority to retain or dismiss class counsel and to

reject offers of settlement or preliminarily accept offers of settlement. These

proposals are designed to address the difficulty that investors in the plaintiff class

have in exercising any meaningful direction over the case brought on their behalf.

The Commission supports greater voluntary involvement by investors, and

particularly institutional investors, in class action suits brought on their behalf.

Because these specific proposals have not received significant support from parties on

either side of the issue, however, it may be more productive to focus on measures as

to which a consensus can be reached.'M

Finally, both H.R. 10 and the Dodd/Domenici bill contain provisions that

would restrict the right of investors to serve as class representatives unless they held

a certain minimum amount of the securities at issue. These proposals also have been

strongly opposed by parties who believe that it is inconsistent with the goal of

protecting the rights of individual investors to require that investors meet a minimum

threshold of share ownership before being allowed to initiate an action on behalf of a

class. Because there are other ways to ensure the suitability of class representatives,

the Commission does not believe that a share ownership threshold is essential.

V. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

In 1991, the Supreme Court held that private actions under Section 10(b) of the

Exchange Act must be filed within one year after discovery of the alleged violation,

64. See Association of the Bar of the City of New York, Report on Private Securities Litigation
Reform Legislation LS. 1976. the Dodd-Domenici Bill) by te Committee on Securities Litigation and
the Committee on Federal Courts (December 19, 1994), at 13-17.
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and no more than three years after the violation occurredi6 The Commission has

previously urged Congress to address the Lampf decision by enacting an express

statute of limitations that would allow cases to be filed up to five years after a

violation occurs, provided they are brought within two years after discovery of the

violation. Extending the statute of limitations is warranted because many securities

frauds are inherently complex, and the law should not reward the perpetrator of a

fraud who successfully conceals its existence for more than three years.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our first goal must be to preserve and strengthen our capital markets, which

are the deepest and richest in the world. Our markets are the envy of the world

precisely because they operate fairly and efficiently under a system in which full

disclosure, not inside advantage, is the rule. Private litigation serves as a vital

element in the enforcement of the federal securities laws, but a proper balance

between encouraging meritorious suits and restricting frivolous or speculative suits

must be maintained. There are usually investors on both sides in private securities

litigation, and we must ensure that our system works for all of them.

There are many proposals for improving private litigation under the securities

laws that the Commission supports. We believe that these proposals, if enacted,

would significantly improve the system, balancing the need to eliminate abusive

litigation practices with the need to preserve the benefits provided by private

enforcement of the securities laws. The Commission opposes other proposals under

consideration, however, because they would put the system out of balance, and

65. Lagpf. Pleva. Lipkind. Prupis & Petigrow v. Gilbertson, 501 U.S. 350 (1991).
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potentially undermine the integrity and discipline of our capital markets. We look

forward to working with the Subcommittee in its effort to craft legislation addressing

these important issues.
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I want to use this opportunity to continue the dialogue we
began a year ago about securities litigation,. Although I'm not a
lawyer, I do work in Washington, where -- as Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor once said -- there may actually be more lawyers than
people. And I've sure learned a few things in the past year.

Last January, I shared with you my views about litigation
reform. Almost immediately, a blizzard of letters descended on
my office, some favoring my canonization, the vast majority
calling for my immediate resignation. There's no denying that
the words "litigation reform" evoke the kind of passion usually
reserved for politics, religion, football, and stock option
accounting. I wish we could coin another expression -- perhaps
"legal abuse abatement" -- that might get us past the flash
point.

Clearly, last year, I was staking out positions the SEC had
not embraced in its history. What did I say that was so
controversial? I said I was troubled by signs that our private
litigation system is flawed; I asserted that litigation imposes
tremendous unnecessary costs on issuers and other market
participants when it is abused; and I cited the common criticism
that the process often fails to distinguish between strong and
weak cases. For this I was considered by some to be the single
greatest threat to the continued viability of private remedies
against fraud.

But not for long. Just a few months after I addressed the
Institute, the Supreme Court overturned several decades of
precedent and held that no private right of action exists against
persons who aid and abet violations of Section 10(b) of the
Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5. At about the same time, Senators
Dodd and Domenici introduced comprehensive legislation to stem
abuses in private securities litigation. A Congressional hearing
in July put a spotlight on reform legislation proposed by
Congressman Billy Tauzin. In November, the Republican party
captured control of the House for the first time since the
Eisenhower administration, and earlier this month Representative
Chris Cox introduced litigation reform legislation that can
fairly be termed fundamental. Congressman Markey then weighed in
with his own alternative.

What a difference a year makes! The tone of my mail has
certainly changed. Last year, I was a bomb-thrower. This year,



I'm the voice of reason. Which shows just how polarized the
debate has become.

The truth is, my position hasn't changed -- nor did it ever

depart from the longtime SEC belief that private rights of action
are not only fundamental to the success of our securities
markets, they are an essential complement to the SEC's own
enforcement program. In my judgment, draconian denials of the
right of private action represent as tangible a danger to our
markets as the status quo. It would be difficult, not to say
unwise, to centralize all responsibility for the integrity of our
markets in Washington. The Commission was not intended to be the
KGB of Capitalism -- we're not equipped to operate as an all-
pervasive agency. Instead, over the decades, a structure has
been created in which, for the most part, market forces can solve
market problems, and investors reserve the right to protect
themselves. The securities laws are not a call for market
participants to relinquish responsibility, but rather to take it.

We've also remained squarely within the SEC tradition of
advancing the interests of investors. The individual investor is
our touchstone -- the measure by which we appraise our every
action. There should be no doubt that the Commission will
actively oppose measures that would eviscerate investors'
legitimate remedies against fraud. But at the same time, there
is no denying that there are real problems in the current system
-- problems that need to be addressed not just because of

abstract rights and responsibilities, but because investors and
markets are being hurt by litigation excesses. Let us not forget
that there are investors on both sides of this issue. I want to
make it clear that there are provisions in the Cox bill, in the
Markey bill, and in the legislation reintroduced by Senators Dodd
and Domenici, that the Commission can and will endorse.

The question is not, "Is there a crisis?" That calls for a
value judgment, which isn't productive. The real question is,
"Can the system be improved? Can it serve our nation better?"
The answer to that is a resounding "Yes." The world has grown
much too competitive to hamper American companies with
unnecessary inefficiencies.

I've been in the corporate world for most of my life. I
know the punishing costs of meritless lawsuits -- the time, the
money, the anxiety -- as well as some less obvious costs, such as
the stifling of much needed innovation and job formation when
accounting firms are unwilling to take on smaller entrepreneurial
clients, due to litigation fears.

I also know the value of well-founded litigation, not just
as recourse for victims of securities fraud, but also as a
deterrent against those who might otherwise be willing to cross
the line. I believe that it's possible -- indeed, necessary --
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to enact meaningful legislation that would eliminate the worst

abuses in private litigation, without eradicating its benefits.

The ideas are there. But for a consensus to be reached, all

parties to the debate need to stop shouting and start talking.

All parties need to recognize the legitimate interests of their

adversaries. And, perhaps more than anything else, all parties

need to be realistic in their expectations -- to measure new

proposals against today's realities, not against the world as

they would like it to be. We must not allow the perfect to

become the enemy of the good.

I've made it clear that the SEC will work with any group,

examine any idea, entertain any proposal, and consider any

perspective, if it will help resolve this contentious issue

without compromising investor protection. In the last year, I've

conducted a form of shuttle diplomacy with all parties to the

debate -- the National Association of Manufacturers,

representatives of the plaintiffs' bar, the state securities
administrators, the AICPA, the AARP, investor rights groups,

federal judges, the SEC's Consumer Affairs Advisory Committee,

corporate executives, and countless others -- trying to move the
dialogue along.

The Commission supports a number of measures designed to

eliminate abuses in class action lawsuits, and I'm more convinced

than ever that in these areas, a consensus can be reached.
Virtually all parties seem to agree with us that lawyers should

not pay referral fees to brokers who refer clients; that named

plaintiffs should not receive bounty payments; that we need to

set a class organization period or some other method of
eliminating the "race to the courthouse"; that disclosure to

class members must be improved; and that private plaintiffs'

legal fees should not be paid out of SEC disgorgement pools.

Most parties also concur that civil RICQ charges in securities

fraud cases, and their treble damages, should be prohibited. It

may be harder to reach agreement on other proposals, such as the

further involvement of institutional investors in class action
lawsuits.

The best solution of all would be to find ways to screen out

cases that lack merit early in the process, before the tremendous

costs associated with discovery have been incurred.

One idea that we will be considering is whether the
Commission should have explicit authority to exempt certain types

of disclosures or transactions from private liability under the

securities laws. If a disclosure or transaction were subject to
this type of exemption, violations could be prosecuted by the

Commission, but could not be used as the basis for a private
lawsuit seeking damages. Though we have yet to satisfy certain
concerns about this approach, it would allow the Commission to

act more quickly and flexibly to prevent meritless litigation,
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while preserving its ability to respond to any who would take
improper advantage of the exemption.

Perhaps there's room also to consider ideas, such as that
contained in the Dodd/Domenici bill, for voluntary submission of
fraud claims to specialized tribunals or fact finders who know
the law and understand these cases. This might eliminate some of
the uncertainties that cause meritorious cases to settle for too
little, and frivolous cases to settle for too much.

The Commission's current focus on the safe harbor for
forward looking statements may have significant impact on
litigation practices. The question is how to provide meaningful
protection to issuers acting in good faith, without also
insulating companies that intentionally hype their stock by
making unreasonable projections. Finding an answer will not be
easy, but I assure you that we are committed to the task. We
issued a concept release on this in October; we're now studying
the comments we've received; and in February we'll conduct public
hearings on the issue inWashington and in San Francisco.

In my remarks last year, I said the SEC was willing to file
amicus briefs in support of motions to dismiss, or requests for
sanctions under Rule 11. Three months ago, the Commission's
General Counsel provided a letter in a class action, Frank v.
Cooper, setting forth the Commission's view that the case should
be dismissed. In an earlier case, the Prudential Securities
litigation, we presented a letter to the court addressing a fee
application submitted by class counsel.

To my mind, the Commission must continue to do whatever it
can to assist the courts in assessing particular actions or
defenses, and in protecting the interests of class members. I've
asked our General Counsel, Sy Lorne, to devote more resources to
this effort, and I'm pleased to announce today the creation of a
Litigation Analysis Unit within the office of the General
Counsel. These lawyers will evaluate the claims and the legal
support for private cases, and where appropriate, they will
provide our views to investors, corporations, lawyers, and
judges. I encourage any of you who believe you're encountering
abuses on either side to bring them to the General Counsel's
immediate attention.

The Commission will also consider asking Congress to enact a
provision that would allow us to appear and be heard on any issue
in a private action brought under the securities laws. This
would be modelled on the provision that already exists in the
Bankruptcy Code, and would allow us to express our views in the
public interest.

I've told you about some ideas we feel are worth examining.
Let me now turn to the ideas we oppose, and explain why.
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It's been suggested that plaintiffs be required to prove
that they read and relied upon a misleading statement by the
defendant in order to bring action. This is antithetical to our
entire system of disclosure ,, which is premised on the notion that

when information is disclosed generally, it is incorporated into
market prices. If that were not true, we'd have a system in
which all prospectuses and periodic disclosures had to be
distributed to all shareholders and prospective investors on a
continuous basis -- a tremendous, if not an impossible, burden on

business. We allow a fair amount of information to be filed with
us, knowing that analysts will see just about everything. When

someone buys stock at a price affected by misrepresentations, the
buyer has in effect bought the misrepresentations, whether or not
he or she actually read the statements in question -- and that
buyer simply must have recourse. The proposal in question would
eliminate the notion of fraud on the market, and the need to

demonstrate actual reliance by each member of the class would
make it impossible to be, certified as a class. That's a cure far

worse than the disease -- not just for investors, nor only for
our disclosure system, but for the markets that depend on it.

Like so many other catch-phrases, the concept of an "English
Rule," or "loser-pays-all," is neither as good nor as bad as its
proponents and detractors would have us believe. Proponents
argue that the English Rule would screen out frivolous lawsuits,
and there's no question in my mind that it would have that
effect. The problem is that, if it is applied in class actions,
it would also eliminate meritorious cases. Imagine you're a
small investor whose nest egg of $10,000 loses its value
overnight, due to the sudden disclosure that a company has
withheld its true earnings. Two hours after the meter has
started ticking at the law firm hired by the defendant, one
senior partner alone has already racked up $1,000 in fees.
Within a month, you're weighing the possibility of paying
lawyers' fees that are dozens, if not hundreds of times larger
than your whole investment; that strikes me as a powerful
deterrent, no matter how legitimate your claim.

This, too, is not just a question of investor interests --
it is a question of the market's interests. Private securities
litigation plays a prominent role in checking market excesses.
To change that, we'd need to recalibrate our entire system of
checks and balances.

This is a crucial point. Our markets are the best in the
world, partly because our securities laws are the best in the
world. We tamper with the securities regulation system at our
peril, because you shouldn't fix what "ain't broke." What is
"broke" is the litigation resolution system -- we must not
confuse the two. Precipitous steps in one could lead to
structural damage in the other. The race to the steps of the



courthouse should not be matched by a race to the steps of the

Capitol.

There are more reasonable and measured reform proposals.

One would be to give judges stronger authority to award fees when

cases clearly lack merit, as provided in Section 11(e) of the

Securities Act, and to make the attorney who files a frivolous

case responsible for the fees. Last July, I testified before

Congress in support of this concept, and today I reaffirm that

support. Congress might also consider a requirement that, where

cases are dismissed on the pleadings alone or in response to a

motion for summary judgment, the presumption is in favor of

awarding fees to the defendant. Some proposals for alternate

dispute resolution (ADR), including one in the Dodd/Domenici
bill, suggest awarding fees to the winner if the parties fail to

accept an offer to resolve the case in an ADR forum. This, too,

deserves close attention.

That brings us to the question of scienter. Let me be clear

on this: We are against any proposal to require a plaintiff to

prove that the defendant had actual knowledge that the relevant

statements were false. The circuit courts have been unanimous in

holding that liability can be predicated on reckless conduct.

The Commission has strongly supported these decisions because

such a standard is needed to protect the integrity of the

disclosure process -- which is to say the integrity of our

markets. We want corporations to worry about the accuracy of

their disclosures, because that is the best way to assure the

markets of a continuous stream of accurate information. Any

higher scienter standard threatens the process that has made our

markets what they are. Indeed, an actual knowledge standard
could create a legal incentive to ignore indications of fraud.

The phrase "ignorance is bliss" could take on new meaning.

The final-question I want to examine is whether there should

be a change in the scope of private liability in fraud cases

brought under Rule lOb-5. The accounting profession has argued

that joint and several liability is fundamentally unfair because

it sometimes forces parties that are only partially responsible

to pay more than their proportionate share of the damages. We
acknowledge these fears, and we recognize the vital role
accountants play in the capital formation process. We do not

want to see the profession weakened or hampered in its ability to

retain talent. Many ideas have been offered, including liability

caps, one of the proposals of the Dodd/Domenici bill. Even while

these ideas are being discussed, the Commission believes that

Congress should at least minimize the flaws in the existing
scheme by enacting a system of proportionate contribution, which

is also one of the features of the Dodd/Domenici bill. We would

be prepared to support a rule providing that, where one defendant

settles a case, the liability of the co-defendants is reduced by

an amount equal to the greater of the amount paid or the settling
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defendant's proportionate responsibility. This could result in

some cases where defrauded investors are precluded from

recovering all of their damages, but it strikes me as a

reasonable compromise.

Let me summarize, if I may, our position at the SEC: We

want strong safe harbor protection for forward-looking statements

made in good faith. We want to eliminate abuses in the

litigation of class actions. We want to preserve antifraud

liability based on recklessness, and to have liability for aiding

and abetting reaffirmed, certainly for the Commission. Finally,

we want to make it easier for courts to make awards against

plaintiffs' attorneys in meritless cases, and to implement a

system of proportionate contribution.

The bottom line is that we're in this together -- the

Congress, the SEC, the courts, the defendants' bar, the

plaintiffs' bar, the public accounting firms, and, most

importantly, the investors and the public companies that make

ours the deepest, richest capital markets in the world. No

system can survive that is skewed to one side or another.

Imagine, if you will, a world in which the remedy against

fraud is too weak: companies will be able to say anything they

want about themselves or their expectations, but investors will

not want to risk their capital. Imagine, on the other hand, a

world in which the remedy against fraud is too strong: any

mistake in any company statement will risk huge lawsuits alleging

fraud, so no company will be able to raise capital. Either way,

our capitalist system is the loser. What we need is a balance

between caveat emetor and caveat venditor -- between "buyer

beware" and "tseller beware."

It's in that spirit that I make this speech. Most

reasonable people familiar with the issue feel the system must

change -- the debate is now about what form it will take. The

fact that strongly opposing positions have been staked out may

actually be helpful, because they leave a lot of ground in

between. That's where the Commission has made its camp -- and

that's where I ask you to join us -- in the middle. The changes

we make must be profound, not drastic; they must be visionary,

not just revisionary; they must create something that's new and

right, not just destroy something that's old and wrong.

For my part, in the year ahead as in the year just past, I

will work with the Congress, and with Any reasonable person

concerned about this issue, to find a fair and workable solution.
I have no illusion that change will come overnight -- but by the

same token, I have no doubt that, if people of goodwill on all

sides work together, then by the time you meet again next year,

we can and will have an answer that improves the capital

7



formation process, reinforces investor confidence, and maintains

America' s international leadership.

# S S~
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Prom: Ton Rowe

Re: H.R. 555

1 H.R. 555 addresses many of the same areas as 11R. 10, but with major differences in2 coverage and often in content when coverage is similar. Of matters in H.R. 10 with particular3 significance for the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, H.R. 555 omnits entirely the following:4 1 ) the provision in H.R. 10's § 202(a) for guardians at litem or plaintiff steering committees in
5 securities fraud class actions, including the authorization to seek class majority approval for
6 settlement offers; 2) § 203(a)'s threshold requirements, in proposed Securities Exchange Act §7 21(k), that named class action plaintiffs hold a ceitain percentage or dollar value of the stockB in question; 3) the repeat-plaintiffrestriction in proposed SEA § 21(T), although H.R. 555 would9 require disclosure including recent securities class action filings by the same plaintiffs; 4)10 proposed § 2 1(m)'s loser-pays rule on attorney fees; 5) H.R. 10's special verdict requirements11 in proposed SEA § 21(q) concerning scienter findings; and 6) § 204's detailed fact pleading re-12 quirements concerning defendants' state of mind.

Procedural provisions in H.R. 555 that closely or roughly parallel sections in H.R. 1014 include the following: 1) a conflict of interest inquiry like that in H.R. 10's proposed SEA §
15 21(n), although .R. 555's counterpart-proposed SEA +- 2 1U)-woul~dapply only-in-implied
16 private actions certified as class actions, to the extent that makes a difference with HR. 10's17 coverage of all private actions; 2) settlemet disclosure requirements in E.R. S55's proposed18 SEA § 21(n), paralleling H.R. 10's proposed SEA § 21(i); 3) a settlement discharge provision19 in H.R. 555's proposed SEA § 21(o)(2)-(3), paralleling H.R. 10's proposed SEA 1 2 I(o)(1) but
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20 with statutoxy requirements concerning good faith settlements and pro rata, rather than pro tanto,
21 reduction of the plaintiff's recovery; 4) an early evaluation procedure in proposed SEA § 27B(c),22 which corresponds roughly to the ADR provision in HIR. IO's § 206; and 5) safe-harbor provi-23 sions in H.R. 555's § 104 that somewhat parallel those in H.R. 10's § 205, including a mandate
24 that the SEC adopt such rules and apparent contemplation of SEC rules that might regulate court25 procedures in ruling on applicability of safe-harbor protections, although H.R. 555 is les2 6 directive to the SEC in this respect thn H.R. 10.

27 Finally, provisions of procedural significance in HR. 5S5 ftat have no approximate
28 counterpart in H.R. 10 are: 1) in proposed SEA § 21(k), restrictions on secrecy in settlements
29 and protective orders; 2) in proposed SEA § 21(0, requirements for preservation of evidence3 0 from receipt of notice of filing of a complaint in implied private actions; 3) in proposed SEA31 1 21(o)(3)(A), apparently nonproblematic jury interrogatory requirements in connection with
32 liability apportionment (as opposed to H.R. 10's 'special verdict' requirement for scienter33 findings); 4) in proposed SEA I 273(a), detailed infomation requirements about plaintiff'34 backgrunds to be included in inplied private actions filed as class actions; and 5) in proposed3 5 SEA I 273(b), provision for consolidation and lead counsel selection in multiple securities class
36 actions.

3 7 Brief comments on the procedural aspects of H.R. 555, in order as the provisions appear38 in the bill:

39 Section 101(c), like § 203(a) in H.R. 10, is headed "Additional Provisions Applicable
40 to Class Actions," but--as in H.R. l-some of the provisions that follow are phrased so that41 they could -apply more broadly-peakhw ofamplied fui-vare acdon -arising under this title"42 without referring to its being "certified as a class action." This omission is in subsections (k),43 on secrecy restrictions, and (2), on preservation of evidence. Subsection (o) on contribution,
44 settlement discharges, and liability apportionment also refers to actions "under section 10(b)"45 without limiting the provisions to having effect in class actions only.
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46 The conflict of interest determination provision in § l01(c)'s proposed SEA 1 21) X
47 identical, except for its applicability to "implied' private acions certified as class actions rather
48 ithan to "any" private class action, to HKR, 10's proPOsed SEA § 21(n). The comments at lines
49 137-46 of the H.R. 10 memo apply to this H.R. 555 provision as well.

so HR. 555's proposed SEA § 21(k) would establish significant new restrictions on
51 settlements under seal and on protective orders and the seating of cases, with a burden of proof
52 on the party seeking such an order and a ban on agreements limiting disclosures to Congress or
S3 federal or state regulatory agencies with relevant enforcement authority. Ile limit in subsection
54 (1) on sealing settlements without a showing of "good cause," to be found only if "publication
5$ of a term or provision of a settlement agreement would cause direct and substantial harm to any5 6 person," needs further consideration for its possible effect on settlements and court procedure.
57 It might give plaintiffs leverage to seek private agreements before filing. Subsection (2) restrictss8 protective orders or sealing of court records after final judgment, allowing them only aft
59 "particularized fJinigs of fact that such disclosure or access would cause direct, immediate. and
60 substantial harm to the competitive or privacy interests of a person. " These requirements would
61 greatly complicate discovery in much federal securities litigation, destroying the benefits of62 stipulated protective orders and drastically changing Rule 26(c) as it now stands and as it would63 be amended by current proposals of the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure.
64 Te definition of good cause for a protective order does not recognize that the harm that justifies65 protection must be weighed in relation to the importance of disclosing the harmful information.
66 Subsection (4) on disclosure to Congress or agencies would limit parties' agreements but without
67 affecting court authority.

68 Proposed SEA § 21W) on preservation of evidence would bar destruction of relevant
69 evidence after a defendant received actual notice of the filing of a complaint with allegations
70 about the defendant's conduct. This problem, if it is a significant one, must go beyond the71 securities area and could call for general rulemaking rather than substance-specific legislation.
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72 'Me settlement disclosure provision in proposed SEA § 21(n) is similar in most respects73 to H.R. 10's proposed SEA § 21(i), and the comme at lines 101-O8 of the H.R. 10 memo74 apply. The settlemenj discharge provision in H.R. 555's proposed SEA § 21(o)(2), by contrast,75 adds language not present in H.Re. 1O's proposed SEA § 21(o)(1) requiring a judicial determina-76 tion "that the Settlement was entered into in good faith" for the defendant to benefit from the77 discharge protections. This difference eliminates for H.R. 555 the rfair share problem men-78 tioned at lines 151-52 of the H.R. 10 memo. HR. 555 also provides for pro rata, rather than79 pro tanto, reduction of the plaintiffs recovery.

80 H.R. 555's * 102 has major provisions for securities class action complaints,81 consolidation of multiple securities class actions, selection of lead counsel, and early evaluation.82 Proposed SEA § 27B(a) requires a certification to be flled with the complaint by each plaintiff83 seeking to serve as a class representative, with seven statements including: that the plaintiff has84 reviewed the complaint and authorized its filing; information in connection with the plaintiff's85 purcbase of the securities; a statement of willingness to serve as the class representative; a listing86 of the plaintiff s transactions in the securities during the class period, and of class action suits87 tiled by the plaintiff in the preceding year; and a renwnciation of payment beyond a pro rata88 share of any recovery except as ordered by the court. Some of these requirements might be89 worth considering beyond the securities class action context, if they seem meritorious. Those
90 about not buying the securities with the intent of commencing litigation or at the direction of91 plaintiffs counsel seem substantive. These elements may be appropria as substantive require-
92 ments but are awkward as pure certification requirements in connection with pleadings, when93 the legislation would apparently not affect the underlying substantive law (unless the certitfcation
94 requiremens reflect already settled substantive law).

95 Proposed SEA § 27B(b) creates an entirely new procedure requiting JPMDL consolida-96 tion of multiple securities class actions. These provisions largely affect 28 U. S.C. § 1407 and97 are outside our sphere, although they raise questions about whether such revisions should be98 limited to securities litigation. Subsection (3) would govern selection of lead counsel; it is not
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99 clear whether existing court practice on choosing lead counsel is in need of fixing. The require-1o0 ment that if plaintiffs' counsel "do not organize themselves" int short order the court "shall101 promptly designate lead counsel a does not appear intended to inhibit innovative approaches such102 as the competitive bidding used by Judge Vaughn Walker of the Northern District of California,
103 but the requirement that lead counsel be designated within 45 days after the first multiple action104 is filed would have that effect. Subsection (4), providing that ler-filed cases 'shall be subject105 to the decisions taken during the case organization period, ^ leaves unclear the important question106 whether such decisions would have ful preclusive effect or would amount instead to laew of the107 case.

108 Proposed SEA I 27B(c) creates an early evaluation procedure whose details bear on many109 of the Civil Rules. Initially, subsection (1) is obscure on the events required to support an order110 Invoking the early evaluation procedure. The order is to enter *if the class representatives and11I each of the other parties to the action agree, and any party so requests," which seems to require
112 unanimous agreement and a request by One of the agreeing parties. If that really requires all113 parties to agree, the provision is hard to object to. Subsection (2) provides that during the early114 evaluation procedure the defendants need not answer the complaint; the plaintiffs may file a115 consolidated or amended complaint or may dismiss at any time without sanction, no discovery116 may occur, aside from discovery requests to tird parties 'to preserve evidence,' which requests117 would create an obligation not to destroy evidence; and the parties are to provide access to or118 exchange all nonprivileged documents relating to the allegations of the complaint, damage119 studies, and 'such other expert reports as may be helpful" to the evaluation-discloswe well120 beyond the requirement of Civil Rule 26(a)(1). Failure to disclose would subject a pat to121 sanctions "pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure," which should perhaps be read as122 referring only to the disclosure sanctions of Rule 37 but is troublingly unclear.

123 The mediator is to evaluate whether an unsettled action is clearly frivolous, clearly meri-124 torious, or neither, and to give a written evaluation "with respect to the claims against and125 defenses of each defendant. " If a claim is evaluated as frivolous and the plaintiff loses, or as
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1i6 meritorious and the defendant loses, sanctions are awarded against the party or counsel if the127 court agrees, "based on the entire record," that the loser proceeded "in bad faith. These128 provisions could wed clarification on whether and how they intersect with sanction powers under129 Rule 11. At the end of the 150-day early evaluation period, which the parties may extend by130 stipulation, "the acion shall proceed in accordance with [the] Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,"131 with the sides to share equally the reasonable fees and expenses of a non-judicial mediator.

132 ast he safe-harbor provisions in H.R. 555's § 104 do rquire the SEC to adopt rules133 limiting liability for forward-looking statements, but without the detailed criteria in H.R. o's134 § 205. Most ipotatly for our purposes, the Apparent H.R. 10 mandate that te SEC make135 rules of procedure for the federal courts is watered down--but still present. Under subsection3136 (b)(1), the SEC after adopting the safe-harbor rules required by subsection (a) (which makes no137 reference to court procedure) is to submit to Congressional committees a report Irc1uding a138 description of "the procedures which shal be followed for making a summary detennination of139 the applicability of any Commission rule for forward-looking statements early in a judicial140 proceeding to limt litigation and discovery and for promodng timely dismissal of claims" against141 issuers who are in conpliance with the S1C's safe-harbor rules. In H.R. 555 te Article m142 problem described in lines 198-200 of the H.R. 10 memo may not be as plainly on the surface143 as it is in H.R. 10, but H.R. 555 appears to presume SEC action that could create the same144 difficulties. Simflarly, H.R, 555's proposed SEA § 40 closely tralc H.R. 10's proposed SEA145 § 38, with stay and discovery provisions affecting trial judges' usual discovery powers as146 described in the H.R. 10 memo at lines 202-06.
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168 ference between the earlier and the later statements is not merely the difference between two per-169 missible judgments, but rather the result of a falsehood. In re Glefed, Inc. Securities Litiga-170 tion, 1994 WL 688969, at *7 (9th Cir. 1994) (en bane) (footnote omitted). Some courts go fur-171 ther and require pleading of "facts giving rise to a 'strong inference of fraudulent intent. "' See172 id. at *3 (emphasis added) (rejecting Second Circuits requirement to that effect); f. In re Philip173 Morris Securities Litigation, 1995 WL 13528 (S.D. N.Y. 1995) (dismissing, without leave to174 replead, amended securities fraud class action complaint for lack of "specific allegations sup-175 porng fraud").
176 In any event, the additional requirements of proposed § 1OA(b) for allegations of "spe-177 Cific facts" demonstrating "state of mind" in an initial pleading sm demad g to the pot of
1`78 virtual or total impossibility To the extent that plaintiffs try to comply with dhem, the proposed179 requirements raise the possibility of extremely prolix pleadings--which characterized much pre-I80 Rules code pleading and led the framers of the original Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to181 abandon most requirements for detailed initial allegations. Such detailed, fact-specific pleadings182 can be highly burdensome not only for plaintiffs to prepare but for defendants and judges to deal183 with; courts under the less exacting current pleading rules can and do use powers over discovety184 to control costs when securities fraud pleadings clear existing hurdles. See, e.g., Glenfed, 199413$ WL 688969, at *16417 (Norris, I., concurring). Heavy front-loading of the pleading stage may186 preclude the more desirable alternative of less detailed pleadings followed by judicially287 controlled discovery, focused sharply on issues tat may afford grounds for early dismissal.188 Highly detailed pleading requirements could also intersect in troublesome ways with such ex-1389 isting provisions as new Rule 26(a)(1) on initial disclosures concerning matters "relevant to dis-190 puted facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings. " Pleaders already have Rule 26(a)(1)'s191 recently-created incentive to include factual detail on matters as to which they want to trigger192 disclosure obligations. That incentive may lead to some helpful specificity and targeted disclo-193 sures--rather than broader triggering of disclosure obligations because of detailed fact-pleading194 requiremeents. The substantive provisions of proposed § 1OA(a) may suffice for the drafters'195 purposes, without needing reinforcement by pleading specificity requirements that go well196 beyond those already in force.
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197 Section 203, "safe harbor" provisions:
199 Subsections (a)(2), (b)(2), and perhaps (b)(4) are drafted in terms that appear to mandate19.9 or contemplate SEC action that would create rules of procedure applicable in Article UI courts,200 which might be held n constitutional on separation of powers grounds, Redrafting could avoid201~ this implication and the possibility that the entire section, which lacks a severability provision,202 would be held invalid. Subsection (c) would add a new § 38 to the SEA to implement the safe203 harbor provisions, privileging stay requests premised on safe harbor summary judgment motions204 and limiting the grounds on which stay denials or discovery extensions could be granted. It205 would tbus affect trial judges' usual discretion to structure discovery. The need for such206 strictures is not clear.

207 Section 206, alternative dispute resolution:
208 Proposed new SEA § 39 contains in its subsection (a)(3) provisions concerning discovery209 timing that are difficult to understand, The authority there to extend discovery "not more than210 90 additional days" during consideration of an ADR offer might be read to ban discovery after211 the 90 days, which is probably an unintended implication. The sanction authority under sub-212 section (a)(5) may be superfluous given existing judicial power to control discovery generally,213 and could lend itself to negative inferences about other sanction powers in a proceeding governed214 by § 39. More broadly, although courts have increased their use of ADR mechanisms in many215 contexts, it is not clear that securities class actions are among those well suited for ADR. These21 6 are generally not cases that fail to settle for lack of an impartial estimate of the likely result of217 trial, or in which someone aggrieved mainly needs to have his or her story heard by a neutral218 and may be satisfied with an arbitrator's recommendation rather than a jury verdict. The ADR219 provision could also have limited impact because some federal judicial districts lack a "volun-220 tary, nonbinding alternative dispute resolution procedure established or recognized under the221 rules of the court.
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Markup of HLR. 10 - Common Sense Legal Reforms Act
February 14, 1995

It has been observed that in civil jurisprudence it too often happens that there is so much law, that there
is n .room for justice. Claimants can expire of wrong in the midst of right, as mariners die of thirst in the
midst of water. It is with this in mind that we address the national need for litigation reform.

tN X iNe effort is one to restore balance to the litigation of shareholder class actions. Ordinarily, the equities

'f sis process would involve a fine tuning of the system to insure the rights of plaintiffs to pro forw,
and the rights of defendants to present a strong defense before the trier of facts. Unfortunately, class action
litigation is not ordinary. The evidence concerning shareholder class actions tells us that much more than fine
tuning is necessary.

These cases are not tried, they strike out at corporate defendants. By using and abusing the discovery
process, settlements are extorted. A trial on the merits is an exception not the rule. Even in a uit where the
potential exposure rises to the low seven figures, the cost of seting may not be that much greater than the cost
of a successful defense. When would a sane corporate management risk the possibility of an unsuccessfu
defense in that situation? In summary, it appears that the system has provided plaintiffs with incentives to sue
regardless of merit, and defendants with an incentive to settle regardless of merit. A litigation system that does
not have any connection to the merits cannot effectively punish fraudulent conduct or provide compensation
to truly inred investors.

Far more valuable are reforms which will discourage plaintiffs and their attorneys from filing meritless
cases in the first place. Our goal is to eliminate the expense and uncertainly of litigation that pressures
defendants to settle, rather than defend, even completely meritless cases.
Far better are reforms that change the rules so that entrepreneurial lawyers will not receive multimillion dollar
fees and investors will receive more than pennies on the dollar for their losses. Far more valuable are our
efforts to correct the harmful environment that has been created in which frightened companies have to be
circumspect, and curtail the disclosure of information to their own shareholders.

These are the reforms of H.R. 10, as it was introduced, and as it will be marked up and reported out
today. This legislation is a giant step towards restoring common sense to our legal system. I am proud of the
way this subcommittee has met its responsibilities in this matter and yield back the balance of my time.



Summary of Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute to H.R. 10
Common Sense Legal Reform

Contents-Title II-Reform of Private Securities Litigation

Plaintiff Steering Committees- The bill creates "Plaintiff Steering Conrnmittees," a "class
action steering committee appointed by the court from the recommendations of the parties or
their counsel. Service on the class action steering conmmittee is limited to members of the class
who own at least five percent of the securities that are the subject of the case with a market value
of ten million dollars or a smaller percentage of the dollar amount as the court finds appropriate.
Named plaintiffs may serve but not constitute a majority of the committee. ff

servic m~ co kmjle may- stl "Irdb tec uto n is ec n enn

The purpose of the steering committee is to retain, direct and dismiss counsel, to reject
offers of settlement, and--to have the preliinary authority to accept an offer of settlement so that
it can be considered by the court and the class members. The final approval must be made by at
least a majority of the class members.

Publication of Terms of Any Settlement- The bill provides that the terms of any
settlement must be disclosed to the class members in a statement that contains specific statutorily
required statements. These cover the subjects of(1) the amount of dages per share that would
be recoverable if the plaintiff had won; (2) a statement concerning the probability that the
plaintiff would prevail; if there is a disagreement on the amount of damages or the likelihood of
prevailing, (3) a statement from each settling party on the issue must be included.

Statement of Attorney's Fees sought. -If any of the settling parties or their counsel intend
to apply for an award of attorney's fees from any find established as part of a settlement, a
statement to that effect listing the amount to be sought must be sent to parties to the suit. The
statement must include the amount of the fees on a per share basis and a comparison to the
amount proposed to be distributed to the parties to the suit, also on a per share basis. The name
and address of a counsel for the plaintiffs must be supplied to answer questions. The bill contains
a prohibition on the payment of attorney's fees from finds disgorged as the result of an SEC
enforcement action. i

Prevention of Abusive Practices that Foment Litigation. The bill prohibits payment of
bonuses to named plaintiffs. It also does not pennit a person to be a named plaintiff in more than
5 class actions filed during any 3 year period unespermitted by theor.

Payment of Attorney's Fees by the Losing Party. - If a court enters a final judgment on
the basis of a motion to dismiss, summary judgment, or a trial on the merits, upon motion of the
prevailing party, the court will require the losing party, the party's attorney, or both to pay
reasonable fees lth

andthatmposinsuchfe nd epenses onthe partyorthlsingpartesatn wd
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AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE

To TITLE II OF H.R. 10

OFFERED BY MR. COX OF CALIFORNIA

[Cox-Fields Substitute]

Page 18, beginning on line 5, strike all of title H

and insert the following:

1 TITLE I-REFORM OF PRIVATE
2 SECURITIES LITIGATION
3 SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the

5 "Securities Litigation Reform Act".

6 (b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of contents for

7 this Act is as follows:

See. 201. Short title; table of contents.
See. 202. Prevention of lawyer-driven litigation.

(a) Plaintiff steering committees to ensure client control of law-
suits.

(b) Full disclosure of proposed class action settlements.
Sec. 203. Prevention of abusive practices that foment litigation.
Sec. 204. Prevention of "fishing expedition" lawsuits.
See. 205. Establishment of "safe harbor" for predictive statements.
See. 206. Rule of constraction.
See. 207. Effective date.

8 SEC. 202. PREVENTION OF LAWYER-DRIVEN LITIGATION.

9 (a) PLAINTIFF STEERING COMMITTEES To ENSURE

10 CLIENT CONTROL OF LAWSUITS.-The Securities Ex-

11 change Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) is amended

12 by adding at the end the following new section:
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I "SEC. 36. CLASS ACTION STEERING COMMITTEES.

2 "(a) CLASS ACTION STEERING COMMITTEE.-In any

3 private class action brought under this title, the court

4 shall, at the earliest practicable time, appoint a committee

5 of class members to direct counsel for the class (hereafter

6 in this section referred to as the 'plaintiff steering commit-

7 tee') and to perform such other functions as the court may

8 specify. Court appointment of a plaintiff steering conmmit-

9 tee- shall not be subject to interlocutory review.

10 "(b) MEMBER.S:UP OF PLAINTIFF STEERING COM-

1 1 MITTEE.-

12 "(1) QUALIFICATIONS.-

13 "(A) NUMBER.-A plaintiff steering com-

14 mittee shall consist of not fewer than 5 class

15 members, willing to serve, who the court be-

16 lieves will fairly represent the class.

17 " (B) OWNERSHIP INTERESTS.-Members

18 of the plaintiff steering committee shall have

19 cumulatively held during the class period not

20 less than-

21 "(i) the lesser of 5 percent of the se-

22 curities which are the subject matter of the

23 litigation or securities which are the sub-

24 ject matter of the litigation with a market

25 value of $10,000,000; or
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3

I "(ii) such smaller percentage or dollar

I amount as the court finds appropriate

3 under the circumstances.

4 "(2) NAMED PLAINTIFFS.-Class members who

5 are named plaintiffs in the litigation may serve on

6 the plaintiff steering conmittee, but shall not com-

7 prise a majority of the committee.

8 "(3) NONCOMPENSATION OF MEMiBERS.-Mem-

9 bers of the plaintiff steering committee shall serve

10 without compensation, except that any member may

II apply to the court for reimbursement of reasonable

12 out-of-pocket expenses from any common fund es-

13 tablished for the class.

14 "(4) MIEETINGS.-The plaintiff steering com-

15 mittee shall conduct its business at one or more pre-

16 viously scheduled meetings of the committee, of

17 which prior notice shall have been given and at

18 which a majority of its members are present in per-

19 son or by electronic communication. The plaintiff

20 steering committee shall decide all matters within its

21 authority by a majority vote of all members, except

22 that the committee may determine that decisions

23 other than to accept or reject a settlement offer or

24 to employ or dismiss counsel for the class may be

25 delegated to one or more members of the committee,
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I or may be voted upon by committee members seria-

2 tim, without a meeting.

3 "(5) RIGHT OF NONTIMEMBERS TO BE HEARD.-

4 A class member who is not a member of the plaintiff

5 steering committee may appear and be heard by the

6 court on any issue relating to the organization or ac-

7 tions of the plaintiff steering committee.

8 "(c) FUNCTIONS OF PLAINTIFF STEERING CO_1UNT-

9 TEE.-The authority of the plaintiff steering conmmittee

10 to direct counsel for the class shall include all powers nor-

I I manly permitted to an attorney's client in litigation, includ-

12 ing the authority to retain or dismiss counsel and to reject

13 offers of settlement, and the preliminary authority to ac-

14 cept an offer of settlement. Dismissal of counsel other

15 than for cause shall not limit the ability of counsel to en-

16 force any contractual fee agreement or to apply to the

17 court for a fee award from any common fund established

18 for the class.

19 "(d) IMMUNITY FROM CILm IABiLTY; REmOvAL.-

20 Any person serving as a member of a plaintiff steering

21 committee shall be immune from any civil liability for any

22 negligence in performing such service, but shall be not be

23 immune from liability for intentional misconduct or from

24 the assessment of costs pursuant to section 20B(c). The
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1 court may remove a member of a plaintiff steering com-

2 mittee for good cause shown.

3 "(e) EFFECT ON OTHER LAW.-This section does not

4 affect any other provision of law concerning class actions

5 or the authority of the court to give final approval to any

6 offer of settlement.".

7 (b) FULL DISCLOSURE OF PROPOSED CLASS ACTION

8 SETTLE.KENTS.-Section 21 of the Securities Exchange

9 Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u) is amended by adding at

10 the end the following new subsection:

11 "(i) DisCLosuRE OF SETTLEMENT TERMS TO CLXASs

1 2 M.EMIBERS.-In any private action under this title that is

13 certified as a class action pursuant to the Federal Rules

14 of Civil Procedure, a proposed settlement agreement that

15 is published or otherwise disseminated to the class shall

16 include the following statements:

1 7 "(1) STATEMENT OF POTENTIAL OUTCOME OF

1 8 CASE.-

19 "(A) AGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF DAM-

20 AGES AND LBKELOHOOD OF PREVAILANG.-If the

21 settling parties agree on the amount of dam-

22 ages per share that would be recoverable if the

23 plaintiff prevailed on each claim alleged under

24 this title and the likelihood that the plaintiff

25 would prevail-
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1 "(i) a .. statement concerning the

amount of such potential damages; and

3 "(ii) a statement concerning the prob-

4 ability that the plaintiff would prevail on

5 the claims alleged under this title and a

6 brief explanation of the reasons for that

7 conclusion.

8 " (B) DISAGREEMENT ON AMOUNT OF

9 DAMAGES OR LIKELIHOOD OF PREVAILNG.-If

10 the parties do not agree on the amount of dam-

11 ages per share that would be recoverable if the

12 plaintiff prevailed on each claim alleged under

13 this title or on the likelihood that the plaintiff

14 would prevail on those claims, or both, a state-

15 ment from each settling party concerning the

16 issue or issues on which the parties disagree.

17 "(C) INADMISSIBILITY FOR CERTAIN PUR-

18 POSES.-Statements made in accordance with

19 subparagraphs (A) and (B) concerning the

20 amount of damages and the likelihood of pre-

21 vailing shall not be admissible for purposes of

22 any Federal or State judicial or administrative

23 proceeding.

24 "(2) STATEMENT OF ATTORNEYS' FEES OR

25 COSTS SOUGHT.-If any of the settling parties or
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I their counsel intend to apply to the court for an

2 award of attomeys' fees or costs from any fund es-

3 tablished as part of the settlement, a statement indi-

4 cating which parties or counsel intend to make such

5 an application, the amount of fees and costs that

6 will be sought (including the amount of such fees

7 and costs determined on a per-share basis, together

8 with the amount of the settlement proposed to be

9 distributed to the parties to suit, determined on a

10 per-share basis), and a brief explanation of the basis

11 for the application. Such information shall be clearly

12 summarized on the cover page of any notice to a

13 party of a proposed or final settlement.

14 "(3) IDENTIFICATION OF LAWYERS' REP-

15 RESENTATJVES.-The name and address of one or

16 more representatives of counsel for the plaintiff class

17 who will be reasonably available to answer written

18 questions from class members concerning any matter

19 contained in any notice of settlement published or

20 otherwise disseminated to class members.

21 "(4) OTHER INFORMATION.-Such other infor-

22 mation as may be required by the court, or by any

23 plaintiff steering committee appointed by the court

24 pursuant to this section.".
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I (c) PROIIJBITION ON ATTORNEYS' FEES PAID FROm

2 COINTMISSION DISGORGEMENT FuNDS.-Section 2 1(d) of

3 the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78u(d))

4 is amended by adding at the end the following new para-

5 graph:

6 "(4) PROHIBITION ON ATTORNEYS' -FEES PAID

7 FROM COMMISSION DISGORGEMENT FUNDS.-Except

8 as otherwise ordered by the cout, funds disgorged

9 as the result of an action brought by the Commis-

10 sion in Federal court, or of any Commission admin-

11 istrative action, shall not be distributed as payment

12 for attorneys' fees or expenses incurred by private

13 parties seeking distribution of the disgorged funds.".

14 SEC. 203. PREVENTION OF ABUSIVE PRACTICES THAT FO-

15 MENT LITIGATION.

1 6 (a) ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO PRI-

17 VATE ACTIONS.-The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 is

18 amended by inserting after section 20A (15 U.S.C. 78t-

19 1) the following new section:

20 "PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO PRIVATE ACTIONS

21 "SEC. 20B.(a) ELMINATION OF BONUS PAYMENTS

22 TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS IN CLSS ACTIONS.-In any pri-

23 vate action under this title that is certified as a class ac-

24 tion pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the

25 portion of any final judgment or of any settlement that

26 is awarded to class plaintiffs serving as the representative
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I parties shall be equal, on a per share basis, to the portion

2 of the final judgment or settlement awarded to all other

3 members of the class. Nothing in this subsection shall be

4 construed to limit the award to any representative parties

5 of actual expenses (including lost wages) relating to the

6 representation of the class.

7 " (b) RESTRICTIONS ON PROFESSIONAL PLAIN-

8 TIFFS.-Except as the court may otherwise permit for

9 good cause, a person may be a named plaintiff, or officer,

10 director, fiduciary, or beneficiary of a named plaintiff, in

1 Ino more than 5 class actions filed during any 3-year

12 period.

1 3 "1(c) AWARDS OF FEES AND EXPENSES.-

14 "(1) AUTHORITY TO AWARD FEES AND FI)X-

15 PENSES.-If the court in any private action arising

16 under this title enters a final judgment against a

17 party litigant on the basis of a motion to dismiss,

18 motion for summary judgment, or a trial on the

19 merits, the court shall, upon motion by the prevail-

20 ing party, award the prevailing party reasonable fees

21 and other expenses incurred by that party, except

22 that if the losing party establishes that (A) the posi-

23 tion of the losing party was substantially justified,

24 (B) imposing such fees and expenses on the losing

25 party or the losing party's attorney would be unjust,
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I and (C) the cost of such fees and expenses to the

2 prevailing party is not substantially burdensome or

3 unjust, then the court shall not award fees and ex-

4 penses to the prevailing party. The determination of

5 whether the position of the losing party was substan-

6 tially justified shall be made on the basis of the

7 record in the civil action for which fees and other ex-

8 penses are sought, but the burden of persuasion

9 shall be on the losing party.

10 "(2) SECURITY FOR PAYMENT OF COSTS IN

11 CLASS ACTIONS.-In any private action arising

12 under this title that is certified as a class action pur-

13 suant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the

14 court shall require an undertaking from the plaintiff

15 for the payment of the fees and expenses that may

16 be awarded under paragraph (1). Such undertaking

17 may be required from the plaintiff class, the attor-

18 ney or attorneys for the plaintiff class, or both, in

19 such proportions and at such times as the court de-

20 termines are just and equitable.

21 "(3) APPLICATION FOR FEES.-A party seeking

22 an award of fees and other expenses shall, within 30

23 days of a final, nonappealable judgment in the ac-

24 tion, submit to the court an application for fees and

25 other expenses that verifies that the party is entitled
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I to such an award under paragraph (1) and the

2 amount sought, including an itemized statement

3 from any attorney or expert witness representing or

4 appearing on behalf of the party stating the actual

5 time expended and the rate at which fees and other

6 expenses are computed.

7 "(4) ALLOCATION AN) SIZE OF AwARD.-The

8 court, in its discretion, may-

9 "(A) determine whether the amount to be

10 awarded pursuant to this section shall be

II awarded against the unsuccessful party, its at-

12 torney, or both; and

13, "(B) reduce the amount to be awarded

14 pursuant to this section, or deny an award, to

15 the extent that the prevailing party during the

16 course of the proceedings engaged in conduct

17 that unduly and unreasonably protracted the

18 final resolution of the matter in controversy.

19 "(5) AwNDs IN DISCOVERY PROCEEDINGS.-

20 In adjudicating any motion for an order compelling

21 discovery or any motion for a protective order made

22 in any private action arising under this title, the

23 court shall award the prevailing party reasonable

24 fees and other expenses incurred by the paty in

25 bringing or defending against the motion, including
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1 reasonable attorney fees, unless the court finds that

2 special circumstances make an award unjust.

3 "(6) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-Nothing in

4 this subsection shall be construed to limit or impair

5 the discretion of the court to award costs pursuant

6 to other provisions of law.

7 "(7) PROTECTION AGAINST ABUSE OF PROC-

8 Ess.-In any action to which this subsection applies,

9 a court shall not permit a plaintiff to withdraw from

10 or voluntarily dismiss such action if the court deter-

11 mines that such withdrawal or dismissal is taken for

12 purposes of evasion of the requirements of this sub-

13 section.

14 "(8) DEFINITIONS.-FOr purposes of this sub-

15 section-

16 - "(A) The term 'fees and other expenses'

17 includes the reasonable expenses of expert wit-

18 nesses, the reasonable cost of any study, analy-

19 sis, report, test, or project which is found by

20 the court to be necessary for the preparation of

21 the party's case, and reasonable attorney fees

22 and expenses. The amount of fees awarded

23 under this section shall be based upon prevail-

24 ing market rates for the kind and quality of

25 services furnished.
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i "(B) The term 'substantially justified'

2 shall have the same meaning as in section

3 2412(d)(1) of title 28, United States Code.

4 "(d) PREVENTION OF ABUsIVE CONFLICTS OF IN-

5 TEREST.I-T any private action under this title pursuant

6 to a complaint seeking damages on behalf of a class, if

7 a plaintiff is represented by aiiattorney who directly owns

8 or otherwise has a beneficial interest in the securities that

9 are the subject of the litigation, the court shall, on motion

10 by any party, make a determination of whether such inter-

11 est constitutes a conflict of interest sufficient to disqualify

12 the attorney from representing the plaintiff.

13 "(e) ENCOURAGEMENT OF FINALTY IN SETTLE-

14 SM}NT DISCHARGES.-

15 "(1) DISCHARGE.-A defendant who settles any

16 private action brought under this title at any time

17 before verdict or judgment shall be discharged from

18 all claims for contribution brought by other persons

19 with respect to the matters that are the subject of

20 such action. Upon entry of the Settlement by the

21 Court, the court shall enter a bar order constituting

22 the final discharge of all obligations to the plaintiff

23 of the settling defendant arising out of the action.

24 The order shall bar all future claims for contribution

25 or indemnity arising out of the action-
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1 "(A) by nonsettling persons against the

2 settling defendant; and

3 "(B) by the settling defendant against any

4 nonsettling defendants.

5 "(2) REDUCTION.-If a person enters into a

6 settlement with the plaintiff prior to verdict or judg-

7 ment, the verdict or judgment shall be reduced by

8 the greater of-

9 "(A) an amount that corresponds to the

10 degree of responsibility of that person; or

11 "(B) the amount paid to the plaintiff by

12' that person.

13 "(f) CONTRmBUTION FRom NON-PARTIES IN INTER-

14 ESTS OF FARNEss.-

15 "(1) RIGHT OF CONTRIBUTION.-A person who

16 becomes liable for damages in any private action

17 under this title (other than an action under section

18 9(e) or 18(a)) may recover contribution from any

19 other person who, if joined in the original suit,

20 would have been liable for the same damages.

21 "(2) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR CONTRIBU-

22 TION.-Once judgment has been entered in any pri-

23 vate action under this title determining liability, an

24 action for contribution must be brought not later
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I than 6 months after the entry of a final,

2 nonappealable judgment in the action.

3 "(g) DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO SPECIAL VERDICTS

4 ESTABLISHING SCIENTER.-In any private action under

5 this title in which the plaintiff may recover money dam-

6 ages, the court shall, when requested by a defendant, sub-

7 mit to the jury a written interrogatory on the issue of each

8 such defendant's state of mind at the time the alleged rio-

9 lation occurred.".

10 (b) PROMBITION OF REFERRAL FEES THAT Fo-

II M1ENT LITIGATION.-Section 15(c) of the Securities Ex-

12 change Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78o(c)) is amended by add-

13 ing at the end the following new paragraph:

14 "(8) RECEIPT OF REFERRAL FEES.-NTo broker

15 or dealer, or person associated with a broker or deal-

16 er, may solicit or accept remuneration for assisting

17 an attorney in obtaining the representation of any

18 customer in any private action under this title.".

19 SEC. 204. PREVENTION OF "FISHING EXPEDITION" LAW-

20 SUITS.

21 The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a

22 et seq.) is amended by inserting after section 10 the fol-

23 lowing new section:
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1 "SEC. 10A. REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITIES FRAUD AC-

2 TIONS.

3 "(a) SCIENTER.-

4 "'(1) IN GENERAL.-In any private action aris-

5 ing under this title based on a misstatement or

6 omission of a material fact, liability may not be es-

7 tablished unless the defendant possessed the intent

8 to deceive, manipulate, or defraud. The defendant

9 may be found to have acted with such intent only on

10 proof that-

11 "(A) the defendant directly or indirectly

12 made a fraudulent statement,

13 "(B) the defendant possessed the intention

14 to deceive, manipulate, or defraud; and

15 "(C) the defendant made such fraudulent

16 statement knowingly or recklessly.

17 "(2) FRAUDULENT STATEIMENT.-For purposes

18 of paragraph (1), a fraudulent statement is a state-

19 ment that contains an untrue statement of a mate-

20 rial fact, or omits a material fact necessary in order

21 to make the statements made, in the light of the cir-

22 cumstances in which they were made, not mislead-

23 ing.

24 "(3) KNOWINGLY.-For purposes of paragraph

25 (1), a defendant makes a fraudulent statement

26 knowingly if the defendant knew that the statement
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I of a material fact was misleading at the time it was

2 made, or knew that an omitted fact was necessary

3 in order to make the statements made, in the light

4 of the circumstances in which they were made, not

5 misleading.

6 "(4) REcKLEssNEss.-For purposes of para-

7 graph (1), a defendant makes a fraudulent state-

8 ment recklessly if the defendant, in making such

9 statement, acted with willful blindness such that the

10 defendant was consciously aware of a high prob-

I 11 ability that the statement was false, and took delib-

12 erate actions in order to avoid ascertaining its truth

13 or falsity. A defendant who actually believed the

14 statement was true is not reckless.

15 "(b) REQUIREMENT FOR EXPLICIT PLEADING AND

16 PROOF OF SCIENTER.-In any private action to which

17 subsection (a) applies, the complaint shall specify each

18 statement or omission alleged to have been misleading,

19 and the reasons the statement or omission is misleading.

20 The complaint shall also make specific allegations which,

21 if true, would be sufficient to establish scienter as to each

22 defendant at the time the alleged violation occurred. It

23 shall not be sufficient for this purpose to plead the mere

24 presence of facts inconsistent with a statement or omission

25 alleged to have been misleading. If an allegation is made
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1 on information and belief, the complaint shall set forth

2 With specificity all information on which that belief is

3 formed.

4 "(c) DISMISSAL FOR FAILLRE To AIEET PLEADING

5 REQUIRMF AENTS; STAY OF DISCOVERY; SUSMMARY JUDG-

6 MENT.-In any private action to which subsection (a) ap-

7 plies, the court shall, on the motion of any defendant, dis-

8 miss the complaint if the requirements of subsection (b)

9 are not met; provided, that the court may, in its discretion,

10 permit a single amended complaint to be filed. During the

11 pendency of any such motion to dismiss, all discovery and

12 other proceedings shal be stayed unless the court finds

13 upon the motion of any party that particularized discovery

14 is necessary to preserve evidence or to prevent undue prej-

15 udice to that party. If a complaint satisfies the require-

16 ments of subsection (b), the plaintiff shall be entitled to

17 conduct discovery limited to the facts concerning the alleg-

18 edly misleading statement or omission. Upon completion

19 of such discovery, the parties may move for summary

20 judgment.

21 "(d) RELIANCE AND CAUSATION.-

22 "(1) IN GENERAL.-In any private action to

23 which subsection (a) applies, the plaintiff shall prove

24 that-
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I "(A) he or she had knowledge of, and re-

2 lied (in connection with the purchase or sale of

3 a security) on, the statement that contained the

4 misstatement or omission described in sub-

5 section (a)(1); and

6 "(B) that the statement containing such

7 misstatement or omission proximately caused

8 (through both transaction causation and loss

9 causation) any loss incurred by the plaintiff.

10 "(2) FRAUD ON THE MARKET.-For purposes

1 1 of paragraph (1), reliance may be proven by estab-

12 lishing that the market as a whole considered the

13 fraudulent statement, that the price at which the se-

14 curity was purchased or sold reflected the market's

15 estimation of that fraudulent information, and that

16 the plaintiff relied on that market price. Proof that

17 the market as a whole considered the fraudulent

18 statement may consist of evidence that the state-

19 ment-

20 "(A) was published in publicly available re-

21 search reports by analysts of such security;

22 "(B) was the subject of news articles;

23 "(C) was delivered orally at public meet-

24 ings by officers of the issuer, or its agents;
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I '4(D) >was specifically considered by rating

I agencies in their published reports; or

3 "(E) was otherwise made publicly available

4 to the market in a manner that was likely to

5 bring it to the attention of, and to be consid-

6 ered as credible by, other active participants in

7 the market for such security.

8 Proof that the mark-et as a whole considered the

9 fraudulent statement may not consist of nonpublic

10 information.

11 "(3) PRESUNMPION OF RELLANCE.-Upon proof

12 that the market as a whole considered the fraudu-

13 lent statement pursuant to paragraph (2), the plain-

14 tiff is entitled to a rebuttable presumption that the

15 price at which the security was purchased or sold re-

16 flected the market's estimation of that fraudulent

17 statement and that the plaintiff relied on such mar-

18 ket price. This presumption may be rebutted by evi-

19 dence that-

20 "(A) the market as a whole considered

21 other information that corrected the allegedly

22 fraudulent statement; or

23 "(B) the plaintiff possessed such corrective

24 information prior to the purchase or sale of the

25 security.
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1 "(4) ISSUERS WITH ILLIQUID MLRKETS.-

I '"(A) RELLINCE ON ALRKET NOT PER-

3 MNTTED.-A plaintiff who bought or sold a se-

4 curity for which it is unreasonable to rely on

5 market price to reflect all current information

6 may not establish reliance pursuant to para-

7 graph (2). Such reliance shall be considered to

8 be unreasonable if-

9 "(i) during a period of at least 24

10 months immediately preceding the date of

11 the plaintiff's purchase or sale of the secu-

12 rity, the issuer (I) has not had an issue of

13 securities registered pursuant to section 12

14 of this title, and (I) has not been subject

15 to the requirements of section 15(d) of this

16 title;

17 "(ii) the monthly trading volume of

18 the security purchased or sold by the plain-

19 tiff for any of the 24 months preceding

20 such purchase or sale iAs less than

21 500,000 shares; or

22 "(iii) the average aggregate market

23 value of the voting securities held by

24 nonafffliated persons of the issuer was less
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I than $400,000,000 for any one of the 24

2 months preceding such purchase or sale.

3 "(B) DEFINITIONS; ADJUSTMIENTS.-For

4 purposes of this paragraph-

5 "(i) the term 'issuer' means the issuer

6 of the securities that are the subject of the

7 plaintiffs complaint;

8 "(ii) aggregate market value as of any

9 date shall be computed on the basis of the

10 price at which the security last sold on

11 such date, or the average of the bid and

12 asked price at closing on such date; and

13 "(iii) the Commission may by rule ad-

14 just the dollar amount specified in sub-

15 paragraph (A)(iii) as necessary to reflect

16 inflation.

17 "(e) ALLOCATION OF LIABILITY.-

18 "(1) JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY FOR

19 KNOWING FRAUD.-A defendant who is found liable

20 for damages in a private action to which subsection

21 (a) applies may be liable jointly and severally only

22 if the trier of fact specifically determines that the

23 defendant acted knowingly (as defined in subsection

24 (a)(3)).
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"(2) PROPORTIONATE LIABILITY FOR RECK-

2 LESSNESS.-If the trier of fact does not make the

3 findings required by paragraph (1) for joint and sev-

4 eral liability, a defendant's liability in a private ac-

5 tion to which subsection (a) applies shall be deter-

6 mined under paragraph (3) of this subsection only

7 if the trier of fact specifically determines that the

8 defendant acted reeklessl (as defined in subsection

9 (a)(4)).

10 "(3) DETERMINATION OF PROPORTIONATE LI-

11 ABTLITY.-If the trier of fact makes the findings re-

12 quired by paragraph (2), the defendant's liability

13 shall be determined as follows:

14 "(A) The trier of fact shall determine the

15 percentage of responsibility of the plaintiff, of

16 each of the defendants, and of each of the other

17 persons or entities alleged by the parties to

18 have caused or contributed to the harm alleged

19 by the plaintiff. In determining the percentages

20 of responsibility,- the trier of fact shall consider

21 both the nature of the conduct of each person

22 and the nature and extent of the causal rela-

23 tionship between that conduct and the damage

24 claimed by the plaintiff.
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I i"(B) For each defendant, the trier of fact

2 shall then multiply the defendant's percentage

3 of responsibility by the total amount of damage

4 suffered by the plaintiff that was caused in

5 whole or in part by that defendant and the

6 court shall enter a verdict or judgment against

7 the defendant in that amount. No defendant

8 whose liabilitv is determined under this sub-

9 section shall be jointly liable on any judgment

10 entered against any other party to the action.

11 "(C) Except where contractual relationship

12 permits, no defendant whose liability is deter-

13 mined under this paragraph shall have a right

14 to recover any portion of the judgment entered

15 against such defendant from another defendant.

16 "(4) EFFECT OF PROYiSION.-This subsection

17 relates only to the allocation of damages among de-

18 fendants. Nothing in this subsection shall affect the

19 standards for liability under any implied private ac-

20 tion arising under a provision of this title.

21 "(f) DAmAGES.-In a private action arising under

22 this title based upon a misstatement or omission of a ma-

23 terial fat concerning a security, and in which the plaintiff

24 claims to have bought or sold the security based on a rea-

25 sonable belief that the market value of the security re-
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I flected all publicly available information, the plaintiffs

2 damages shall not exceed the lesser of-

3 "(1) the difference between the price paid by

4 the plaintiff for the security, and the market value of

5 the security immediately after dissemination to the

6 market of information which corrects the

7 misstatement or omission; and

8 "(2) the difference between the price paid by

9 the plaintiff for the security and the price at which

10 the plaintiff sold the security after dissemination of

I I information correcting the misstatement or ois-

12 sion.".

13 SEC. 205. ESTABLISHMENT OF -SAFE HARBOR" FOR PRE-

14 DICTAE STATEMENTS.

15 The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78a

16 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following

17 new section:

18 "SEC. 37. APPLICATION OF SAFE HARBOR FOR FORWARD-

19 LOOKING STATEMENTS.

20 "(a) SAFE HARBOR DEFINED.-In any action arising

21 under this title based on a misstatement or omission of

22 a material fact, a person shall not be liable for the publica-

23 tion of any forward-looking information if-

24 "(1) that portion of such information expressly

25 identified as the basis for any projections is not in-
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I accurate as of the date of publication, determined

2 without benefit of subsequently available information

3 or information not known to such person at such

4 date; and

5 "(2) the basis for any projections is briefly de-

6 scribed therein, with general citations only to rep-

7 resentative sources or authority, and a disclaimer is

8 made to alert persons for whom such information is

9 intended that the projections should not be given

10 any more weight than the described basis therefor

11 would reasonably justify.

12 "(b) AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE ORDER STAYING Dis-

13 COvERY; EXPEDITED PROCEDURE.-In any action arising

14 under this title, based in whole or in part upon an allega-

15 tion of a misstatement or omission of a material fact in

16 a party's publication of forward-looking information, such

17 party may, at any time beginning after the filing of the

18 complaint and ending 10 days after the filing of such par-

19 ty's answer to the complaint, move to obtain an automatic

20 protective order under the safe harbor procedures of this

21 section. Upon such motion, the protective order shall issue

22 forthwith to stay all discovery as to the moving party, ex-

23 cept that which is directed to -the specific issue of the ap-

24 plic-ability of the safe harbor. A hearing on the applicabil-

25 ity of the safe harbor shall be conducted within 45 days
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I of the issuance of such protective order. At the conclusion

2 of the hearing, the court shall either (1) dismiss the por-

3 tion of the action based upon the use of forward-looking

4 information, or (2) determine that the safe harbor is uin-

5 available in the circumstances.

6 " (c) REGULATORY AUTHORITY.-Tn consultation

7 with investors and issuers of securities, the Commission

8 shall adopt rules and regulations to facilitate the safe har-

9 bor provisions of this section. Such rules and regulations

10 shall-

11 "(1) include clear and objective guidance that

12 the Commission finds sufficient for the protection of

13 investors,

14 "(2) prescribe such guidance with sufficient

15 particularity that compliance shall be readily ascer-

16 tainable by issuers prior to issuance of securities,

17 and

18 "(3) provide that forward-looking statements

19 that are in compliance with such guidance and that

20 concern the future economic performance of an is-

21 suer of securities registered under section 12 of this

22 title will be deemed not to be in violation of section

23 10(b) of this title.".
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I SEC. 206. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.

2 Nothing in the amendments made by this title shall

3 be deemed to create or ratify any implied private right

4 of action, or to prevent the Commission by rule from re-

5 striting or otherwise regulating private actions under the

6 Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

7 SEC. 207. EFFECTIVE DATE.

8 This title and the amendments made by this title are

9 effective on the date of enactment of this Act and shall

10 apply to cases commenced after such date of enactment.
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Federal Judicial Center
Research DivisionS memorandum

TO: Advisory Committee on Civil Rules and
Invitees to February 16-17 Meeting

FROM: Tom Willging-<
SUBJECT: Preliminary Report on Time Study Class Actions

DATE: February 9, 1995

I have enclosed a copy of our Preliminary Report on Time Study Class
Actions. This is the material referenced in Agenda item I(E) in the materials
for the February 16-17 meeting at the University of Pennsylvania. This
preliminary report represents an opportunity to preview the type of data that
will be available from the Center's field study. We welcome any suggestions
you may have for modifying this report or for approaches to take in future
reports.

Laural, Bob and I look forward to seeing you in Philadelphia.

Attachment



Federal Judicial Center
Research Division

* memorandum

DATE: February 9,1995

TO: Advisory Committee On Civil Rules Ago OWL_
FROM: Thomas E. Willging, Laural L. Hoo'e'r and Robert J. Niemicl

SUBJECT: Preliminary Report On Time Study Class Action Cases

I. Summary and Highlights

A random national sample of 8,320 civil cases filed between November

1987 and January 1990 in 86 federal district courts included 51 cases involving

class action allegations in the complaint or judicial action in response to class

action activity. The incidence of class actions was 61 class actions per 10,000

cases. The following data highlight the results of examining the documents and

docket sheets in those 51 cases.
* Data reported to the Administrative Office of the U. S. Courts ("AO
Data") included only 71% of those cases, indicating an undercount of class

action activity. These data and data from other sources,2 to be reported in

detail to the Committee in April 1995, indicate that there are no reliable

national data on class action activity in the federal courts.

* Securities cases represented the single largest type of case (24%; 12
cases) followed by three types of civil rights cases-(Prisoner (16%; eight

cases), Other Civil Rights (14%; seven cases), and Employment (6%; three

1 The authors received substantial assistance from George Cort, William Eldridge, David Ferro,
Scott Gilbert, Jane Ganz Heinrich, Julie Hong,-Patricia Lombard, John Shapard, Charles Sutelan,
Elizabeth Wiggins, Carol Witcher, and other members of the Research Division staff.
2 Data from the Center's field study trips to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania show that only
38 (28%) of the 137 class actions that had been terminated in that district between July 1, 1992 and
June 30,1994 were included in the AO data. The field study research team identified the other 99
cases (72%) with the aid of various searches of the electronic docketing system by court
personnel.
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cases)-that accounted for more than one out of three class action filings

(Figure 1, p.7).
* Almost all class action cases were based on federal question jurisdiction

and were filed as original proceedings in federal court. Only two cases

asserted diversity of citizenship as the basis for jurisdiction and three

cases were removed from state courts (p. 7).

* The largest numbers of filings were in district courts in the 5th and 11th

circuits, accounting for 35% of the total; there were no class action filings

for the D.C., 1st, and 10th circuits in the sample (Figure 2, p. 8).

* Of the 51 cases, 25 had motions filed (23) or sua sponte orders issued (2)

to certify a class (p. 8). Sixty-four percent of the motions/orders were filed

within 100 days of the filing of the complaint (Figure 3, p. 9). Of the 25
motions/orders, 11 classes were certified, 8 were denied certification, 2

rulings explicitly deferred the certification decision, and 4 had no

certification action indicated before case dosing (Figure 5, p. 13).

* All motions sought certification of plaintiffs' classes. Plaintiffs most

frequently sought and obtained certification of (b)(3) (opt-out) classes (7

obtained out of 13 sought: 54%) and (b)(2)(injunctive relief) classes (3

obtained out of 8 sought: 38%) (Table 1, p. 10). No (b)(1) class was

certified. One class was certified after the parties had proposed a

settlement (pp. 9-10).
* The majority (65%) of motions for class certification were opposed but

the opposition rarely focused on the type of class to be certified (Table 2,

p. 11). In two cases the judge's ruling involved extensive discussion of the

type of class to be certified. Most of the arguments centered on typicality,

commonality, and representativeness. Numerosity was infrequently

contested (Figure 4, p. 12).
* The average amount of judicial time spent on certification rulings was

about 5 hours (Table 3, p. 14). Most rulings consisted of a single page but

some were as long as 25 to 35 pages. The average ruling was

approximately 8 pages (p. 13).
* Motions to dismiss were frequently filed and ruled on before there was a

ruling on class certification (Table 4, p. 15). In ten cases the rulings

2
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dismissed the entire complaint (Table 5, p. 16). Motions for summary

judgment were also filed and granted in six cases where there was no

ruling on class certification (Tables 6, 7, pp. 16-17). The average amount of

judge time spent ruling on these motions was approximately six to seven

hours (Table 8, p. 17).

* Cases with a certified class had an average case life of approximately

three years, compared to approximately two and a quarter years for a case

denied certification, approximately one and a quarter years for a case in

which there was no ruling on certification, and less than one year for a

non-class action time study case (Table 9, p. 19). As measured by the

number of docket entries, the amount of activity in certified class actions

was almost three times that of cases that were not certified and about

seven times that of cases with no certification ruling (Table 10, p. 20).

* In all certified cases-including two exclusively (b)(2) actions-notice

was communicated to the class. In almost all of the (b)(3) actions, notice

was given through individual mailings. In about half of those cases, notice

was also communicated by publication in one or more newspapers (p. 20).

* Cases with certified classes settled more often (82%) than cases that were

not certified (50%) (Table 11, p. 22). For all certified class actions that were

settled, notice was sent of the proposed settlement, including the time and

place of the hearing on settlement approval. Notices stated the estimated

size of the class in two of five cases for which we had information.

Otherwise, notices generally included information about the total amount

of the settlement, the procedures for opting into or out of the class, the

plan of distribution, and any equitable relief (Table 12, p. 23).

* Hearings on class settlements were held in seven cases; settlement

rulings with a average length of approximately fourteen pages were

issued (p. 23). Judges spent an average of about four hours in ruling on

settlements in certified class actions. All but one of the proposed

settlements that had been acted on were approved without changes; the

one exception was approved with changes (pp. 23).
* Information about settlements funds established and distributed to class

members was available in seven cases (Figure 6, p. 24). In five of those

3
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seven cases, proceeds were distributed to members who filed claims and

in the other two cases proceeds went to all class members who did not

opt- out (p. 25). Generally the shares of the settlement were determined by

consensual methods, typically involving counsel's application of a legal

formula to the claims (Table 13, p. 25).

* In five cases for which information was available, attorneys' fees ranged

from 14% to 45% of the settlement amounts, with higher percentages for

the smaller settlements and smaller percentages for the two largest

settlements (Table 14, p. 25).

* In seven cases, information was available about a court's action on a fee

request. In all seven, the court awarded the full amount of the request

(Table 15, p. 26).
* Bench trials were held in two cases, neither of which had been certified

as a class action. Each resulted in a judgment for the defendant (p. 27).

* Appeals were filed in seven cases, mostly by class plaintiffs. Of the four

for which information was available, none was successful (p. 28).

* Overall, records of judge time spent on class actions indicate that, on

average, class actions demand more time than any type of civil case except

death penalty habeas corpus cases. Certified class actions require, on

average, about 34 hours of judicial time while cases that are not certified

require, on average, about 6 hours (Table 16, p. 29).

II. Overview and Statistical Profile
A National Sample. In the Federal Judicial Center's District Court Time

Study, district and magistrate judges maintained records of the time they spent

on a random sample of 8,320 civil cases filed in 86 United States District Courts

between November 1987 and January 1990. Fifty-one of those cases (0.61%, an

incidence of 61 class actions for every 10,000 cases filed) contained class action

allegations (hereafter "class actions"). A case was defined as a class action either

by reference to the case statistics maintained by the Administrative Office (AO)

(36; 71%) or, where there was no class action indicator in the AO statistics, to

4
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dass action activity in a judge's time records (15; 29%).3 Those data lead us to
conclude that information on class actions reported to the AO substantially
undercounted class action activity during the time study period. Data from the
field study accentuate this finding4 and lead us to conclude that there are no
reliable national data on dass action activity in the federal courts.

For all 51 cases, we reviewed docket sheets and pleadings, documents,
briefs, and orders relating to the class issues. We generally examined rulings on
motions to dismiss and summary judgment, all briefs and orders relating to class
certification, filings relating to notice and approval of settlement, and
applications for attorneys' fees. In this report we will describe the major
characteristics of those cases and examine them in relation to issues raised by the
Advisory Committee at the outset of the FJC's Class Action Project.

Before presenting the data, it is important to call attention to their limits.
Though informative and national in scope, the time study class action data need
to be used with caution. In many instances, information on important class action
activity was available only for two or three cases, which should be viewed
simply as examples not to be generalized to the universe of class action activity.
The time study data should be read as descriptive of a small national random
sample of class actions. The data are certainly more than anecdotal evidence.
However, the data are certainly not generalizable to a universe of class action
activity. 5

Relationship to the Field Study. The presentation in this preliminary report
parallels the analysis we plan to present for class actions in the current FJC field

study. There are, however, several major differences in the data. First, the time
study records represent the only national data that we will be able to present to
the Committee.6 The preliminary field study report we will present to the

3 One case identified in the AO data as a class action had no indication on the docket sheet or in
the documents in the file that any class action allegations were involved. That case was
eliminated from the sample discussed in this report.
4 See note 2, supra.

5 The time study data as a whole, of course, are fully suitable to their intended purpose of
assigning case weights to various types of cases that were observed with much greater frequency
than class actions. There is no separate case weight for class actions.
6 Problems in gathering national data are described in the January 19,1995 memorandum to the
Advisory Committee from Thomas E. Willging.
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Committee in April will focus on recent class action activity in N. D. Cal. and
E. D. Pa. Later we expect to report on activity in N. D. Ill. and S. D. Fla.

Second, the number of cases in the time study is relatively small and will
preclude discussion of some events in the class action process that occur
infrequently. In the field study, we will examine a larger sample of cases within
the four districts selected for the study and will be able to discuss some of these

less frequent events.
Third, the field study will include more complete records on the

mechanics of the class action process (e.g., notices to the class and attorneys' fee
requests) because, by visiting the district courts, we have full access to court
records. In the time study, our review has been limited to documents that could

be identified from the docket sheets and photocopied without imposing an

excessive burden on the courts.
Finally, in the field study there are no judicial time records for the cases.

Thus, the time study cases represent a unique opportunity to look at the judicial

time required for various aspects of class actions.
Incidence of class action activity. The time study data suggest that the filing

of a class action in federal court is a relatively rare event, occurring

approximately 61 times per 10,000 cases. Certified class actions are even more
rare, occurring 11 times in the sample, an incidence of 13 times per 10,000.

Types of cases. In the time study, as Figure 1 shows, securities cases
represented the single largest type of case (24%; twelve cases). Civil rights cases

of various types-Prisoner (16%; eight cases), Other Civil Rights (14%; seven
cases), and Employment (6%; three cases)-accounted for more than one out of
three class action filings. ERISA (8%; four cases) and Other Federal Statutory

Actions (6%; three cases) were the only other types with more than two cases in

the sample.

6
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Figure 1
Nature of Suit for Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=51)
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Bases of jurisdiction and origin of cases. Almost all of the cases (90%; 46 cases)

invoked federal question jurisdiction. Only two cases invoked diversity of

citizenship, reflecting, perhaps, the strict jurisdictional requirements for such

cases. In addition, almost all of the cases (92%; 47 cases) were filed in the federal

courts at the outset; only three cases were removed from state courts.

Distribution among circuits.7 District courts in the 5th and 11th circuits

accounted for 35% of the class action filings (Figure 2). Three circuits had no class

action filings during the sample period in the district courts within their

jurisdiction and two other circuits had only 10% of the filings. This limited

sample suggests that the distribution of class action activity across the circuits

7 The distribution of filing among the district courts cannot be addressed because the number of
time study cases is too.small to present a reliable picture of activity.among the districts. Because

there were more districts (86) than class action cases (51) in the time study, most districts did not

have a single case filed during the two week sampling period for each court. Two weeks' filings
represent approximately 4% of the total annual caseload for a district For example, a district with
1,000 cases per year would be expected, on average, to have about 40 cases in the time study. At a
national incidence rate of 61 class actions per 10,000 cases, the average district would have less
than one class action in a given year.
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may warrant further research to determine if there is any pattern and, if so, to

identify factors that might account for any differences. Such factors might

include the class action jurisprudence of the circuit, the local legal culture, or the

specialization of the bar.

Figure 2
Filings of Class Actions by Circuits in Which the Districts Are Located,

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=51)
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III. The Certification Process

Certification motions and sua sponte orders. In 23 (45%) of the 51 cases a

motion to certify a class action was filed and in another two cases (4%) the judge

issued a sua sponte order regarding class certification. The motions were filed an

average of 139 days after the complaint was filed; the sua sponte orders were

issued an average of 180 days after the complaint. All 23 motions were motions

by plaintiffs to certify a plaintiffs' class. The data did not include any case with a

motion filed-or a sua sponte order issued-to certify a defendants' class.

Timing of motions. F. R. Civ. P. 23 (c) (1) directs a district court to determine

whether an action is to be maintained as a class action "as soon as practicable

after the commencement" of the case. Some jurisdictions, for example, the

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, have adopted a local rule requiring the filing of

8
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such motions within 90 days after filing of the complaint. As Figure 3 shows, 14

of the 22 cases (64%) had certification motions filed within 100 days of the

commencement of the action. The median number of days is 77.

Figure 3
Days from Filing of Complaint to Filing of Motion to Certify a

Class, Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=22)*
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Type of class. As Table 1 shows, plaintiffs most frequently sought and

obtained certification of (b)(3) (opt-out) classes (7 obtained out of 13 sought:

54%)8 and (b)(2)(injunctive relief) classes (3 obtained out of 8 sought: 38%). One

case was certified under both (b)(2) and (b)(3). In three cases plaintiffs sought

certification of a mandatory class under subsection (b)(1)(A) (one case) or

(b)(1)(B) (two cases) but the courts certified none.

Settlement classes. In only one of the 25 cases involving certification

motions or orders did the documents or docket entries indicate that a proposed

8 Presumably the seven cases in which the type of class was not specified were also (b)(3) actions

because the proponent of a mandatory class generally is held to a stricter burden of proof than
the proponent of an opt-out class and would have addressed the special criteria of (b)(1) and

(b)(2) classes in a way that should have been clear to the person reviewing the file.
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settlement was submitted to the court before or simultaneously with the first

motion to certify a class.

Table 1
Type of Class Sought and Approved,

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=25)*

Type of Class Discussed in Certified by
Motion or the Court
Order

Rule 23(b)(1)(A) 1 0
Rule 23(b)(1)(B) 2 0
Rule 23(b)(2) 8 3
Rule 23(b)(3) 13 7
Type Not Specified 7 2

* Some cases included discussion of more than one
type of class in the motion, order, or ruling.

Opposition to certification. There was opposition to 15 of 25 (65%)9 motions

or orders regarding class certification. In the 12 cases for which data were

available, the length of the opposition briefs averaged 45 pages, with a median

length of 41 pages. For the 19 cases for which information was available, the

briefs supporting certification averaged 25 pages, with a median length of 13

pages. Some of the briefs were in support of motions that were not opposed.

Arguments about class type. A central feature of the draft revision of Rule 23

circulated in January, 1993 is the amalgamation of the current subdivisions (b)(1),

(2), and (3). A major consequence of the proposed change is that the judge would

no longer have to decide which type of class fits the litigation. To learn more

about this phenomenon, we examined the extent to which the parties and the

courts address the issue of the type of class. As Table 2 indicates, in about half of

the instances for which information was available did the parties' arguments

address whether one type of class or another should be certified. In six of the

seven cases where the parties argued about the type of class, the portion of the

briefs devoted to such arguments was less than 25% of the size of the briefs.

9 Information on opposition to certification is not available for 2 of the 25 cases in which
certification motions or orders were filed.
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How did the courts respond to arguments about class type? Table 2 shows

that of the 21 rulings for which information was available, 8 (38%) addressed the

type of class to be certified. Of those 8 rulings, 2 devoted 50-74% of the opinion to

the class-type issue; 6 devoted less than 25%.

Table 2
Extent of Arguments About Type of Class

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990

Extent of In Briefs In
Argument (N=15) Rulings

or (N=21)
Discussion
Directed at
Class Type

100% 0 0
75 - 99% 0 0
50 - 74% 1 2
25 - 49% 0 0
1- 24% 6 6
None 8 13
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Other arguments. Most of the contested cases included arguments about

three of the four traditional F. R. Civ. P. 23(a) issues: typicality,

representativeness, and commonality, as shown by Figure 4. Arguments about

the other traditional issue, the size of the class (numerosity), occurred in three

(20%) of the fifteen contested motions. In many cases, there appeared to be little

basis for arguing that the class was not large enough. The plaintiffs' most

frequent estimate of the class size was that there were "thousands" of members.

In the five cases in which the court referred to class size in its ruling, the most

frequent references were in the thousands and the smallest size was 100.

Figure 4
Arguments Raised in Opposition to Class Certification Time Study

Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=15)
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Outcome. As Figure 5 shows, of the 25 cases in which certification motions

or sua sponte orders were filed, eleven were ultimately certified as class actions,

eight were denied certification, and two were expressly deferred. In five cases no

action was taken with regard to certification. In three cases motions to reconsider

were filed, and, in one instance, the court reversed its decision to certify a class.

Figure 5
Outcome of Motions/Orders

Re Class Certification
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 -1990 (N=25)

12 11

1 8

Q 8

0 6
4

2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2

0

Certified Not Deferred No
Certified Action

Taken

Outcome of Motions/Orders

Judge time and length of rulings. In the 20 cases for which information on the

length of the certification ruling was available, the length ranged from 1 page

(ten cases) to 35 pages (one case). The length includes the order and any related

memorandum opinion. The average length was 8 pages, but most rulings

consisted of 1 page. In the 18 cases for which time records were available, judges

spent about 5 hours, on average, per certification ruling (Table 3). The median

was 2 hours in a range from 2 minutes to 28 hours. Recall from Table 2 that only

two cases involved extensive ruling addressing the type of class to be certified.

One of those cases consumed 4 hours and 45 minutes of the judge's time; the

other consumed 20 minutes.
13
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Table 3
Judicial Hours Spent on Certification Rulings
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=18)

Class Class Not All
Certified Certified Rulings

(N=9) (N=9) (N=18)
Mean 9 2 5
Median 4 1 2
Minimum less han less than less than

1 , 1 1
Maximum 28 5 28

Source: FJC Integrated Data Base and Class Action Project

IV. Relationships among Motions for Certification and Motions to

Dismiss or for Summary Judgment
The proposed amendment to Rule 23 that the Advisory Committee on

Civil Rules circulated in January, 1993 contained a new provision in § 23(d)(1)(B)

authorizing a court to "decide a motion under Rule 12 or 56 before the

certification determination if the court concludes that the decision will promote

the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and will not cause undue

delay." At the outset of the class action research project, the Advisory

Committee's Research Subcommittee indicated an interest in learning how courts

treat Rule 12 and 56 motions under the current rule. The time study data shed

light on this issue.
Motions to dismiss. Among the 51 class action cases in the time study, 10

included a ruling on a motion to dismiss as well as a ruling on a motion to certify

a class. Five of the rulings on dismissal motions were issued before the ruling on

class certification and five were issued after the certification ruling. In addition,

judges ruled on nine motions to dismiss in cases where they had not ruled on

class certification. Table 4 presents the outcomes of rulings on motions to

dismiss, grouped according to their relationship to certification rulings.

14
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Table 4
Timing and Outcome of Motions to Dismiss

In Relation to Timing of Class Certification Motions
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=19)

Outcome Motion to Motion to No Ruling on
Dismiss Dismiss Certification

Ruling Before Ruling After (N=9)
Certification Certification
Ruling (N=5) Ruling (N=5)

Dismissed the entire complaint 0 3 7
Dismissed one or more claims for 2 1 1
relief but not entire complaint
Denied the motion 3 1 1
Deferred action 0 0 0
Total 5 5 9

While the numbers are too small to permit any general inferences, it is

clear that a few courts have not felt constrained to rule on class certification

before addressing a motion to dismiss. In two cases the court dismissed part of

the case, and in three cases the court denied a motion to dismiss, all before ruling

on a motion to certify a class. At least those courts have not seen themselves as

lacking authority to so rule. On the other hand, in three cases a court certified a

class but later dismissed the entire complaint, bypassing what would appear in

hindsight to have been a more economical way to address proposed class actions

that are deficient on the merits.

Next, we look at the relationship between the outcome of motions for class

certification and the outcomes of motions to dismiss. Table 5 shows that in none

of the six cases where a court certified a class did that court dismiss the

complaint in its entirety.

15
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Table 5
Outcomes of Motions to Dismiss

In Relation to Class Certification Outcomes
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=19)

Outcome Class Class No Ruling Total
action action on Class

certified denied status
Dismissed the entire complaint 0 3 7 10
Dismissed one or more claims for 3 0 1 4
relief but not entire complaint I I
Denied the motion 3 1 1 5
Deferred action 0 0 0 0

F. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) was the procedural rule most frequently cited in the

motions to dismiss, occurring six times. For those cases, the outcomes were

dismissal of the entire complaint in three cases, dismissal in part in two cases,

and denial of the entire motion in one case.

Motions for summary judgment. Not surprisingly, a court rarely rules on a

motion for summary judgment before ruling on a motion for class certification. In

the time study, eight cases had rulings both on motions for summary judgment

and on class certification. Seven of the summary judgment rulings came after a

class certification ruling. In six additional cases, however, summary judgment

was granted without any ruling on class certification. Table 6 shows the

outcomes for all summary judgment motions.

Table 6
Outcomes of Motions for Summary Judgment

In Relation to Timing of Class Certification Motions
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=19)*

Outcome Filed Before Filed After No Ruling on
Certification Certification Class status

Ruling Ruling
Granted 0 4 6
Denied 0 3 1
Granted in part, denied in part 1 0 0
No action 0 0 2

*Missing data =2
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Table 7 shows the outcomes of summary judgment motions in relation to

the outcome of the class certification motion. Summary judgment was granted in

six cases in which there was no ruling on class certification, in two cases in which

classes had been certified, and in two in which certification had been denied.

Table 7
Outcomes of Motions for Summary Judgment
In Relation to Class Certification Outcomes

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=19)*

Outcome Class certified Certification No Ruling on
denied Class Status

Granted 2 2 6
Denied 3 0 1
Granted in part, denied in part 0 1 0
No action 0 0 2

*Missing data = 2

Judge time. Table 8 presents data on the amount of time the assigned

judges spent in ruling on motions to dismiss and on motions for summary

judgment. In ruling on motions to dismiss, in the cases for which data are

available, judges spent an average of approximately seven hours. The median

time was about four hours.
Again for cases for which data were available, judges spent an average of

about six hours in ruling on motions for summary judgment. The median time

was approximately four hours.

Table 8
Judicial Hours Spent Ruling on Motions to Dismiss

And Motions for Summary Judgment
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=22)

Time Spent on Motions to Dismiss Motions for
Ruling (N=10) Summary

Judgment (N=12)
Mean Hours 7 6
Median Hours 4 4
Minimum less than 1 less than 1
Maximum 32 27
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V. Relationship between Class Certification and the Life and Volume of

the Litigation
Life of case. Certification of case as a class action would be expected to have

a-strong correlation with the duration of the litigation and the volume of activity

in the case, and it does. Certified dass actions have a longer life, by far, than

cases that are filed as class actions but not certified. The data cannot tell us,

however, whether certification causes the longevity or whether certification itself

is a byproduct of or related to some other factors that extend the life of the

litigation.
Table 9 shows the mean, median, minimum, and maximum times from

filing to termination for all time study cases categorized according to the

outcome of a motion to certify a class or the absence of such a motion or order.

As expected, there is a noteworthy difference (259 days) between the lifetimes of

certified cases and cases in which certification was denied in a written ruling. The

largest difference in longevity (616 days), however, is between certified cases and

cases in which there was no ruling on certification. Two cases in which the

certification decision was deferred had the shortest life span, probably

evidencing a decision by a judge to defer ruling on certification because an

impending ruling on dismissal might moot the certification issue.

To put the data on class action longevity into perspective, we computed

the average time from filling to termination for non-class action time study cases

(Table 9, last row). The average for those cases was about a year, more than 100

days less than the average for cases filed as class actions that had no ruling on

certification and more than two years less than a certified class action.
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Table 9
Days from Filing to Termination By Action on Certification

Time Study Cases(N=7637) and Class Actions (N=50)*, 1987 - 1990

Certification Mean Median Minimum Maximum Difference
Outcome (Days) (Days) Days from (Days) (Maximum-

Filing to Minimum)
Termination

Class 1088 1247 341 2386 -2045
Certified
(N=11)

Certification 829 759 269 1728 1459
denied
(N=8)

No Ruling 453 306 10 1420 1410
on Class
Status
(N=31)

Al Class 610 457 10 2386 2376
Actions

Cases
(N=50)*

All Time 350 0 2156 2156
Study Cases
(N=7637)**

Source: FJC Integrated Data Base and Class Action Project * One case is pending ** Except class
action cases and cases for which either a filing or a termination date is missing. * Not available

Volume of activity. Another way to look at the relationship between class
certification and the length and complexity of a case is to look at the volume of
activity in the litigation. We did so by measuring the number of docket entries in

the case. Table 10 shows that the amount of activity in certified class actions is
almost three times the amount of activity in cases that were not certified and

approximately seven times the amount of activity in cases that had no ruling.
This is not to say that class -certification causes the added activity. Indeed, it may

be that the additional activity represented a prelude to the class certification.
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Table 10
Number of Docket Entries By Action on Certification

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=51)

Certification Mean Median Minimum Maximum
Outcome

Class Certified 196 86 41 988
(N=11) __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _

Certification 68 52 17 161
denied (N=8)
No Ruling on 28 20 2 84
Class Status

(N=32) __ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

All Cases 71 35 2 988
(N =5 1) I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: FJC Integrated Data Base, Time Study, and Class Action Projects.

VI. Notice to the Class

General. In all 11 certified class actions, notice was communicated to the

class at some stage of the proceedings, with notice sent after class certification

and prior to settlement in 6 of the 11 cases.

In the two cases that were exclusively (b)(2) classes, notice was given to

the class despite the fact that F. R. Civ. P. 23 (c) does not require such notice. In

both cases the post-settlement notice was designed to call the class's attention to

the terms of the injunction against a governmental agency. Noticing methods

included distributing notices to legal services offices and other advocacy groups,

posting notices at the affected governmental offices, and mailing notices to

individuals, workers, and organizations likely to have contact with class

members.
Method. In 8 of the 11 cases, notice was accomplished by individual

mailings or personal delivery to class members. In 1 of the (b)(2) cases and 4 of

the (b)(3) cases, notice was by publication in a newspaper. In 4 of the 11 cases

notice was both by individual mailings and publication. Aside from the (b)(2)

actions discussed in the previous paragraph, the data did not reveal use of any

other form of notice (such as radio or TV or the Internet).

In the three cases for which information was available, notices were sent

to 4,000; 5,653; and 5,900 class members. In those cases, 98% of the estimated class

was notified in one case and 100% in the other two. In only three cases was an
20
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aspect of notice contested; the nature of these disputes appeared to be relatively

minor.10

Cost. In the documents examined in time study cases, no information was

available as to the cost of administering the notice. Information about who paid

for the notice was available in only a few cases. Records indicated that plaintiffs

or their counsel paid the costs of notice in three cases and defendants paid in one

case. Because all but two of the certified cases eventually settled (Table 11) and

generally produced a common fund for the benefit of the class, it is likely that

plaintiffs or their counsel were reimbursed for notice costs out of the proceeds of

the settlement.

VII. Settlement and Approval

Certified v. Not Certified Cases. F. R. Civ. P. 23(e) calls for the court to review

the dismissal or compromise of a class action and to direct notice to the class. We

will examine in detail the settlement approval process for the 11 cases that were

certified as class actions. Before doing so, however, it may be useful to compare

the rate of settlement in cases that were certified and cases that were not certified.

Table 11 shows the number of settlements for cases in those two categories,

revealing that settlement occurred more often when a class has been certified

than when a class had not been certified.

1 0 In one instance a non-party tried to expand the scope of the notice, but plaintiff noted that the

proposed "expansion" was already in the notice plan. In another case the parties initially argued

about a form for identifying subclass members and then resolved their differences.
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Table 11
Proposed Settlements by Class Certification Status

Time Study Class Actions, 1987-1990 (N=51)

Outcome Certified Not
(N=11) Certified

____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ___ (N=40)

Settlement (Proposed or 9 20
actual)
No Settlement 2 20

Of the two certified cases that did not settle, one was transferred to

another district and the other was resolved by summary judgment for the

defendant. Seven of the nine proposed settlements were approved by the court,

one proposed settlement was rejected, and one was still pending when we

collected the court documents in the summer of 1994. In three of the nine cases

the record showed that the court preliminarily approved the settlement as within

an acceptable range of reasonableness and fairness before issuing notice of a

hearing on settlement approval.

Notice. For the certified class actions that settled, notice of the proposed

settlement was sent in all of the eight cases for which information was available.

Table 12 presents the available information about the content of those notices.11

The responses show that the notice often does not include an estimate of the size

of the proposed class. Such an estimate would seem essential if a class member is

to be able to estimate the value of that member's share of the settlement. In only

one case did the notice fail to include the total amount of the settlement.12 Note

that in Table 12 there are no negative responses for stating a plan of distribution,

establishing a claims procedure, and specifying a time and place for a hearing on

the proposed settlement.

11 For these items the time study data were not as complete as we expect the field study data to
be. We present the available time study data here, but note that the not applicable ("N. A.") and
unknown ('U") categories cover a large percentage of the cases.
12 Data from the field study will include information about the net amount of the settlement and
whether the notice included information about attorneys' fees, expenses, and the costs of
administering the settlement.
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Table 12
Content of Notice in Proposed Settlements of Certified

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=9)*

Content of Notice Yes No N.A. U
State the Approximate Class Size 2 3 0 3
Indicate the Total Settlement Amount 3 1 2 2
State a Plan of Distribution 4 0 2 2
Describe any Equitable Relief 2 1 2 3
Indicate a Right to Opt-Out 3 0 2 3
Establish a Claims or Opt-In Procedure 42 2
Specify a Time and Place for a Hearing 6 0 0 2

Missing Data = 1

Hearings. Hearings on a proposed settlement were held in seven cases.
Participation at the hearing could be determined only in a small number of cases.
In three cases the record indicated that class representatives attended the
hearing; in one case a nonrepresentative class member attended; and in one case
a person who opted-out attended. In four cases objections to the settlement were
indicated, one of which claimed that the settlement was based on collusion

between plaintiffs and defendants. 13 In the only two cases for which information
was available, the hearing lasted an hour in one case and less than an hour and a
quarter in the other.

The rulings on proposed settlements ranged from 2 pages to 34 pages,
with an average of 14 pages and a median of 10.14 All but one of the proposed
settlements were approved without changes; the one exception was approved
with changes.

Judge Time Spent Ruling on Settlements. District and magistrate judges
expended an average of approximately three hours per certified class action in
ruling on proposed settlements. In contrast, in non-certified cases the comparable
mean was less than a quarter of an hour per case. This time included reviewing
proposed settlements, presiding at settlement approval hearings, and ruling on
settlements, but did not include judicial efforts to facilitate settlement.

13 Another objection related to confusion about when the cash settlement would be paid to class
members and yet another objection related to the scope of relief in a (b)(2) settlement
14 The length of the ruling may not be a good measure of the effort required of a judge in ruling
on a settlement. In the field study we observed that it was a standard practice in securities class
actions for plaintiffs' counsel to draft a proposed order which was generally signed by the judge
if no objections were presented at the hearing.
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Opt-outs and opt-ins. In two cases, counts were available of the number of

opt-outs, 4 in one case and 139 in the other. In those 2 cases the estimated size of

the dass was 2,700 and 1,750 respectively. In 5 of the settlements an opt-in

procedure was used. Information about the number of opt-in claimants was

available in 2 cases; the numbers were 49 and 960 in classes the size of which had

been estimated at 100 and 2700.
Settlement Funds. Of the 16 time study class action cases where the court

approved a settlement, 7 cases produced a settlement fund to be distributed to

members of a plaintiffs' class, as illustrated by Figure 6. The 7 cases represent

44% of settled cases and 14% of time study class actions. Eight cases were settled

without the establishment of a settlement fund.

Figure 6
Percent of Settled Cases with Settlement Funds in

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=16)

No Information on

Settlement Fund (1)

_ ~~~~6%

No Settlement

Fund (8) 50%

~~~~~ettle m~~etleent Fund (7)
44%11

Table 13 lists the methods used to determine individual class member

shares in settlement funds. In general, shares were determined by consensual

methods, either by consent of the parties (2 cases) or by application of a formula

by counsel pursuant to a settlement (4 cases).
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Table 13
Methods for Determining Class Member Shares in Settlement Fund

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=7)

Method Number of Cases Percent of Total
Settlement Formula 4 57 % IConsent of the Parties - 2 29 %Individual Trials 1 14%

Monies from two (29%) of the settlement funds were distributed to all
class members who did not opt out. Monies from the other five (71 %) funds were
distributed only to class members who filed claims. The entire fund was
distributed to class members in most cases (71%; five cases). In one case,
however, the remaining funds were returned to the defendant. In another case,
$250,000 was reserved for settlement of appeals with any remainder reverting to
the defendant. Data are not available on the amounts, if any, actually returned.15

Settlement amounts and attorneys' fees. Table 14 presents the percentage of
settlement allocated to attorneys' fees for those cases where both settlement and
fee award amounts are available.

Table 14
Settlement Amounts and Attorneys' Fee Awards in

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=5)

Settlement Amount Attorneys' Fees Awarded Attorneys' Fees as
Percentage of

Settlement AmountCase 1 $ $175,000 $78,000 45%Case 2 240,000 90,716 38%Case 3 1,750,000 667,872 38%
Case 4 6,955,828 975,5541 14%Case 5 17,500,000 4,000,000 23%

15 These data are generally not recorded in court records because fund distribution often occurs
after a case is dosed.
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VIII. Attorneys' Fees
Applications for Attorneys' Fees.16 In 10 cases (20% of class actions) plaintiffs'

attorneys requested court approval of their fees either by fee application or as
part of a proposed settlement. In all 10 cases, a proposed settlement was brought
to the court's attention. As shown in Table 15, the amount of fees requested in
these 10 cases ranged from $17,498 to $4.0 million, with $828,555 as the mean and
$466,783 as the median amount requested. Where class certification information
is available, all cases with fee requests were certified as class actions (with only
one of these certified for settlement purposes only). Defendants' counsel did not
request court approval of their fees in any of the time study class action cases.

Table 15
Plaintiffs' Counsel Fees Requested/Awarded in
Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=10)

F ees Requested Fees Awarded
Case 1 17,498 Missing
Case 2 45,000 45,000
Case 3 78,000 78,000
Case 4 90,716 90,716
Case 5 265,694 Missing
Case 6 667,872 667,872
Case 7 750,000 Missing
Case 8 975,554 975,554
Case 9 1,395,217 1,395,217
Case 10 4,000,000 4,000,000
Source: FJC Class Action Project

Awards of Attorneys' Fees. Fee award information is available for seven of
the ten17 plaintiffs' counsel requests, as shown in Table 15. In all seven cases, the
court awarded the full amount requested. Fee awards ranged from $45,000 to
$4.0 million.

The time study collected information on the methods used for calculating
counsel fee awards for only six cases. Four awards were stated in terms of a
percentage of the gross settlement; two were determined by the lodestar method.

16 Attorneys' fees in this report do not include sanctions nor attorneys' out-of-pocket expenses.
17 In the remaining 3 cases with fee requests, no information is available on fee awards. There areindications in case files that the parties settled these fee issues out of court.
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Hearings on Fees. Our on-going field study indicates thus far that hearings
on proposed settlements sometimes include hearings on fees. In the time study,
however, we recorded data only on fee hearings that were separate from other
hearings. Those data show that the court held separate fee hearings on only 2 of
the 10 fee requests. District and magistrate judges spent a total of 25 hours ruling
on attorneys' fee applications in the 10 cases--an average of 2.5 hours per case.

IX. Trials
A trial date was set in 10 (20%) of the 51 cases with class action allegations.

As illustrated in Figure 7, a trial date was entered on the record an average of 625
days after the filing of the first complaint; the date set for trial was an average of
758 days after the complaint filing.

Figure 7
Time from Filing Complaint to Trial Date

Time Study Class Actions, 1987 - 1990 (N=10)
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Trial was held in only two cases. Both were not certified as class actions.
Each of these trials was a bench trial resulting in a judgment for the defendant.
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The total amount of judge time spent on trial for one case was 9 hours and 45
minutes. Data are not available for the other trial.

X Appeals
An appeal was filed in seven (14%) of the class action cases, with over half

(4 cases) involving an appeal from a final order or judgment. Most (71%; five
cases) were filed by a named class plaintiff, one was filed by an intervening class
member, and the other by a party opposing the class.

The time study recorded information on the issues and outcomes on
appeal for only four cases. In these cases, orders appealed from included denial
of a motion to intervene, grant of a defendant's summary judgment motion, and
denial of an emergency motion for injunctive relief. Outcomes on appeal
included affirmance of summary judgment, dismissal for want of jurisdiction of
the appeal of denial of intervention, and dismissal of another appeal for want of
prosecution.

XI. Judge Time in Certified and Uncertified Cases
Judge time in certified and uncertified cases compared. Table 16 shows the

distribution of judge time among various activities in the cases, comparing cases
in which class certification was granted and those in which it was not granted
(including in the latter category those cases in which no action was taken on
certification). The table should be read with an awareness that time study data
probably understate the amount of judge time spent on the various activities. The
director of the time study estimated that roughly ten to twenty percent of the
time expended on time study cases was not reported to the Center.18

18 Letter from John Shapard to Subcommittee on Judicial Statistics of the Committee on Judicial
Resources, page 1, July 20, 1993.
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Table 16
District Judge and Magistrate Judge Time Expended in

Time Study Class Actions Filed, 1987 - 1990 (N=51)

Type of Activity Certified Not Certified Certified Not Certified
(N=11) (N=40)
Judge Time Judge Time Average Hours Average Hours
(Hours) (Hours) Per Case Per CaseClass Certification 79 16 7 less than 1Motions to Dismiss 61 13 6 less than 1Discovery 64 7 6 less than 1Summary Judgment 30 48 3 1Notice to Class 4 0 less than 1 0Pretrial Conference I__1 1 less than 1 0All Other Pretrial Conferences 1 0 less than 1 0Trial 0 10 0 less than IFacilitating Settlement 38 20 4 1Review and Rule on Proposed 31 6 3 less than 1lSettlement

Presiding at Settlement Approval 16 1 1 0Hearing
Ruling on Attorneys' Fees 25 0 2 0Monitoring or Enforcing Final 11 0 1 0Order
Other 18 119 2 3Total of All Activities 379 240 34 6Source: FJC Time Study

Comparing the time demands of class action cases with the time demands
of other case types gives a perspective of the relative burden that class actions
impose on the courts. Case weights are scaled in relation to the weight of an
average case, which is rated as a "1." If class actions were treated as a separate
category for case weighting purposes (which they are not), the hours demanded
for the class action cases in the district court time study would justify a case
weight of 4.71, higher than any civil case type except death penalty habeas
corpus (6.15). The next closest civil case is a RICO claim (3.02). To compare
further, an average class action case would require about as much judge time as a
criminal prosecution for extortion, racketeering, and threats (4.62) and would
require less time than the average criminal prosecution for bankruptcy or
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securities fraud (5.30).19 Based data from the entire time study (including non-
class action cases), the case weights for the four types of cases that were most
prevalent in the current study (See Figure 1) are:

Securities, Commodities and Exchange (850) 1.96
Prisoner Civil Rights (550) (not U.S. defendant) 0.43
Other Civil Rights (440) (filed originally in federal court) 1.61
Civil Rights: Jobs (442) (filed originally in federal court) 1.61
The calculation of the above hypothetical 4.71 case weight for class actions

included both certified and uncertified cases. The average number of judge hours
per case was approximately 11 for all class actions, but, as Table 16 shows, the
amount of judge time for certified class actions was approximately three times
that. The large number of cases that were not certified brings down the average
for certified cases.

Most relevant to the Advisory Committee's concern with the certification
process is the fact that certified class actions represented an investment, on
average, of about seven hours of judge time on certification matters. Note,
however, that the cases that were not certified required less than a half hour of
judicial time, on average, for certification issues. Matters related to class notice
required less than a half hour of a judge's time, on average.

For certified class actions, ruling on motions to dismiss demanded slightly
less time, on the average, than did ruling on motions to certify a class. Ruling on
discovery disputes also demanded less time than the certification process, as did
the combined time devoted to facilitating and ruling on proposed settlements. At
all stages except trial, certified class actions demanded more judge time, on the
average, than cases that are not certified. For the average case not certified, the
most demanding activity involved ruling on motions for summary judgment.
Facilitating settlement was the next highest category of judicial activity.

19 Id. at 6-7. The 4.71 case weight for class actions was stated in a memorandum from JohnShapard to Mark Shapiro, February 8, 1994 and included in the materials for the AdvisoryComn-ittee's May, 1994 meeting.
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XII. Conclusion (and Preview)
This preliminary report provides descriptive information on class action

activity in 51 cases drawn from a national random sample of civil cases filed
between November 1987 and January 1990. This information, though informative
and national in scope, represents a limited introduction to the type of data that
we will be collecting from the courts in the field study. For example, we have
examined approximately 136 class actions in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
and expect to examine a similar number in the Northern District of California in
time to report to the Committee at its April meeting in New York. We recognize
that there is still a great deal that is not known about class action activity. As we
continue to collect more data on these activities in our field study, we will be able
to provide a more extensive and detailed view of the approaches various federal
courts have taken to manage class action cases.

Please let us know if you see additional questions or analyses that we
might explore using the time study data.
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